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Abstract

The existing solution procedure for two phases in OpenFOAM suffers from unphysical velocity
oscillations at the free surface. We aimed to solve this by imposing the boundary conditions
directly on the free surface. We have taken the first step towards a new two-phase solution
method by first addressing the water phase alone. It is a free surface modelling method based
on merging concepts from two existing methods: (1) A single-phase free surface method and
(2) the solution method in OpenFOAM. The underlying motivation for the study was to en-
able more accurate estimation of the wave induced load distributions from wave crest impacts
on offshore structures. This requires an accurate prediction of the kinematics near the free
surface. We present a solution method with boundary conditions directly on the free surface,
thereby the name: Direct Surface Description (DSD). Additionally it is the first time that
the isoAdvector algorithm is combined with a single phase free surface method. A still water
level simulation is presented to illustrate the unphysical behaviour of the existing solvers and
validate the behaviour of the DSD method. The second test case is a moderately steep stream
function wave in intermediate water depth. The DSD method is validated and compared to
the existing solution methods of OpenFOAM (interFoam and interIsoFoam) by presenting a
detailed comparison of surface elevations and velocity profiles. This is followed by a conver-
gence study of the error of the wave height, the max and mean velocity over the depth and
the crest phase shift. Additionally the effect of the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number
is studied. The stream function wave case demonstrates that the DSD method accurately pre-
dicts the free surface elevation and velocity fields without free surface undulations or oscillatory
velocity fields. The convergence study shows the increased accuracy of the DSD method. The
solitary wave case shows that the DSD method provides accurate velocity fields and surface
elevations for horizontally elongated cells. The shoaling solitary wave demonstrates that the
DSD solvers predicts correct shoaling to the point of breaking. Furthermore, these simulations
illustrate that they can handle the post breaking region, which is challenging for numerical
solvers. A standing wave simulation studies the evolution of the wave over 20 periods. The
wave height increases dramatically for the explicit DSD solver, which indicates that there is
an inconsistency in the coupling between the free surface advection and the pressure-velocity
coupling. The classical dam break case further validates both solvers. Finally the focused wave
simulation shows that the developed DSD method works in 3D with a simulation of a wave
breaking impact on a vertical cylinder. For the focused wave simulation a new static piston
wave maker boundary condition has been implemented for the focused wave generation using
a piston position signal. To conclude, the new DSD method provide a solution to the problem
with unphysical velocities at the free surface. The DSD solvers provides accurate results for
the presented test cases and they can handle complex free surface flows in a 3D simulation.
They form a solid base for extending the solvers to two phase flows and future study of wave
induced forces on offshore structures.
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Resumé (Abstract in Danish)

Den eksisterende løsningsmetode i OpenFOAM for to fase strømninger har i den nuværende
form ufysiske hastighedssvingninger ved den frie overflade. Vi sigtede efter at løse dette ved
at indføre randbetingelserne direkte på den fri overflade. Vi har taget det første skridt mod
en ny to-fase løsningsmetode ved først udelukkende at arbejde med vandfasen. Den udviklede
fri overflade modelleringsmetode er baseret på en kombination af koncepter fra to eksisterende
metoder: (1) En enkelt fase fri overflade metode og (2) løsningsmetoden i OpenFOAM. Formålet
med undersøgelsen var at muliggøre en mere nøjagtig estimering af fordelingen af de bølgeinduc-
erede belastninger fra sammenstød af bølgetoppe med offshore konstruktioner. Dette kræver en
nøjagtig forudsigelse af kinematikken nær den frie overflade. Vi præsenterer en løsningsmetode
med randbetingelser direkte på den frie overflade, deraf navnet: Direct Surface Description
(DSD). Derudover er det første gang, at isoAdvector-algoritmen kombineres med en enkelt fase
fri overflade metode. En simularing af et stillestående vandspejl præsenteres for at illustrere
den ufysiske opførsel ved brug af de eksisterende løsere og for at validere opførslen af DSD-
metoden. Den anden test er en moderat stejl strømfunktionsbølge på en vanddybde mellem lavt
og dybt vand. DSD-metoden valideres og sammenlignes med de eksisterende løsningsmetoder i
OpenFOAM (interFoam og interIsoFoam) ved at vise detaljerede sammenligninger af overflade
elevation og hastighedsprofiler. Dette efterfølges af et konvergensstudie af fejlen i bølgehøj-
den, maksimum- og gennemsnitshastigheden over dybden samt faseforskydningen af bølgens
top. Derudover undersøges effekten af Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) tallet. Simuleringen af
strømfunktionsbølgen viser, at DSD-metoden nøjagtigt forudsiger den frie overflade elevation
og hastighedsfelter uden lokale svingninger i den frie overflade og hastighedsfeltet. Konver-
gensstudiet viser den øgede nøjagtighed af DSD-metoden. Den solitære bølge simulering viser,
at DSD-metoden giver nøjagtige hastighedsfelter og overfladeelevationer for horisontalt aflange
celler. Den solitære bølge på en skrå bund viser, at DSD-løserne forudsiger hvordan bølgen
vokser frem mod bølgens brydningspunkt. Ydermere viser simuleringerne også at DSD meto-
den kan håndtere den kaotiske strømning efter bølgen har brudt, hvilket er udfordrende for
numeriske løsere. En stående bølgesimulering studerer bølgens udvikling over tyve perioder.
Bølgehøjden stiger voldsomt for den eksplicitte DSD-løser, hvilket indikerer, at der er en inkon-
sistens i koblingen mellem den frie overflade flytning og tryk-hastighedskoblingen. Den klassiske
simulering af en dæmning der styrter sammen validerer begge løsere yderligere. Endelig viser
den fokuserede bølgesimulering, at den udviklede DSD-metode fungerer i 3D med en simulering
af en brydende bølge der rammer en vertikal cylinder. For at kunne generere bølgerne i den
fokuserede bølgesimulering blev en ny statisk stempel bølgegenerator udviklet. Den bruger
tidssignalet for stemplets position. For at konkludere så giver den nye DSD-metode en løsning
på problemet med ufysiske hastigheder ved den frie overflade. Begge DSD-løsere giver præcise
resultater i de præsenterede tests. De kan håndtere komplekse frie overfladestrømninger i en
3D-simulering og danner en solid base for at udvide løserne til to-fase strømninger og fremtidige
studier af bølgeinducerede kræfter på offshore konstruktioner.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A key element in the structural design for offshore structures is the wave-induced loads. The
designers need to choose a limited number of extreme wave load cases for which the structure
will be designed. This involves generating an irregular sea state from the design sea state and
identifying the most critical waves. Once this has been achieved it is time to evaluate the
induced load from the design wave on the given structure. This is where the current PhD
study is relevant in the context of a structural design process.

The initial aim for this project was to provide detailed analyses of the wave load distribution
on offshore structures computed with the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) open source
software OpenFOAM. This open-source software was chosen with the final goal in mind: To
enable practitioners in the industry to make accurate and detailed calculations of the wave
loads on an offshore structure. OpenFOAM is a mature and versatile tool, which is used more
and more both in academia and industry. It already has all the main components required for
simulation of wave loads on offshore structures. Furthermore, the software is being maintained
by ESI group with releases every six months.

However, earlier studies have documented, that there is a problem with the computed
velocity field near the free surface. A contributing factor to this overestimation is the continuous
interpolation of the relative pressure. The relative pressure is discontinuous as a consequence
of the difference in density between the two phases. The problem can be mitigated in the
fluid region by enforcing a very small Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number. However, it
does not remove the underlying problem, which is still present. This may also explain why the
problem have not been solved yet.

Hence, the first task was to investigate these problems and propose a solution, and then
move on to the wave loads. The reason for tackling this problem first is that the largest loads
are found in the region of the wave crest, and these are usually critical to the design. In order
to get an accurate estimation of the wave load, it is essential to have an accurate prediction of
the wave shape and the velocity field, especially near the crest, where the largest velocities are
found.

It turned out that this problem was very challenging to solve. The problem have been
documented for more than a decade ago by Amini Afshar (2010). It has most likely existed
since (Ubbink, 1997) and (Rusche, 2002), and it still exists in OpenFOAM. The final aim of
this project was later adjusted to focus on the problems with the unphysical velocities at the
free surface and the free surface discontinuity in the relative pressure. One of the main reasons
was that it required more time to create and implement a viable solution in the OpenFOAM
code.

The central scope of this PhD has been to develop and implement a modified Finite Volume
method for free surface flows with special focus on the relative pressure and velocity fields near
the free surface. The code is highly modular, which is a huge strength in terms of applying the
code to many different problems, but this also makes the programming more demanding and
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1. Introduction

complex. Solving the challenges around the free surface, is an important first step towards a
more accurate prediction of extreme wave loads on structures.

During the first phase of the PhD a re-implementation of the Ghost Fluid Method (GFM)
in OpenFOAM by Vukčević et al. (2017) was created, because the original implementation is
not open-source. Our hypothesis was that the assumption of a continuous relative pressure field
across the free surface was the cause for the unphysical velocities, and that a correct treatment
of the pressure would eliminate the problem. We found that the method solved the problem
concerning the discontinuity in the relative pressure, but we were not satisfied with the velocity
fields near the free surface.

During the second phase of this PhD study we used our gained experience from the GFM
method together with experiences from an in-house code, NS3. We decided to only solve the
flow in the cells predominantly occupied by water and enforce boundary conditions along the
free surface. The reasoning for this was the air phase seemed to be the major problem and
it is in many cases not of interest to the engineer. Based on the GFM method and the NS3
code, we created and implemented the Direct Surface Description (DSD) method implemented
in two OpenFOAM solvers. The first solver is an explicit solver (dsdrkFoam) based on pressure
projection and an explicit Runge-Kutta time integration. The second solver is an implicit solver
(dsdFoam) based on the existing time integration schemes in OpenFOAM. These methods do
not suffer from unphysical behaviour of the velocity field around the free surface. Furthermore,
the methods provide a first step towards a two-phase methodology free of unphysical velocity
fields and continuous interpolation of the relative pressure.

The DSD method eliminates the air phase from the simulation and solves the governing
equations in the fluid region of the domain. It is shown that the relative pressure boundary
condition at the free surface can be formulated as a Dirichlet condition derived from the relative
pressure jump condition used in the GFM method. The velocity boundary condition at the
free surface can be specified to a zero gradient condition or a constant gradient condition.

This thesis mostly concerns the new DSD methods with the purpose of evaluating their
performance and their ability to handle cases with increasing complexity. The DSD methods
are also compared to the existing solvers in OpenFOAM. The existing solvers from OpenFOAM
are: interFoam and interIsoFoam. The interFoam solver has been around for many years and
it uses an algebraic advection scheme to move the free surface. The interIsoFoam solver was
added quite recently, and the difference between the two is that it uses a geometric advection
scheme (called isoAdvector) to move the free surface. Except for the advection the two solvers
are identical. The DSD solvers use the geometric advection scheme, since they preserve a sharp
description of the free surface, and this is needed when enforcing the free surface boundary
conditions.
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1.1 Background

1.1.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics in context of wave modelling
Simulation of ocean waves is a broad topic with many different models which exist on different
spatial and temporal scales. The models on the different scales form together a way to go
from global wind data to a single extreme wave event. This section aims to place CFD on the
spatial and temporal scale in relation to the other ways of modelling and describing waves.
The large scale models enable engineers to simulate the wave and weather climate all around
the world and account for observations over several decades. In the other end of the spatial
and temporal scale we find the type of models developed in this PhD. These models enable
engineers to make detailed simulations of the fluid-structure interaction between breaking and
non-breaking ocean waves and any given offshore structure. Figure 1.1 illustrates the different
wave modelling scales going from large to small scale following the arrows.

Figure 1.1: Illustration of wave modelling on different spatial scales

In the following description I will start by describing the large scale models and gradually
move to smaller scales to illustrate how an engineer could go from global wind data to detailed
analysis of a breaking wave with an offshore structure.

At global level there are the wind-wave models (also called third generation wind-wave
models). These models forecast the wave condition on a global and regional scale. The input
to these models is wind data and the output is a wave spectrum or properties of the wave
spectrum like the significant wave height and peak period. The modelling techniques dates
back to the efforts of the WAMDI group (WAMDI Group, 1988). This led to several models,
where the WAM model can be said to be the original implementation. Some of the derived
models are the SWAN model (Booij et al., 1999), the fully spectral formulation with MIKE
21 SW Spectral Wave Model (Sørensen et al., 2005) and WAVEWATCH (Tolman, 1991). The
models are continuously updated with new source terms (Larsén et al., 2017), numerical solution
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methods (Tolman, 2002), spatial resolution (Zijlema, 2010, 2021) and parametrisation of islands
and offshore wind farms, see for example (Tolman, 2003) and (Christensen et al., 2013). The
third generation wind wave models solves the wave action equation using source terms from
intra-wave interaction, bottom friction dissipation, wind and near-shore wave breaking. The
method is based on superposition of first order sinusoidal wave components.

The output from the third generation wind-wave models is a spectrum, which is illustrated
in the second category in Figure 1.1. The output is used in long term statistics and frequency-
time transformation methods.

The long term statistics are an important step in the process, where data from the last 30-
100 years are used to perform an extreme value analysis. The data can both be measurements
and hind cast data from a spectral wave model for example MIKE 21 SW. The goal of the
long term statistics is to enable the engineer to determine a design wave condition with a
certain return period of e.g. 50 years based on extreme value analysis of the used data. The
return period can then be translated to a probability, which describes the likelihood of a storm
to occur within the lifetime of the structure. A general introduction to this can be found in
(Holthuijsen, 2007).

Now the engineer has a spectrum describing the wave condition at a specific site and a design
storm based on historical data. The next step is to generate a sea state realisation of the storm.
The simplest way to generate a time series from a spectrum is using a first order irregular wave
model. Based on the assumption that we can use first order Stokes waves it is possible to
perform a single or double summation over a discrete set of spectral components from the wave
spectrum. This may include a directional spreading spectrum. However, Stokes first order
theory is only a good approximation up to mean water level when creating an irregular time
series of many components. The velocities become to large above the mean water level and
alternative methods such as wheeler stretching have been used improve the estimation.

Potential flow models are efficient methods, which can provide the wave kinematics. Very
recently a new fully non linear pseudo-spectral method have been developed by Klahn et al.
(2021). The method have been demonstrated to have remarkable accuracy and good efficiency.
It is the first model to achieve several milestones in the simulation of irregular directionally
spread seas. This include simulation of rogue/extreme waves, which are waves that suddenly
appear at certain location and the waves are more than twice the height of other waves in the
sea state (Onorato et al., 2013).

Engsig-Karup et al. (2009) developed a fully nonlinear potential flow model based on finite
difference. They compared simulations of three dimensional steep non-linear wave problems
and wave shoaling problems to experimental measurements and calculations in the literature.
The comparison showed a good agreement. These models are more efficient and can handle
larger domains than a Finite Volume (FV) based CFD model like OpenFOAM. This has led to a
new trend within CFD. The efficient models like a potential flow solver is used to simulate a sea
state. Then this is used as boundary condition to a smaller domain, where an offshore structure
could be the target of the simulation with a CFD model like OpenFOAM. This makes it possible
to have a large domain to create the right wave condition and a smaller domain around the
structure that can model and capture the wave breaking process and impact with the offshore
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structure. An example of such a coupling between the model by Engsig-Karup et al. (2009)
and OpenFOAM can be found in (Paulsen et al., 2014a) and (Ghadirian et al., 2016).

The models discussed until now are not designed to simulate for example wave breaking in
detail. This is where CFD models become relevant. CFD methods are the most computationally
expensive, but also most detailed methods that can simulate ocean waves as well as wave
breaking impacts on offshore structures.

1.1.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics methodologies
One of the first series of calculations that looked like modern CFD calculations were those
of Lewis Fry Richardson (Richardson, 1922). He divided a physical space into cells and used
Finite Fifference (FD) to discretise the domain. Around 25 years later, it is believed that the
first CFD simulations using computers were performed at Los Alamos National Lab (Harlow,
2004). The group led by Francis H. Harlow is widely considered pioneers within the field of
CFD. From 1957 to 1960 they developed a series of numerical methods for 2D fluid flows, such
as the particle-in-cell method (Harlow, 1955), the fluid-in-cell method (Gentry et al., 1966), the
vorticity stream function method (Fromm and Harlow, 1963) and the marker-and-cell method
(Harlow and Welch, 1965).

For fluid flows the central governing equation is the Navier-Stokes equations. The transla-
tion of the governing equations to something that can be programmed and solved in a computer
is obtained with the discretisation method. There are many different methods and some of the
central ones will be mentioned here. These are FV, Finite Element (FE), FD, Spectral Element
(SE), Lattice Boltzmann (LB), Vortex (V) and Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH). This
PhD project focus on using the FV method.

The methods have various strengths and weaknesses. The FV method is commonly used
in CFD codes, because it does not require as much memory. The governing partial differential
equations are written in conservative form and solved in each discrete cell volume. The strength
of this method is that the discretisation can ensure exact conservation the fluxes through the cell
faces of each control volume. This is for example used to ensure mass or volume conservation.
The FD method uses a grid of points. It is simple to program and one can generate higher-order
schemes in the discretisation, which increases the accuracy. It has also been used to create very
computationally efficient methods. The FE method has mainly been used within structural
mechanics, where it is as popular as the FV method is for fluids. It is challenging to ensure
a conservative solution with the FE method, however it has been used to solve fluid flows. A
benefit of the FE method is that once formulated to be conservative it is more stable than the
FV method. A drawback is that FE is slower and requires more memory than the FV method.
SE methods are a type of FV methods, where the partial differential equations are expressed
with a weak formulation. They use a very high-order formulation and limits the number of
spectral elements. The SE method is quite new and has gained more focus by researchers
during the recent years. The vortex method is a mesh free method where the computational
elements are vortex particles. One of the benefits of the vortex method is that it can simulate
small and large scales accurately at the same time. LB methods have gained a lot of focus in
the last decade. It is based on a simplified kinetic picture of the fluid with fictive particles.
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These particle collide and propagate over a discrete lattice mesh. The SPH method is also
a mesh free method using the idea of particles. The method uses an interpolation kernel to
interpolate between particles. The method is especially well suited for free surface flows with
complex and large deformations of the free surface. One of the challenges with this method has
been the specification of domain boundary conditions, however solutions are available. Another
drawback is that the method requires a larger amount of particles than grid based methods to
create solutions of the same accuracy.

1.1.3 Free surface description strategies
In the subsection the FV method for free surface flows will be described. There are different
strategies to describe the free surface, and the current discussion is limited to flows with a
single free surface separating two phases.

The FV methods for free surface flows can be separated in two categories: (1) Single-phase
methods and (2) Two-phase methods. The single-phase methods require boundary conditions
at the free surface to close the computational domain. In the two-phase methods the free surface
is enclosed inside the computational domain. There are methods both with and without free
surface boundary conditions and different free surface capturing methods.

All methods describing free surface flows should have three essential components (Hirt and
Nichols, 1981), which are:

1. A method to describe the free surface location and its shape.

2. A method to evolve the free surface location and shape in time.

3. A set of boundary conditions or assumptions which are applied at the free surface.

One of the simplest single-phase methods to capture the free surface uses a height function,
which measures the surface elevation in the vertical direction with respect to a reference level.
The height function has been used to create very efficient methods for propagation of ocean
waves. However, it is easier to implement this together with a FD method. An example of
the application of the height function can be found in (Nichols and Hirt, 1973). The main
limitation is the height function that is required to be single-valued. Therefore, these methods
cannot handle overturning waves or any other free surface flow, where the height function would
attain multiple values. In some methods of this kind there is a sink term to extract energy,
when the wave reaches the breaking limit. In this way the breaking process is handled, and it
is possible to keep track of the extracted energy. It enables these fast models to simulate sea
states, where wave breaking occurs without being the main target of the simulation.

The Lagrangian Grid method tracks the free surface by constructing a Lagrangian grid of
points that moves with the fluid. Since the grid and fluid moves together, it automatically
tracks the free surface. However, care must be taken, when applying the free surface boundary
conditions. The limitation of this method is that the free surface is not allowed to break apart
or intersect. Hence, a method of this type could simulate a plunging breaking wave until the
point where the jet hits the free surface in front of the wave. The Lagrangian Grid methods
are often using the Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method.
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The Marker-and-Cell (MAC) method was created by Harlow and Welch (1965). The scheme
use a fixed Eulerian grid of control volumes. A set of massless marker particles that move with
the fluid are used to determine the fluid position in the grid. The fluid cells are recognized by
having markers, while the cells on the other side of the interface have no markers. The free
surface is defined to exist in cells that contain particles and have at least one empty neighbour
cell. The free surface boundary condition for the pressure was to apply the gas pressure of
surrounding gas on the other side of the free surface. The velocity components were assigned
in order to approximate the incompressibility condition and a zero shear stress along the free
surface. The success of the MAC method in solving complicated free surface flows is due to
the markers not tracking the surfaces directly, but instead tracking the volumes of fluid. The
surfaces are the volume boundaries, which means that surfaces can merge, appear or disappear
when the free surface flow is chaotic. The method has been improved to apply the gas pressure
at an interpolated free surface location inside the cells (Nichols and Hirt, 1975), and it was
extended to include surface tension by Daly (1969). The method has primarily been used for 2D
cases, because it requires a lot of markers in each cell to provide a good resolution. Furthermore,
the method requires a lot of memory and CPU to handle all the markers. Another drawback
of this method is that the flow can cluster the markers in certain areas and draw them apart
in other areas. Thereby, a poor resolution may be applied or non-physical voids may suddenly
appear in the fluid region.

The Surface Marker method was created to limit the memory requirement and limited
marker particles to only be present on the free surface and not in the interior of the fluid
(Nichols and Hirt, 1975). In a 2D domain the markers on the free surface could be arranged
in a linear order along the surface. Thereby, a uniform spacing could be enforced between
the markers. It also simplified the computation of intersections between surfaces. The surface
markers gave a straight forward way to find the free surface in order to enforce the boundary
conditions. The method however failed when going to 3D simulations, because it was difficult
to find a way to order the particles on the free surface.

The Volume of Fluid (VOF) method was developed by Hirt and Nichols (1981). The method
uses the concept of a fluid volume fraction. The method retains the good properties for volume
tracking from the MAC method, but it reduces the amount of required memory and CPU cost
to an absolute minimum. Within a control volume it is widely used to average the value in
the entire volume of the cell to a single value, which is stored. The VOF method was created
from the idea, that it made little sense to keep more than one piece of information in each cell
for locating the free surface, because the other variables only have a single value in each cell.
The fluid volume fraction is consistent with the storage of other flow properties as velocity and
pressure. In the original VOF method the volume fraction is required to be a step function
that attains a value of either 1 or 0. In the present work the volume fraction is a smooth
field, however from this field a sharp interface is reconstructed. As in the MAC method the
free surface boundary condition for the pressure was the ambient gas pressure. The velocity
components were used to satisfy a zero shear-stress condition at the surface. To compute the
temporal evolution of the volume fraction of fluid, a conservative transport equation is used
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for the volume fraction.
∂α

∂t
+∇ · (αu) = 0 (1.1)

α is the volume fraction of liquid, t is time and u is the velocity vector. The challenge of solving
this equation is to avoid smearing out the volume fraction field due to numerical diffusion and
dispersion errors. This aspect has also been central in the present work, where the Multidi-
mensional Universal Limiter with Explicit Solution (MULES) method in OpenFOAM tends to
smear out the volume fraction over several cells. The solution to this was to use the geometric
advection algorithm isoAdvector. However, keeping the volume fraction sharp with isoAdvector
also comes at a price. For chaotic flows it is not always possible to conserve the fluid mass,
which means that a mass error will be present when dealing with chaotic free surface flows.
The VOF has proven to be an extremely robust method, which is reflected in its application in
a wide range of commercial and academic CFD codes.

The OpenFOAM solvers for two-phase flows apply a variable density approximation to the
original VOF method. The interFoam solver has been created based on the work of Ubbink
(1997) and Rusche (2002). This is one of the VOF variants, which exists in the literature.
A distinct feature of the original VOF method is that it demands application of free surface
boundary conditions. When the free surface propagates through the mesh, the fluid cell ar-
rangement will continually change. This implies that the solution domain changes. Proper
free surface boundary conditions for pressure and velocity must be enforced. These boundary
conditions originates from the free surface stress condition. The task of handling a changing
computational domain and application of the boundary conditions is not trivial. For these
reasons the variable density VOF methods have been created, where both the liquid and gas
region is simulated. The fluid flow is treated as single phase with a variable density. The
density is computed using the volume fraction of the fluid as

ρ = ρliquidα + (1− α)ρgas (1.2)

where ρ is the smooth density, ρliquid is the liquid density and ρgas is the gas density. Then it
is argued that no free surface boundary conditions are needed, since the flow is solved in both
the liquid and gas regions. The success and wide application the variable density VOF method
is undeniable. However, the variable density VOF method have the following challenges:

1. It is difficult to achieve convergence in the coupled pressure-velocity solution, because the
gas region is much more sensitive to pressure changes than the liquid region. This is due
to the large difference in density, which is present for air-water problems. This also have
the potential to slow down the model in terms of CPU time, when many iterations are
required.

2. The possibility of a tangential velocity discontinuity at the free surface. The velocities at
the interface are often quite different in direction, due to the different response to pressure
of liquid and gas. In the variable density VOF method the free surface is moved with
an averaged velocity found from linear interpolation across the free surface. This has
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the potential to produce an unrealistic evolution of the free surface, where the averaged
velocities create a wrong boundary and transition between the two phases. The transition
thickness depends on the mesh resolution, which explains why the density averaged often
requires a very fine resolution around the free surface.

The variable density method is often referred to as a VOF method, however this may be
misleading with respect to the original work by Hirt and Nichols (1981). It could be argued
that the variable density method is not a VOF method. This is due to the missing treatment
of interface discontinuities, boundary conditions at the interface and an advection method to
track the interface that conserves its discontinuous character.

The DSD method developed in the present work adheres to the basic requirements to be
called a VOF method. The fluid volume fraction is treated as a continuous field, however the
evolution of the field in time is kept sharp by employing the isoAdvector scheme. A pressure
condition is enforced at the estimated position of the free surface and the velocities near the
free surface are not affected by averaged velocities between two phases.

The free surface tracking can be divided into algebraic methods solving a transport equation
for the fluid volume fraction and the geometric methods which track the free surface using a
geometrical reconstruction of the free surface.

The level-set method is an algebraic free surface tracking method. It is quite popular among
researchers, however it is difficult to make a conservative method. The level-set method is based
on the non-conservative transport equation for the fluid volume fraction

∂α

∂t
+ α · ∇(u) = 0 (1.3)

More recently Vukčević (2016) developed a level-set method for an unstructured FV model.
In contrast to the VOF methods, the level-set method has a user controlled parameter for the
interface smearing. It is based on the signed distance (Sethian, 1999) and (Osher and Fedkiw,
2003). This is not a conserved quantity like the volume fraction in the VOF method. The level-
set field is unbound and the interface is located at the zero value. In most cases the signed
distance is not preserved due to discretisation errors which occur when it is advected by the
velocity field. The solution to this is the introduction of an additional re-distancing equation
(Sussman and Fatemi, 1999). The level-set method have also been used by (Bihs et al., 2016) to
create a three-dimensional numerical wave tank for calculation of wave propagation and wave
hydrodynamics. In (Bihs and Kamath, 2017) the level-set method has been coupled with ghost
fluid method.

The MULES scheme is used to compress the interface in the variable density VOF method
implemented in OpenFOAM. It is an algebraic method, solving the transport equation for the
fluid volume fraction. The scheme was developed by Ubbink (1997) and Ubbink and Issa (1999).
An additional compressive term was added by Rusche (2002). The additional compression to
keep the interface sharp has in this work been observed to generate wiggles in the free surface,
which seems dependent on the mesh resolution. The coarser the mesh is the larger the wiggles
are and vice versa.

The last way of tracking the free surface, which will be presented is the geometrical free
surface tracking method. There are multiple methods for example the piecewise linear interface
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construction method (Malan et al., 2021) and isoAdvector (Roenby et al., 2016) just to mention
a few references. The present work uses isoAdvector, which is the available alternative to
MULES in OpenFOAM. The essence of the method is the construction of iso-surfaces based
on the 0.5 volume fraction contour level. These iso-surfaces are then moved with the velocity
field. Special attention have been given to the calculation of the fluxes of each fluid through
the cell faces, which in the end provides a way to update the cell centred volume fraction field.

1.2 Advances in simulation of wave loads on offshore
structures

The motivation of this study is the estimation of wave loads on offshore structures. Hence, it
is relevant to give an overview of some of the recent advances and ongoing activities related to
numerical simulation of wave loads on offshore structures.

1.2.1 REEF3D
An open-source code which could be relevant for the industry is the REEF3D model, which
have multiple components. The CFD branch of REEF3D has been developed by Bihs and Ka-
math (2017); Bihs et al. (2016). It is an incompressible Navier-Stokes solver using higher-order
weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) schemes in space, total variation diminishing
(TVD) Runge-Kutta schemes time and a level set approach for the free surface capturing. The
method both models the water and air phase. The numerical wave tank is aimed at complex
wave hydrodynamics. The REEF3D model have been used to study interaction between break-
ing waves and a vertical cylinder (Kamath et al., 2016). In relation wave loads it has also been
used to simulate the pressure distribution from breaking wave impacts on a vertical cylinder
(Alagan Chella et al., 2019). REEF3D was also used in (Aggarwal et al., 2019) to study the
characteristics of breaking irregular wave forces on a vertical cylinder. The model has been
further validated in Alagan Chella et al. (2015, 2016); Bihs and Kamath (2016); Chella et al.
(2017). The REEF3D model employs a staggered grid arrangement to avoid checker boarding
in the pressure solution. In order to handle complex boundaries the model uses an immersed
boundary method. This differentiates this modelling approach from the one used in Open-
FOAM. Here a collocated approach is used with Rhie-Chow momentum interpolation to avoid
pressure checker boarding. REEF3D uses a smooth density field, which is interpolated across
the free surface. To my knowledge no documentation of how the velocity field behaves at the
free surface has been published. It could be that a staggered grid approach helps to avoid
spurious velocities at the free surface. From the documented results the method is a good
candidate for prediction of wave impact load distributions on offshore structures. I have not
found other groups with the same amount of research on wave impact loads, so this definitely
one of the major groups in the field. A simple test case focusing the velocity treatment around
the free surface would have been of high value to this study. Another major difference between
this method and OpenFOAM is the free surface capturing method. Using a level set approach
seems to be a better choice than using the MULES algorithm in relation to smearing of the
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volume fraction field. REEF3D does not apply boundary conditions at the free surface, hence it
belongs to the group of density averaging VOF methods. This is another significant difference
to our method, where free surface boundary conditions are enforced at the free surface location.

1.2.2 Ghost Fluid Method
Another significant group of researchers, who have performed work relating to numerical sim-
ulation of wave loads on offshore structures, are the developers of the GFM implementation in
OpenFOAM (Vukčević et al., 2017). Vukčević et al. (2017) presented the implementation of a
GFM method developed to work in the code framework of OpenFOAM. The focus was mainly
on ship resistance studies, however Vukčević (2016) also presents a simulation case with a ver-
tical cylinder. The main focus was on the pressure and surface elevation and details concerning
the velocity field near the interface was presented. There are multiple plots of the velocity with
vectors, however it is not possible to see the details near the interface if the grid is very fine.
In the study the CFD results under predict the experimentally measured first order forces and
the maximum relative error is approximately 5%.

Vukčević et al. (2017) showed that the continuous density field creates an imbalance in
the momentum equation, which causes spurious velocities in absence of surface tension. The
discontinuity of the density field was captured with a newly developed Ghost Fluid Method
(GFM). Originally the GFM method was developed by Fedkiw et al. (1999); Fedkiw and Liu
(2001) and Fedkiw (2001). The GFM method in combination with a novel level set method
was shown to accurately propagate waves over long distances by Vukčević (2016), however no
clear validation, e.g. velocity profiles, was given for the velocity field. More recently, GFM was
combined with isoAdvector (Roenby et al., 2016) by Vukčević et al. (2018) where they studied a
progressive stream function wave train with intermediate water depth and moderate steepness.
The study only presented results from a mesh with 26 cells per wave height. This is a relatively
fine resolution in comparison to the number cells that we need in our model to obtain same
accuracy. They compared different components of the stream function solution, and reported a
first-order surface elevation error of 3.81% after eight wave periods and a first-order horizontal
velocity error of 4.2% after seven wave periods.

Liu et al. (2020) used the GFM method in combination with a k − ω − SST to study the
effect of using jump conditions on the description of turbulence in breaking waves. Liu et al.
(2019) performed a series of simulations of violent breaking wave impacts on a vertical wall
using the GFM method extended with a compressible air-phase. This was done with the aim
of improving the modelling of the entrapped air-pocket during the breaking wave impact on
the wall. The study shows a good match between the experimentally measured pressure and
simulated pressure on the wall. Gatin et al. (2018) used the GFM method to study green sea
loads. Even though this is for ships, it may also be a relevant model for modelling wave loads
on structures. Gatin et al. (2020) developed a compressible GFM method and it was applied
to simulate a breaking wave impact with a wall, where an amount of air was entrapped by the
wave. The focus of these studies are the pressure forces and capturing the air cushion effect
in violent breaking waves with the compressible air phase. They stated that the compressible
air phase speeds up the simulation in contrast to the model with a incompressible air phase.
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Detailed studies of the velocity field near the free surface predicted by these methods are
lacking.

Peltonen et al. (2020) implemented the GFM method with the aim of studying ship re-
sistance. In their study they suggested an alternative formulation for reconstructing the free
surface position from the fluid volume fraction. They observed that the new reconstruction
method gave a better wave propagation for small amplitude waves. Furthermore, they proposed
to move the kinematic viscosity outside the divergence operator in the diffusion term in order
to avoid a smearing of the velocity field from the diffusion. It should be noted here, that we
in our implementation of the GFM method observed a smearing of the velocity field near the
free surface, after the diffusion term had been removed from the solution of the momentum
equation. Hence, the diffusion is not the only possible source of smearing in the velocity field.

Ferro et al. (2022) have also implemented the GFM method based on Vukčević et al. (2017).
In this study, they abandon the MULES algorithm in OpenFOAM and employs the Modified
Compressive Interface Capturing Scheme for Arbitrary Meshes (MCICSAM) scheme by Wa-
clawczyk et al. (2007). The method still uses a compressive scheme to keep the interface sharp.
They concluded that their GFM implementation better preserves the wave height and suc-
cessfully overcomes the presence of the light phase acceleration when simulating the case from
Larsen et al. (2019). I am not fully convinced, since there are only field plots of the velocity
magnitudes, for example (Ferro et al., 2022) Fig. 10. From this plot a smooth boundary layer
in the velocity at the free surface can be observed. The thickness could very well be related to
cell size. This support our findings with our own implementation of the GFM method. Another
observation is that the study uses the first order Euler scheme to discretise the temporal terms,
even though the second order Adams-Moulton scheme is available in OpenFOAM. The fact,
that this scheme has not been used indicates to me that it probably gave worse results. I know
from colleagues that using the Euler scheme is a very common practice, because it is the most
reliable choice. In our work we have found that the backward scheme gives poor predictions
near the interface, because it will often include values from the air phase in the evaluation of
the temporal derivative in the water phase. Since, the air flow and water flow is often quite
different in direction, this leads to some serious numerical errors.

Other related studies of the GFM method includes Meyer et al. (2016), Wemmenhove et al.
(2015), Queutey and Visonneau (2007), Huang et al. (2007) and Desjardins et al. (2008). In
(Vukčević et al., 2017) the work of (Queutey and Visonneau, 2007), (Huang et al., 2007) and
(Desjardins et al., 2008) was the main inspiration and background for their development. A
further discussion of these reference can be found in (Vukčević et al., 2017).

Tomaselli (2016) used an Euler-Euler CFD method to predict the forces from a spilling
wave on a vertical cylinder. The method turned out to be computationally very expensive due
the increasing number bubble classes. In the Euler-Euler method a momentum equation for
each phase is solved in each cell, so this is a complete different modelling strategy. The study
showed that it was very challenging to obtain an accurate estimate of the wave load.
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1.2.3 NS3
The development of the NS3 code started with Christensen (1996), who developed the first
version of NS3 and studied turbulence in breaking waves using Large Eddy Simulation (LES).
The publication (Christensen and Deigaard, 2001) is based on the work in the original thesis
and focuses on LES simulation of breaking waves. Nielsen (2003) used a new version of the
NS3 code to study green water loads on ships and validated the solver for range of basic test
cases. The code is an FV method with a collocated grid arrangement. It uses a structured
mesh of hexadral cells. The thesis also presents simulations of wave impact loads on horizontal
rectangular beams. Christensen et al. (2005) studies wave run-up and wave forces on offshore
wind-turbine foundations. The study showed that the breaking process had a major influence on
the run-up and wave forces. Christensen (2006) used the NS3 model to simulate wave breaking,
undertow, and turbulence in breaking waves. The study used LES to model turbulence. In this
work there is also a detailed description of the discretisation of the governing equations near
the free surface. The NS3 code is a single-phase free surface method, which employs boundary
conditions directly on the free surface. It is also worth to mention that the code uses a bigger
computational stencil for the pressure laplacian term, which means that it is of higher order in
comparison to what is used in OpenFOAM. The main drawback of the NS3 code is that the
discretisation is limited to structured hexahedral grids. This may become a challenge when
moving on to simulations with complex offshore structures like a jacket structure.

1.2.4 Official OpenFOAM release code
OpenFOAM is an open-source CFD code based on the FV method, which has been actively
developed during the past 25 years (OpenFOAM-v1912, 2019). We chose to implement our work
in OpenFOAM, because it is popular in both academia and industry, it has an active community
and the code is open-source and maintained with official releases every six months. The official
release of OpenFOAM-v1912 provides two algorithms called interFoam and interIsoFoam which
are the common choices for simulation of water waves.

The first implementation of the interFoam solver was created by Ubbink (1997) and the
compressive term was added by Rusche (2002). A more recent description has been made by
Deshpande et al. (2012). interFoam has been used to simulate breaking waves by Brown et al.
(2016); Higuera et al. (2013b); Jacobsen et al. (2014, 2012); Larsen and Fuhrman (2018); Li
et al. (2020); Lupieri and Contento (2015); Stagonas et al. (2018) and Li and Fuhrman (2022).
Furthermore interFoam has also been used to simulate wave-structure interaction by Bredmose
and Jacobsen (2011); Chen et al. (2014); Higuera et al. (2013b); Hu et al. (2016); Jacobsen
et al. (2015); Jensen et al. (2014); Paulsen et al. (2014a,b); Schmitt and Elsaesser (2015) and
Chen and Christensen (2018). These phenomenons are very complex in contrast to steady
wave propagation which is suitable for validation of the prediction of wave kinematics and free
surface elevation.

The methods in interFoam and interIsoFoam solves the surface with smooth density differ-
ences. This is a well accepted method for smoothly varying densities, such as stratified ocean
flow. The method was successfully used to study mixing of saline layers due to bridge piers
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by Jensen et al. (2018). However, the density jump at the interface between water and air is
very large and the approach of solving the flow directly with density differences might not be
adequate, as the density gradient is unresolved.

1.2.5 Wave generation in OpenFOAM
An important aspect in simulation of ocean waves is the wave generation, which in it self can be
problematic. If we cannot generate the right waves it does not help much to have an accurate
CFD model. In experimental studies focused waves are often used, because they provide a way
to generate steep breaking waves on a plane bed.

Stagonas et al. (2018) proposed a new wave generation method and used the OlaFlow CFD
model to illustrate the methodology. The aim of the method is to overcome the spatial and
temporal shift of the focal location for focusing wave groups. The authors state that the method
shows very good agreement with experimental measurements.

Another interesting development is the Generating Absorbing Boundary Condition (GABC)
by Borsboom and Jacobsen (2021). The boundary condition stands out by having a low
reflection coefficient for a broad range of frequencies. This is relevant for the generation of
a focused wave which may consist of a broad range of frequencies. The implementation of the
boundary condition is available in the wave generation toolbox Waves2Foam (Jacobsen et al.,
2012).

In relation to generation of waves with a numerical wave maker in OpenFOAM Windt et al.
(2019) have made a valuable review of the available methods. The available wave generation
in the official release of OpenFOAM is based on IHFOAM developed by Higuera et al. (2013b)
and Higuera et al. (2013a). These methods do not use relaxation zones and apply the value
directly to the boundary faces.

1.2.6 Pressure-velocity coupling methods
During my work with the OpenFOAM source code, I have found a number of papers and PhD
dissertations which significantly helped me to understand the code and especially the imple-
mentation of the Rhie-Chow interpolation method. The thesis by Jasak (1996) is a backbone
in the description of the OpenFOAM source code. In relation to the Rhie-Chow interpola-
tion I have found the work by Uroic (2019) helpful. The papers by Tukovic and Jasak (2012)
and Tukovic et al. (2018) presents the discretisation used in OpenFOAM in a compact and
still detailed way, which makes it possible to understand and relate the code to a theoretical
background.

For the Runge-Kutta solver developed in this work I found the work by Vuorinen et al.
(2014) and Sanderse and Koren (2012) very helpful. In the Runge-Kutta method we use the
pressure projection method originally developed by Chorin (1967).

1.2.7 Observations of spurious velocities in OpenFOAM
Wroniszewski et al. (2014) compared the performance of several codes including interFoam in
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a test case with a progressive solitary wave and highlighted the problem that interFoam over-
predicts the velocity at the wave crest relative to the analytical solution. The same problem was
also highlighted by Amini Afshar (2010); Jacobsen et al. (2012); Roenby et al. (2017); Tomaselli
(2016) and Larsen et al. (2019). Amini Afshar (2010) and Larsen et al. (2019) noted a second
problem in interFoam, which is generation of wiggles in the interface between air and water.
A third problem is the growth of spurious velocities in the air region above the free surface,
which may adversely affect the velocities in the water near the crest. The spurious air velocity
problem has received the most attention as indicated by Larsen et al. (2019), who mentioned
nine articles published in the time span from 1999 to 2008. All of these studies attribute the
growth to the surface tension model, however more recently it was shown that spurious air
velocities can be generated without surface tension modelling (Vukčević, 2016; Vukčević et al.,
2017; Wemmenhove et al., 2015). Larsen et al. (2019) followed a stream function wave for 100
wave periods in a cyclic domain. The study provided a detailed description of the OpenFOAM
setup and aimed to establish a best practice for the interFoam solver. They showed that
interFoam can propagate waves quite accurately over long distances using specific settings for
the numerical schemes, which resulted in a numerical diffusive balance. However, even in
the optimised simulation oscillations in the velocity field close to the free surface are present.
The study also highlighted that interFoam is very sensitive to the settings of the numerical
schemes and the applied CFL number, which they recommended to be less than 0.05 to obtain
reasonable predictions of the wave kinematics.

The solver interIsoFoam (Roenby et al., 2018) was based on the interFoam solver, where
the algebraic advection algorithm with MULES was substituted with the geometrical advection
algorithm isoAdvector developed by Roenby et al. (2016). interIsoFoam has been used to
propagate a stream function wave by Roenby et al. (2018, 2017) and Larsen et al. (2019).
The studies showed that isoAdvector improved the prediction of the surface elevation and
eliminated the wiggly interface observed with interFoam. However, the velocity prediction by
interIsoFoam has severe over- and under-prediction, which is much larger than with interFoam.
Roenby et al. (2017) used a fine resolution of 20 cells per wave height to get acceptable results,
where significant errors can still be observed in both the surface elevation and velocity profile.
Recently, Marić et al. (2018) presented a new geometrical VOF method, which also resolves
the free surface with a geometric representation. The implementation is however not available
in OpenFOAM, but the method looks interesting for the future work in the field.

1.2.8 Direct Surface Description method
The interest in a single fluid free surface method for OpenFOAM was already mentioned by
Jacobsen et al. (2012), because the air flow induced by the wave motion is irrelevant in most
engineering applications. Jacobsen et al. (2012) observed that the Courant criterion is some-
times dominated by velocities in the air, which restricts the time step and thereby increase the
simulation time. Furthermore, it is also mentioned that only solving the governing equations
in the water region would reduce the cell count significantly and thereby reduce the simulation
time substantially.
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The Direct Surface Description (DSD) method has been inspired by Nielsen (2003) and
Christensen (2006), however the methods differ in the discretisation of the laplacian operator
in the pressure equation, the coupling of the continuity and momentum equations and the
extrapolation procedures near the free surface.

The DSD method has been implemented in the general polyhedral FVM framework of
OpenFOAM, whereas NS3 is limited to structured hexahedral meshes. The general polyhedral
discretisation in OpenFOAM limits the implicit discretisation to the two immediate neighbours
of each cell face, which gives a compact stencil for the laplacian operator. NS3 uses a larger,
higher-order stencil for the laplacian operator, which is valid on structured hexahedral meshes.
Another difference between NS3 and the DSD method is the advection scheme, where NS3
applies the algebraic Compressive Interface Capturing Scheme for Arbitrary Meshes (CICSAM)
scheme and the DSD method uses isoAdvector.

1.3 Contribution from present study
The contribution to the research field from the present study is a detailed investigation of
FV methods for breaking waves with special focus on the velocities near the free surface. A
new single-phase solver including new discretisation practices has been developed in the frame
work of OpenFOAM. The method works on unstructured meshes, which makes it suitable for
simulation of flows around complex structures. The method maintains a sharp relative pressure
and the velocity field is free of spurious velocities near the free surface and in the crest of the
waves. The numerical method has been compared to the existing methods and extensively
validated for a broad range of numerical test cases. Furthermore, the study provides a new
aspect on the GFM method, where it is shown that the model needs a better method to
handle the tangential velocities at the free surface. The present study also resulted in the
development of a numerical static piston wave generator, which was implemented in a copy of
the waves2Foam code.

1.4 Outline of thesis
The thesis is structured with three chapters about the mathematical and numerical modelling
background. Then a chapter with results that is structured in sections for each case that
have been studied. In the end the thesis is finalised with a conclusion and future perspectives
chapter. The content of each chapter is outlined more in the following points.

• Chapter 2: The aims of the current study is described here.

• Chapter 3: Dedicated to the mathematical background related to the description and
formulation of free surface FV methods.

• Chapter 4: Presents the numerical methodology which is used in OpenFOAM. The
partial differential equations are converted to a discretised suitable for a FV code. The
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chapter then moves on to describe the solution algorithms for the new DSD methods,
wave generation and free surface advection schemes.

• Chapter 5: Gives a detailed description of the GFM and DSD methods used to enforce
boundary conditions on the free surface.

• Chapter 6: The results chapter first gives an overview of which solvers that are used
for which cases, and shortly describes each cases. The simulation cases are structured
so that the simplest cases are presented first and then the cases gradually increase in
complexity. It all leads to the focused wave case, where a 3D simulation of the focused
wave impacting the vertical cylinder is shown. For some of the cases I have created
animations of the simulations, which can be accessed through active links in the PDF,
that opens the animation at youtube.

• Chapter 7: Concludes the present study.

• Chapter 8: Gives a description of future perspectives and future work that can be done.
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Chapter 2

Aims

The goal of this thesis is to present and discuss learnings from our research on the numerical
description of a free surface within the finite volume frame work used in the open source CFD
software OpenFOAM (OpenFOAM-v1912, 2019). This thesis aims to:

• Illustrate and describe the current issues in the two available solution methods for free
surface flows in OpenFOAM.

• Discuss the underlying numerical cause that leads to unphysical velocities near the free
surface for the two available OpenFOAM two-phase FV methods,

• Implement and test a promising existing two-phase GFM method that resolves the density
discontinuity across the free surface in the pressure gradient term,

• Propose, implement and test new single-phase free surface solution methods which can
predict physically consistent velocity fields near the free surface.
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Chapter 3

Mathematical description

There are several ways to mathematically describe two-phase flows. Broadly the flow types can
be divided in two categories, which are dispersed and segregated flows. In a dispersed flow the
two phases are mixed. This could be water with dispersed air bubbles. Segregated flows are
characterised by a sharp interface between the two fluid phases. The present work assumes a
segregated flow, where the two phases are separated by a sharp fluid interface.

Furthermore the present work focuses on flows with large density ratios between the two
fluids, such as water and air . The large density ratio is later used to justify that it is possible
to neglect the pressure variations in the air phase.

Additionally the flow of both phases is assumed to be incompressible. This assumption is in
particular valid for the water phase, which is the main focus in our work. It can be argued that
the air phase in some circumstances should be treated as an compressible phase. For example,
when a plunging breaking wave entraps a large pocket of air. However, exploration of having
a compressible air phase is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The rest of this chapter presents the governing equations, where the mathematical formu-
lation is in focus and the numerical discretisation is moved to the following chapters. First the
continuity and momentum equations are presented. Then, the pressure equation is presented
in relation to both the explicit and implicit method. This is followed by the interface boundary
conditions and the transport equation for the fluid volume fraction.

3.1 Continuity equation
The mass conservation for a compressible flow is

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (3.1)

where ρ is a scalar density, t is time and u = [ux, uy, uz] a velocity vector. For an incom-
pressible flow the density vanishes from the former equation and gives the incompressible mass
conservation equation, also known as the incompressible continuity equation:

∇ · (u) = 0 (3.2)

The incompressible continuity equation assumes that the density change in time and space is
zero. Working with two phase flows also means that density discontinuity will be present at the
interface between two phases. When discretising the continuity this aspect should be carefully
treated in order to avoid a unphysical behavior of the two fluids around the interface. The
mass conservation equation naturally weights the water phase mass conservation to be 1000
times more important than the mass conservation of the air phase. This aspect disappears
when removing the density. The discretisation should somehow conserve the property that the
mass conservation of air has a relatively small importance to the mass conservation of water.
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3. Mathematical description

3.2 Navier-Stokes equations
The conservation of momentum for a fluid on a macroscopic scale is described by Navier-Stokes
equation. It is a vector equation for the velocity vector, which means that we have three coupled
differential equations to solve. The Navier-Stokes vector equation for a compressible fluid is

∂ρu
∂t

+∇ · (ρuu)−∇ · (µ∇u) = −∇p + ρg (3.3)

The dynamic viscosity µ describes the amount of molecular diffusion in the fluid, which is
implemented with the diffusion term. g is the gravitational vector and p is the total pressure.
The density can be moved outside the temporal and spatial derivatives, when the phases are
incompressible. It is very common that the equation is rearranged to isolate the density in the
pressure gradient and diffusion terms:

∂u
∂t

+∇ · (uu)− 1
ρ
∇ · (µ∇u) = −1

ρ
∇p + g (3.4)

The inverse of the density in front of the diffusion term could be moved under the divergence
operator from a mathematical point of view. However, this choice will have important implica-
tions as to what the diffusion term is expressing after the term has been discretised. In fact, it
may be an advantage to move the dynamic viscosity outside the divergence operator instead.

The external forces are the pressure gradient and the gravitational acceleration. The pres-
sure gradient forces the fluid flow from high pressure to low pressure regions. The gravitational
acceleration accounts for the gravitational field of the earth pulling the water towards the center
of the earth.

The temporal derivative and the convection term are a product of the material time deriva-
tive, which describes the acceleration following a fluid particle. The temporal derivative ac-
counts for acceleration in time, also called the local acceleration. The convection term accounts
for the convective acceleration, which describes how a fluid particle moves to another region of
the flow accelerating along the way.

The convection term can mathematically be written in two different forms using the con-
tinuity constraint. The two forms are called the conservative and non-conservative form. The
conservative form includes the effect of the continuity constraint, whereas the non-conservative
form assumes that the continuity constraint is satisfied. The conservative form of the convection
term is often written as:

∇ · (uu) = ∇ · (u⊗ u) = ∇ ·
(
uuT

)
(3.5)

The dyadic product ⊗ is equivalent to multiplication of uuT if u =
[
u v w

]
is a [3×1] vector.

The conservative form of the convective term is written out in all the components below:

∇ ·
(
uuT

)
=
[

∂
∂x

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

]


uu uv uw

vu vv vw

wu wv ww

 =


∂uu
∂x

+ ∂vu
∂y

+ ∂wu
∂z

∂uv
∂x

+ ∂vv
∂y

+ ∂wv
∂z

∂uw
∂x

+ ∂vw
∂y

+ ∂ww
∂z

 (3.6)
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The chain rule is applied to each differential term and the terms are reordered to highlight the
expression for the divergence of the velocity vector:

∂uu
∂x

+ ∂vu
∂y

+ ∂wu
∂z

∂uv
∂x

+ ∂vv
∂y

+ ∂wv
∂z

∂uw
∂x

+ ∂vw
∂y

+ ∂ww
∂z

 =


u(∂u

∂x
+ u∂v

∂y
+ u∂w

∂z
) + u∂u

∂x
+ v ∂u

∂y
+ w ∂u

∂z

v(∂u
∂x

+ ∂v
∂y

+ ∂w
∂z

) + u ∂v
∂x

+ v ∂v
∂y

+ +w ∂v
∂z

w(∂u
∂x

+ ∂v
∂y

+ ∂w
∂z

) + u∂w
∂x

+ v ∂w
∂y

+ w ∂w
∂z

 (3.7)

Going back to vector notation it is now clear that the conservative form can be expanded using
the product rule as follows:

∇ ·
(
uuT

)
= u (∇ · u) + u · ∇u (3.8)

Using the continuity constraint u (∇ · u) ≡ 0, this yields the non-conservative form of the con-
vection term. The Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flows with the non-conservative
convection term is:

∂u
∂t

+ u · ∇u− 1
ρ
∇ · (µ∇u) = −1

ρ
∇p + g (3.9)

The literature study shows that the non-conservative form was very popular in the early days of
CFD, whereas the conservative form has become popular in the present days of CFD. However,
both formulations are still used. In this work we exclusively use the conservative form of the
convection term. It would however be interesting to compare the two formulations to discover
benefits and drawbacks in future studies.

The rearrangements in the momentum equation are not important mathematically speaking.
However, the discretised equation needs to capture the original behaviour of the terms in
relation to the density. This counts both terms where the density has been eliminated and
terms where the density is now present. The mathematical formulation is clear, however the
numerical discretisation may introduce several modelling errors around the interface between
two fluids unless attention is paid to the details. It is important that the numerical discretisation
conserves the desired underlying physical behaviour of each term in the momentum equation.

The gravity term and the pressure gradient term is under the same gradient operator using
the assumption of a constant density field. First the gravity term is reformulated to the gradient
of the inner (dot) product between g = [gx, gy, gz] and the position vector x = [xx, xy, xz]:

∂u
∂t

+∇ · (uu)− 1
ρ
∇ · (µ∇u) = −1

ρ
∇p +∇ (g · x) (3.10)

The next step is to multiply the gravity term by ρ/ρ. The ρ from the numerator can be moved
under the gradient operator assuming that the density is constant. This leads to

∂u
∂t

+∇ · (uu)− 1
ρ
∇ · (µ∇u) = −1

ρ
∇p + 1

ρ
∇ (ρg · x) (3.11)

Finally the pressure gradient and gravity term can be collected under the same gradient operator
as follows:

∂u
∂t

+∇ · (uu)− 1
ρ
∇ · (µ∇u) = −1

ρ
∇ (p− ρg · x) (3.12)
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The expression p− ρg · x in the gradient operator is the pressure minus the hydrostatic com-
ponent, and it is denoted prgh. This rewritten form is very common in the literature and prgh

is often called a relative pressure or dynamic pressure. The rewritten form of the momentum
equation then reads

∂u
∂t

+∇ · (uu)− 1
ρ
∇ · (µ∇u) = −1

ρ
∇ (prgh) (3.13)

Having introduced this rephrasing, it is still important to have the original expression in mind
when discretising the equation. The definition of the relative pressure is illustrated in Figure
3.1.

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the relative pressure prgh in a two-dimensional coordinate system with a
dashed still water level defined as the reference for the relative pressure.

If the chosen reference level of the relative pressure is the same as the still water level, then
the relative pressure will be equal to the dynamic pressure.

3.3 Pressure-velocity coupling
The momentum and continuity equations are a system of four equations with four unknowns,
but the continuity equation does not include the pressure. The continuity equation only pro-
vides a restriction on the velocity field. In order to achieve a solvable set of differential equations,
a new equation must be derived. This is the pressure equation, which is derived from the conti-
nuity and momentum equations. The two following sections will describe the pressure-velocity
coupling for the explicit time integration used by dsdrkFoam and implicit time integration used
by dsdFoam and the existing solvers in OpenFOAM.

3.3.1 Explicit method
The projection method was proposed by Chorin (1967, 1968). The method is based on
Helmholtz decomposition where any vector field can be separated into a solenoidal and ir-
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rotational part:
u = us + ui (3.14)

The irrotational velocity component can be rewritten in terms of the gradient of a scalar
potential ϕ:

u = us +∇ϕ (3.15)

Taking the divergence gives
∇ · u = ∇ · us +∇ · ∇ϕ (3.16)

where the ∇ · us = 0:
∇ · u = ∇ · ∇ϕ (3.17)

The divergence free component of u is extracted by

us = u−∇ϕ (3.18)

In Chorin’s algorithm the Navier-Stokes equation without the pressure gradient term is first
discretised with the explicit Euler (or forward Euler) method to obtain a provisional velocity
estimate u∗:

u∗ − un

∆t
= −∇ · (unun) + 1

ρ
∇ · (µ∇un) (3.19)

The equation is then rearranged to get:

u∗ = un + ∆t

(
−∇ · (uu) + 1

ρ
∇ · (µ∇u)

)
(3.20)

The next step is to account for the pressure gradient. This is the projection step where u∗ is
corrected by the pressure gradient at the new time step to obtain the final solution at the new
time step un+1:

un+1 − u∗

∆t
= −1

ρ
∇
(
pn+1

rgh

)
(3.21)

This an implicit equation with two unknowns: pn+1
rgh and un+1. The acceleration is discretised

with the implicit Euler (or backward Euler) scheme. A new equation for the pressure to the
new time step is found by taking the divergence of the expression above:

∇ · un+1

∆t
−∇ · u∗

∆t
= −∇ · 1

ρ
∇
(
pn+1

rgh

)
(3.22)

The velocity at the new time step un+1 must be divergence free according to the continuity
constraint, hence ∇·un+1 = 0 and the equation reduces to an implicit equation for the pressure:

∇ · 1
ρ
∇
(
pn+1

rgh

)
= 1

∆t
∇ · u∗ (3.23)

After solving the pressure equation for pn+1
rgh we can now go back to Eq. (3.21) and obtain the

final velocity from the new pressure:

un+1 = u∗ − ∆t

ρ
∇
(
pn+1

rgh

)
(3.24)
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The source term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.23) can be updated with the new velocity.
Using that the continuity equation must be satisfied at both the old and new time step, it is
possible to formulate the following pressure equation from the momentum equation:

∇ · 1
ρ
∇
(
pn+1

rgh

)
= 1

∆t
∇ ·

[
un + ∆t

(
−∇ · (un+1un+1) + 1

ρ
∇ · (µ∇un+1)

)]
(3.25)

Another option is also to use the weighted average by using un+1/2 in the terms on the right
hand side above. The usage of a final pressure equation similar to this is seen in NS3, but it
has not been used in this work. In the future this needs to be tested. As a final note, it is
important to state that the velocity and flux fields should not be updated after the solution of
Eq. (3.25).

3.3.2 Implicit method
The implicit pressure-velocity coupling used in OpenFOAM was described by Jasak (1996)
pp. 143-152. The description is based on the PISO procedure proposed by Issa (1986) for the
pressure-velocity coupling in transient simulations and the SIMPLE procedure by Patankar
(1980) for steady-state simulations.

The original pressure-velocity coupling procedure has been improved over the years. I have
found the work by Tukovic and Jasak (2012) and Tukovic et al. (2018) to be some of the most
valuable references for understanding the OpenFOAM code in relation to pressure-velocity
coupling. Tukovic and Jasak (2012) explain how the solution is made independent of ∆t and
how to avoid pressure oscillations for very small ∆t. Tukovic et al. (2018) present how the
temporal accuracy can be improved using a linear extrapolation in time from the current time
step tn to the new time step tn+1.

The PISO algorithm can best be described in matrix format, since the idea behind it is an
operator splitting. All the terms except for the pressure gradient term are discretised. This is
indicated with curly brackets { Discretised term } in the equation below:{

∂u
∂t

}
+ {∇ · (uu)} −

{
1
ρ
∇ · (µ∇u)

}
= −1

ρ
∇ (prgh) (3.26)

The convection term is non-linear. It is linearised by treating one of the velocity variables
explicitly. As a first approximation the velocity can be set equal to value at the previous time
step and then solve the pressure velocity coupling. To refine this approximation we can use the
newly predicted value of the velocity field as the new estimate to the explicitly treated velocity
field in the convection term and solve the pressure-velocity coupling one more time to get a
new estimate of the velocity at the new time step. This repetitive procedure is called the outer
iteration and it can be repeated a fixed number of times or until the velocity change falls below
a certain tolerance.

After linearisation we will get a linear matrix system for the left hand side with a matrix
M multiplied with the unknown velocity vector u and source terms s from the discretisation:

Mu + s = −1
ρ
∇ (prgh) (3.27)
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The matrix-vector multiplication Mu + s is split in two operations:

Mu + s = Au−H(u) (3.28)

The matrix operator H(u) is then defined by

H(u) = Au−Mu− s (3.29)

The equation system for the Navier-Stokes equation is now

Au−H(u) = −1
ρ
∇ (prgh) (3.30)

This means that we can estimate an intermediate velocity by

u = A−1H(u)−A−1
[

1
ρ
∇ (prgh)

]
(3.31)

The next step is to take the divergence of this form of the momentum equation:

∇ · (u) = ∇ ·
(

A−1H(u)−A−1
[

1
ρ
∇ (prgh)

])
(3.32)

Now we can enforce the continuity constraint resulting in:

∇ ·
(

A−1H(u)−A−1
[

1
ρ
∇ (prgh)

])
= 0 (3.33)

We can now rearrange the terms to achieve the classical form of the pressure equation:

∇ ·
(

A−1
[

1
ρ
∇ (prgh)

])
= ∇ ·

(
A−1H(u)

)
(3.34)

Now we can solve this equation to find a new value of prgh. The velocity can now be updated
by Eq. (3.31). However, now the right hand side ∇ · (A−1H(u)) is outdated, so we need to
update this term and solve the pressure equation. This iterative procedure is performed a fixed
number of times or until the initial residual of the pressure equation falls below a specified
threshold, which indicates that u has converged. The PIMPLE algorithm resolves the lagged
non-linearity of the convection term in the outer correction loop and the lagged evaluation of
the right hand side of the pressure equation in the inner corrector loop.

Algorithm 1 gives an overview of the combined PISO and SIMPLE method used in Open-
FOAM. Unknown terms to be solved for or computed are indicated with red. The blue terms
have been found prior to the current line. In fact it is possible to introduce a third loop in this
algorithm around the pressure equation. When the mesh introduces non-orthogonalities the
pressure can be corrected with an explicit correction as described by Jasak (1996). It can be
repeated until the difference between the two latest pressure solutions falls below a user defined
threshold.
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3. Mathematical description

Algorithm 1: PIMPLE

Number of outer iterations: Nouter

Number of inner iterations: Ninner

Result: pn+1
rgh and un+1

Outer loop:
j = 0
while j ≤ Nouter do

i = 0
Initial guess for velocity and pressure:
if j = 0 then

un+1,j = un

pn+1,j
rgh = pn

rgh

end

Momentum predictor:
Mun+1,j+1,i + s(un+1,j) = −1

ρ
∇(pn+1,j

rgh )

Inner loop:
while i ≤ Ninner do

Solve pressure equation:
∇ ·

(
A−1

[
∇
(
pn+1,j+1,i+1

rgh /ρ
)])

= ∇ · (A−1H(un+1,j+1,i)

Update velocity:
un+1,j+1,i+1 = A−1H(un+1,j+1,i)−A−1

[
∇
(
pn+1,j+1,i+1

rgh

)
/ρ
]

Go to next inner iteration:
i = i + 1

end

After ended inner iteration cycle:
pn+1,j+1

rgh ← pn+1,j+1,i
rgh

un+1,j+1 ← un+1,j+1,i

Go to next outer iteration:
j = j + 1

end
After ended outer iteration cycle:
pn+1

rgh ← pn+1,j
rgh

un+1 ← un+1,j
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3.4. Interface boundary conditions

3.4 Interface boundary conditions
This section describes boundary conditions on an interface between two fluids as illustrated
in Figure 3.2. The assumptions are gradually introduced eventually leading to the boundary
conditions enforced in the present work.

Figure 3.2: Illustration of interface between air and water with interface normal vector.

The interface between two fluids is governed by a kinematic and a dynamic condition. The
kinematic condition states that there should be mass conservation, which for an incompressible
flow means continuity of the velocity at the interface. The dynamic condition connects the
stress state in each fluid at the interface. The boundary condition is obtained from the fact
that the forces must be in equilibrium if the interface is assumed to have zero thickness hence
zero mass.

3.4.1 Kinematic condition
The kinematic condition (Batchelor, 1967) enforces that the normal and tangential velocity with
respect to the interface is continuous across the interface. Furthermore the normal velocity of
the interface should follow the normal velocity of the two fluids. The kinematic condition on
the velocity can be written as

uair − uwater = 0 (3.35)

An important aspect should be stressed here. The kinematic condition assumes that the flow
on either side of the fluid interface is fully resolved. In most numerical simulations of ocean
waves it is common practice to under resolve the boundary layer around the free surface.
Especially if the boundary layer in water phase is very thin it requires a mesh resolution which
is much finer compared to the needed mesh resolution to simulate the general flow in ocean
waves. However, since the numerical discretisation is based on the kinematic condition, not
resolving the boundary layer can lead to significant errors in the predicted velocity field around
the fluid interface. Additionally, it is also worth to mention that this kinematic condition is
required to make the continuity equation for a single phase valid for two phase flow simulations.
The derivation of the Ghost Fluid Method for imposing boundary conditions on the interface
between two simulated phases applies the kinematic condition in the derivation of the dynamic
conditions.
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3. Mathematical description

The Direct Surface Description method only looks at the water phase, hence it is not
possible to enforce a kinematic condition across the interface. Internal values are extrapolated
when values are needed from the other side of the interface in the discretisation. So here the
estimated normal velocity of the free surface and the extrapolated velocities should use the same
extrapolation scheme to be consistent. In this work, we have studied a zero-gradient condition
and constant gradient condition. This respectively yields a constant and linear extrapolation
practice near the free surface.

3.4.2 Dynamic conditions
The dynamic boundary condition expressing a stress equilibrium at the free surface can be
divided in stress balances: The tangential stress balance and the normal stress balance.

The tangential stress balance following Tukovic and Jasak (2012) is

µair(n · ∇ut)air − µwater(n · ∇ut)water = −∇sσ − (µair − µwater)(∇s(n · u)) (3.36)

The unit normal vector to the free surface pointing from water to air is denoted n. The
tangential velocity component ut is defined as (I − nn) · u, where I is the identity tensor.
The surface gradient operator ∇s is defined as ∇ − nn · ∇. Finally σ is the surface tension
coefficient. The left hand side expresses the difference between the normal derivative of the
tangential velocity across the free surface. The difference is described by a contribution from
the surface gradient of the surface tension coefficient and a second contribution related to the
dynamic viscosity jump times the surface gradient of the normal velocity to the free surface.
The surface tension coefficient may have a gradient if there is a non-uniform distribution of
surfactants along the free surface. The second term is relevant when the two fluids have different
dynamic viscosity.

The normal stress balance, originally in terms of the total pressure, can be rewritten to give
a jump condition for prgh across the free surface following the steps:

pair − pwater = σκ− 2(µair − µwater)∇s · u
(pair

rgh + ρairg · x)− (pwater
rgh + ρwaterg · x) = σκ− 2(µair − µwater)∇s · u

(pair
rgh − pwater

rgh ) + (ρair − ρwater)g · x) = σκ− 2(µair − µwater)∇s · u

The final normal stress condition in terms of prgh is then given by

pair
rgh − pwater

rgh = σκ− 2(µair − µwater)∇s · u− (ρair − ρwater)g · x (3.37)

Here κ is twice the mean curvature of the free surface and it is defined as −∇s ·n. The left hand
side describes a pressure jump due to the effect of the terms on the right hand side. The first
term on the right hand side describes a pressure jump due to the surface tension in relation to
the free surface curvature. The second term −2(µ− − µ+)∇s · u describes a pressure jump due
to a jump in the normal viscous force expressed by the surface divergence of the velocity at the
free surface (Chen et al., 2000). It is seen that jump in the normal viscous force is related to
the difference in dynamic viscosity across the free surface.
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3.4. Interface boundary conditions

The last term (ρ− − ρ+)g · x originates from the left hand side of the equation which is
usually formulated as a difference in the total pressure. The formulation in terms of prgh is
obtained, using that the total pressure can be expressed as p = prgh + ρg · x. Thereby, the
normal stress condition is formulated according to the relative pressure which adds a jump due
to the difference in density of the two fluids.

The full dynamic jump conditions at the free surface are now simplified in relation to the
application for ocean waves. The free surface flow of ocean waves are associated with high
Reynolds number and Weber number. The Reynolds number is a dimensionless ratio between
the inertia force and viscous force. It may be expressed as Re = ρUL/µ. In ocean wave flows
the length scale large, the density to dynamic viscosity is large and the velocities are also quite
large. All together it is reasonable to assume high Reynolds number. The Weber number
expresses the ratio between the drag force and the cohesive force We = U

√
ρL/σ. The velocity

is fairly large, the density is large, the length is large and the surface tension coefficient for
water is σ = 0.07 Nm−1. Hence it all points towards a large Weber number.

As discussed by Huang et al. (2007) it can be justified to neglect the effect of the tangential
stress balance entirely when the Weber and Reynolds numbers are large. The first term of
the normal stress balance gets smaller with large Weber number and the second term becomes
smaller with large Reynolds number. In the light of the large density jump between air and
water these terms are deemed of minor importance and neglected. The simplified dynamic
condition at the free surface then reduces to a jump in the normal stress balance caused by the
difference in density between the fluids:

pair
rgh − pwater

rgh = −(ρair − ρwater)g · x (3.38)

In the GFM method by Vukčević et al. (2017) an additional condition is used, which follows from
inspection of the momentum equation. If all other terms except for the pressure gradient term
are continuous, then the pressure gradient divided by the density should also be continuous.
This gives

1
ρair
∇pair

rgh −
1

ρwater
∇pwater

rgh = 0 (3.39)

This is a central equation in the GFM method, which is used to derive expressions for the
relative pressure in the ghost cells.

For the DSD method the normal stress condition is used in a slightly different way. The
starting point is the same as in Eq. (3.37), except that we have not yet introduced prgh in the
expression:

pair − pwater = σκ− 2(µair − µwater)∇s · u (3.40)

The pressure jump across the free surface due to surface tension and jump in dynamic viscosity
is neglected using the same arguments about the Weber and Reynolds number for ocean waves.

The expression then reduces to

pair − pwater = 0 (3.41)
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3. Mathematical description

The pressure in the water phase can be expressed as pwater = pwater
rgh + ρwaterg · x, whereby the

equation reads
pair − pwater

rgh − ρwaterg · x = 0 (3.42)

The relative pressure in the water pwater
rgh can now be isolated in the left hand side as follows:

pwater
rgh = pair − ρwaterg · x (3.43)

Since we are neglecting the air phase we can specify the desired constant pressure in the air-
phase. In the present work we have chosen to set pair = 0, which yields the final condition for
the relative pressure at the free surface on the water side:

pwater
rgh = −ρwaterg · x (3.44)

The mathematical description of the free surface boundary condition falls out of the same
simplifications to the normal and tangential stress conditions at the free surface for the single
fluid DSD method and the two fluid GFM method. The essential difference lies in the fact that
the DSD method do not include any variations in the air pressure field. These variations are
assumed to be negligible for the description of ocean waves.

3.5 Volume of Fluid method
The Volume of Fluid (VOF) method originally developed by Hirt and Nichols (1981) captures
the free surface between the air and water phase. The essential idea behind the method is to
compute the volume fraction of the water phase as follows:

α = Vw

V
(3.45)

Here Vw is the volume of water and V is the cell volume. Cells occupied by water is then
identified as α = 1 and cells occupied by air as α = 0. The free surface is represented by cells
with 0 < α < 1. The VOF advection equation is a transport equation which originates from
the fact that the material derivative of the volume fraction α is zero (Hirt and Nichols, 1981):

Dα

Dt
= ∂α

∂t
+ u · ∇α = 0 (3.46)

Furthermore, Hirt and Nichols (1981) defined three essential elements of a VOF method to be:

1. A numerical description of the location and shape of the free surface boundary

2. An algorithm for the time evolution of the free surface boundary

3. A scheme for imposing the desired free surface boundary conditions on the surrounding
mesh
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3.5. Volume of Fluid method

Since the original development of the VOF method, there has been developed many derived
VOF methods. A popular version which is very popular in two-phase flow simulations is the
smooth density VOF method (Ubbink, 1997). In this method the density jump at the free
surface is approximated with a smoothly varying density field based on the volume fraction of
fluid:

ρsmooth = αρwater + (1− α)ρair (3.47)

The reason for its popularity is probably related to the associated simplicity of the implemen-
tation. However, it can be argued that this method is misleadingly called a VOF method, since
it contain no actual scheme for imposing the existing boundary conditions at the free surface
coming from the stress equilibrium (Point 3 in the above list). However, one might also argue
that the scheme for imposing the free surface condition is the smoothly varying density field.
Thereby the free surface is assumed to have a finite thickness, which is directly defined by the
mesh resolution around the free surface. The smoothly varying density enters the momentum
equation giving rise to smooth variations of the terms, that originally contained a discontinuity
related to the density. This means that the relative pressure gradient term smoothly varies
across the free surface instead of having a discontinuity dictated by the density difference
between the fluids.
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Chapter 4

Numerical description

The numerical methods chapter aims at describing the general background of the methods.
Essentially, all the numerical details, which are not directly related to application of free surface
boundary conditions.

4.1 Overview of solution algorithms
The solver interFoam from the open-source library OpenFOAM was initially based on the
work by Ubbink (1997), but has been updated since then with new features. However, the
smooth density concept remains the same. interFoam uses an algorithm called Multidimen-
sional Universal Limited Explicit Solver (MULES) to solve the transport equation for α and
thereby advect the free surface. The algorithm leads to smearing of the free surface, which is
constrained by an artificial compressibility in the MULES solver (Rusche, 2002). This leads to
high frequency oscillations in the predicted free surface shape. As earlier mentioned, Deshpande
et al. (2012) has made a comprehensive description of interFoam.

The solver interIsoFoam from the open-source library OpenFOAM is derived from the inter-
Foam solver (Roenby et al., 2018). The smooth density concept remains unchanged, hence the
density is still smoothly varying across the free surface dictated by Eq. (3.47). The difference
lies in the method applied for the advection of α. interIsoFoam uses a geometric advection
algorithm isoAdvector by Roenby et al. (2016) to advance the free surface updating α along
the way. The algorithm ensures that the volume fraction field remain sharp and well defined.

However, neither interFoam nor interIsoFoam provide a scheme for imposing free surface
boundary conditions, the third element from the above list. Hence a scheme for imposing
boundary conditions at the surface is missing. This is one of the main elements in the DSD
method developed in this work.

4.1.1 Explicit DSD solver
The explicit DSD solver is developed around a Runge-Kutta (RK) pressure-velocity coupling.
The implementation of the RK methods was inspired by Komen et al. (2020, 2021); Vuorinen
et al. (2015, 2014). The relation between the RK method and pressure-velocity coupling was
based on Sanderse and Koren (2012). Essentially the RK method becomes a series of explicit
Euler steps, which are added up after the last RK stage.

The explicit DSD algorithm can be summarised in the following series of ordered points,
which provides an overview of the steps in the execution of a single time step.

1. If first time step: Initialise simulation, read initial conditions, read settings, wave prop-
erties if present, create and initialise variables, solve for initial pressure.

2. Adjust time step according to controlDict settings
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4.1. Overview of solution algorithms

3. waves2Foam step external wave

4. compute velocity gradient and gradient of the pressure gradient

5. Advect free surface, i.e. compute αn+1 with isoAdvector using un and ϕn.

• Extrapolate ϕn at free surface
• Execute isoAdvector

6. Correct interface properties in mixture object

7. waves2Foam blend numerical and theoretical solution

8. Mark free surface cells and faces

9. Compute inverse distance and free surface position

10. Update density field

11. Clean α - eliminate isolated cells of the other phase in air and water

12. Update dynamic viscosity face field

13. Update free surface prgh boundary conditions

14. Register phase changing cells

15. For the new cells or faces depending on field type:

• extrapolate u

• recompute ∇u

• extrapolate ϕ

• extrapolate ∇prgh

• extrapolate prgh

16. Runge-Kutta pressure-velocity coupling for each stage:

• Evaluate forcing term
• Extrapolate forcing at free surface
• Compute intermediate velocity ũ

• Compute intermediate flux ϕ̃

• Add flux correction to ϕ̃ due to continuity error between u and ϕ from previous time
step.

• start non-orthogonal pressure correction loop:
• Construct and solve pressure equation
• End non-orthogonal pressure correction loop:
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4. Numerical description

• Correct ϕ̃ with face based pressure gradient
• Correct ũ with cell based pressure gradient
• update ∇prgh

• Runge-Kutta pressure-velocity coupling for final combination:
• Compute intermediate velocity ũ

• Compute intermediate flux ϕ̃

• Add flux correction to ϕ̃ due to continuity error between u and ϕ from previous time
step.

• start non-orthogonal pressure correction loop:
• Construct and solve pressure equation
• End non-orthogonal pressure correction loop:
• Correct ϕ̃ with face based pressure gradient
• Correct ũ with cell based pressure gradient
• update ∇prgh

17. Compute continuity error

18. Compute total pressure

19. Go to next time step and start from step 2.

4.1.2 Implicit DSD solver
The implicit DSD solver uses the existing pressure-velocity coupling in OpenFOAM. The tem-
poral term in the momentum equation is discretised with the second order Adams-Moulton
scheme. Extrapolation and modified discretisation schemes are used to incorporate the bound-
ary conditions at the free surface cell faces. The details of the modified schemes are described
in the next chapter.

The implicit DSD algorithm can be summarised in the following series of ordered points,
which provides an overview of the steps in the execution of a single time step.

1. If first time step: Initialise simulation, read initial conditions, read settings, wave prop-
erties if present, create and initialise variables, solve for initial pressure.

2. Adjust time step according to controlDict settings

3. waves2Foam step external wave

4. Start outer correction loop with index i (Outer PIMPLE loop)

5. compute ∇(∇prgh)

6. Advect free surface, i.e. compute αn+1 with isoAdvector using un and ϕn.
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4.1. Overview of solution algorithms

a) Extrapolate ϕn at free surface
b) Execute isoAdvector:

i. If i = 1 then un and ϕn

ii. If i > 1 then 0.5(un + un+1) and 0.5(ϕn + ϕn+1)
c) Reset fields to un and ϕn.

7. Correct interface properties in mixture object

8. waves2Foam blend numerical and theoretical solution

9. Mark free surface cells and faces

10. Compute inverse distance and free surface position

11. Update density field

12. Clean α - eliminate isolated cells of the other phase in air and water

13. Update dynamic viscosity face field

14. Update free surface prgh boundary conditions

15. Register phase changing cells

16. For the new cells or faces depending on field type:

a) extrapolate u

b) recompute ∇u

c) extrapolate ϕ

d) extrapolate ∇prgh

e) extrapolate prgh

17. Momentum predictor - Solve implicit momentum equation using extrapolated ∇prgh if
there are new wet cells, otherwise compute ∇prgh with free surface BC.

18. Start inner correction loop with index j (PISO or inner PIMPLE loop)

a) Invert momentum system diagonal rAU

b) Interpolate/extrapolate rAU to cell faces to get rAUf

c) Compute intermediate velocity HbyA

d) Interpolate/extrapolate HbyA to cell faces and compute the flux phiHbyA

e) Add flux correction to phiHbyA due to continuity error between u and ϕ from tem-
poral source terms related to previous time steps.

f) start non-orthogonal pressure correction loop:
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4. Numerical description

g) Construct and solve pressure equation
h) End non-orthogonal pressure correction loop:
i) Correct ϕ̃ with face based pressure gradient
j) Correct ũ with cell based pressure gradient
k) update ∇prgh and ∇u

19. Compute continuity error

20. Compute total pressure

21. End inner correction loop

22. End outer correction loop

23. Go to next time step and start from step 2.

The most notable difference between the two algorithms is that the DSD method iterates over
the free surface advection step. This means that this scheme can achieve second accuracy of the
advection step, whereas the explicit solver theoretically is expected to be first order accurate.

4.2 Free surface advection
The geometric advection algorithm used in the present work is described. The algorithm is
derived based on the general mass conservation equation from Eq. (3.1) integrated over time
and space. The smooth density formulation from Eq. (3.47) is used in the integration of the
mass conservation equation to achieve the following expression to get the value of α at the next
time step:

αt
c = α0

c −
1
Vc

∑
j∈Bc

∆V t
cj (4.1)

The expression describes how the algorithm geometrically captures the change of α over a
time step based on a fixed velocity translation of an iso surface reconstructed from the volume
fraction field. In the equation ∆V t

cj is the total volume of water flowing from cell c during
one time step ∆t through face j into the neighbouring cell. ∆V t

cj is approximated from u, the
face normal flux ϕ = sf · uf and α. The isoAdvector code have been customised to include a
velocity extrapolation inside the code in order to produce meaningful velocities to advect the
free surface with. The extrapolation practice is either based on the zero gradient or constant
gradient condition, which is a user specified input.

When isoAdvector is used in combination with an implicit time integration method u, ϕ

and α are estimated from the previous time step in the first outer iteration:

u = u0, ϕ = ϕ0, α = α0 (4.2)

The outer iterations updates the free surface position and momentum predictor. The inner loop
contains the pressure-velocity coupling. After the first outer iteration u and ϕ are estimated
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4.3. Interpolation

with a central difference approximation. The α field representing the free surface is always
updated from the value at the previous time step:

u = u0 + u∗

2 , ϕ = ϕ0 + ϕ∗

2 , α = α∗ (4.3)

After α has been updated, the velocity and volumetric flux fields are reset to the value of the
previous time step:

u∗ = 2u− u0, ϕ∗ = 2ϕ− ϕ0 (4.4)

An important aspect to note is the expected accuracy of the advection. The advection of
the free surface is expected to be first-order accurate, when a single outer corrector is used
(equivalent to nOuter 1; in the OpenFOAM case settings file system/fvSolution). This is
due to the explicit Euler extrapolation of u in time used to advect the free surface. Using
more than two outer correctors u is extrapolated in time by a central difference approximation.
Hence the expected accuracy of the free surface advection is second-order. Further information
about the isoAdvector algorithm can be found in Roenby et al. (2016, 2018, 2017).

The isoAdvector algorithm is also used in combination with the explicit n-th order RK time
integration scheme. The input variables are predicted an explicit first-order Adams-Bashforth
scheme:

uadvect = un , ϕadvect = ϕn (4.5)

We have tried to use a second order Adams-Bashforth scheme, however this yielded inaccurate
results in the basic wave propagation cases. For the explicit solver, the pressure equation is
constructed at the new time step. The combination of advection the free surface with the old
velocity field and computing the pressure centred around the new time step gives excellent
results. To explain our hypothesis a constant propagating wave is used. The free surface is
advected to the new time step with the previous velocity field. Using this we move the free
surface too fast overshooting the new free surface position. The pressure is however constructed
and solved at the new time step using the new free surface position. The effect of the pressure
gradient is now too large, because we enforce the pressure boundary at the new time step. This
will slow down the wave and counteract the overestimated free surface position. Our hypothesis
is that the two errors are related and counteract each other. They decrease with the mesh and
time discretisation in the same way so that the simulation converges to a correct result. This
was discovered recently and further investigations are therefore essential in our future work.

4.3 Interpolation
The general interpolation practice in OpenFOAM is linear interpolation, which determines face
values from cell values by

(qt
P )f = fxqt

P + (1− fx) qt
N (4.6)

where q is a general dependent variable and fx = −→fN/
−−→
PN . Figure 4.1 illustrates the vectors−→

fN and −−→PN with respect to a single cell face, f , and its two immediate neighbours, P and N .
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4. Numerical description

Figure 4.1: Illustration of interpolation concept.

Cell P is the owner of face f and N is the neighbour to face f . −→fN is the vector spanned from
f to N and −−→PN is the vector spanned from P to N . The vector −−→PN is assumed to intersect
the face centre. It is possible to apply a skewness correction1, when −−→PN does not intersect the
face centre, but it is not used in this work.

4.4 Discretisation of continuity equation
The continuity equation from Eq. (3.2) is integrated in time and the integral is approximated
using the mid-point rule:

t+ ∆t
2∫

t− ∆t
2

∇ · (u) dt = 0⇒ ∇ ·
(
ut
)

= 0 (4.7)

Equation (4.7) is integrated over V t
c via Gauss’ theorem as a sum over the cell faces:

∫
V t

c

∇ · ut dV =
∮
St

c

n · ut dS ≈
∑

f

Sf · ut
f = 0 (4.8)

The face area vector is defined as Sf = Afnf , where Af is the face area and nf is the normal
vector. The normal vector is always positive from cell P towards cell N. That is a sign convention
made in OpenFOAM.

4.5 Discretisation of momentum equation
The time integration in OpenFOAM is performed according to Section 6.2.4 Ferziger and Perić
(2002). The momentum equation in Eq. (3.13) is integrated over a time step ∆t centred around
t:

t+ ∆t
2∫

t− ∆t
2

∂u
∂t

dt =
t+ ∆t

2∫
t− ∆t

2

−∇ · (uu) +∇ · (ν∇u)− 1
ρ
∇prgh dt (4.9)

The integral is approximated with the mid-point rule, which yields(
∂u
∂t

)t

=
(
−∇ · (uu) +∇ · (ν∇u)− 1

ρ
∇prgh

)t

(4.10)

1Specified by the keyword skewCorrected in OpenFOAM
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4.5. Discretisation of momentum equation

The equation is then integrated over a control volume V t
c which is constant in time:(

∂u
∂t

)t

c

V t
c =

∫
V t

c

(
−∇ · (uu) +∇ · (ν∇u)− 1

ρ
∇prgh

)t

dV (4.11)

4.5.1 Temporal acceleration
The implicit time derivative is discretised by second-order Adams-Moulton scheme2. Open-
FOAM uses a finite difference formulation of the temporal discretisation, which is described in
(Moukalled et al., 2016) section 13.4.2. The velocity at t − ∆t and t − ∆t − ∆t0 is denoted
u0 and u00. The scheme is derived by expressing u0 and u00 with a Taylor series expansion
around t. The discretised form of the acceleration term for non-uniform time steps reads(

∂u
∂t

)t

c

= at
cut

c − a0
cu0 + a00

c u00 (4.12)

where the algebraic coefficients are defined as

at
c = 1

∆t
+ 1

∆t + ∆t0 , a0
c = 1

∆t
+ 1

∆t0 , a00
c = ∆t

∆t0(∆t + ∆t0) (4.13)

The first time step in a simulation is discretised with the first-order forward Euler scheme.

4.5.2 Convective acceleration
The volume integral of the convection term is transformed to a surface integral with Gauss’
theorem. The surface integral is approximated with a summation over the cell faces, where the
face integral is approximated with the mid-point rule:

∫
V t

c

∇ · (uu)t dV =
∮
St

c

n · (uu)t dS ≈
∑

f

ϕ∗
fut

f (4.14)

The volumetric flux defined at the cell faces is defined as ϕ∗
f = Sf · u∗

f . When the convection
term is treated implicitly, the term is linearised by computing ϕ∗

f explicitly from the previous
time step or iteration indicated with superscript ∗. The nonlinearity is resolved by the outer
iteration loop in the PIMPLE algorithm in OpenFOAM. The PIMPLE algorithm consists of
an outer and inner loop. The outer loop is a series of Picard iterations and the inner loop is
the Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) algorithm.

4.5.3 Diffusion
The discretisation of the diffusion term follows Jasak (1996) and Muzaferija (1994):

2Known by the keyword backward in OpenFOAM
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∫
V t

c

∇ · (ν∇u)t dV =
∮
St

c

n · (ν∇u)t dS ≈
∑

f

νfSf · (∇u)t
f (4.15)

The surface normal gradient Sf · (∇u)t
f is approximated by

Sf · (∇u)t
f ≈ |Sf |

ut
N − ut

P

|dt
f |

= |∆t
f |

ut
N − ut

P

|dt
f |︸ ︷︷ ︸

Orthogonal contribution

+
(
Sf −∆t

f

)
· (∇u∗)f︸ ︷︷ ︸

Non-orthogonal correction

(4.16)

where the orthogonal face area vector is computed as ∆t
f = dt

f

dt
f

·Sf
. This is called the over-relaxed

approach (Jasak, 1996).

4.5.4 Pressure gradient
The volume integral of the pressure gradient term is transformed to a surface integral with
Gauss’ theorem. The surface integral is approximated by a sum over the cell faces, where the
integral of each face is given by the mid-point approximation:

∫
V t

c

1
ρt
∇prgh

t dV =
∮
St

c

1
ρt

prgh
t dS ≈ 1

ρt
c

∑
f

Sfprgh
t
f (4.17)

When the pressure gradient term is left undiscretised in the momentum equations the volume
integral yields ∫

V t
c

(
∇prgh

ρ

)t

c

dV =
(
∇prgh

ρ

)t

c

V t
c (4.18)

This discretisation form is used when the momentum equations are normalised by the cell
volumes.

4.6 Discretisation of boundary conditions
Discretisation of the boundary conditions follow the standard OpenFOAM procedure. A de-
scription of this can be found in (Jasak, 1996) on page 92-96. In (Qwist, 2019), I provided a
detailed description of the implementation of boundary conditions in OpenFOAM for a Lapla-
cian term discretised with Gauss theorem and linear interpolation. The section is summarised
below.

The matrix contribution from boundary faces is handled separately from internal faces. The
first listing of code below initiates the loop over the field vf patches. A patch is a list of cell
faces. vf corresponds to ϕ later in this section.

gaussLaplacianScheme.C
68 forAll(vf.boundaryField(), patchi)
69 {
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4.6. Discretisation of boundary conditions

The loop is specified with the macro forAll. boundaryField() contains a fvPatchField<Type>
field for each patch. Each patch is linked to a boundary condition specification in the simu-
lation case directory 0/. The loop runs over patch index patchi. The follwing piece of code
defines constant references to the boundary fields of patchi from the fields vf, gammaMagSf
and deltaCoeffs.

gaussLaplacianScheme.C
70 const fvPatchField<Type>& pvf = vf.boundaryField()[patchi];
71 const fvsPatchScalarField& pGamma = gammaMagSf.boundaryField()[patchi];
72 const fvsPatchScalarField& pDeltaCoeffs =
73 deltaCoeffs.boundaryField()[patchi];

The reference pvf refers to the boundary field of vf for patchi. pGamma refers to gammaMagSf
at the boundary faces in patchi. pDeltaCoeffs refers to deltaCoeffs at the boundary faces
in patchi.
Figure 4.2 illustrates two types of boundary conditions.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of a coupled and external boundary condition.

These are a) a 2-sided boundary face (coupled) b) a 1-sided boundary face (External). An
example of a coupled boundary condition is the cyclic boundary condition, which can be used
to create a cyclic domain where the outlet of the domain is linked to the inlet of the domain.
The 1-sided external boundary condition is the traditional domain boundary condition, where
we do not have a cell on the other side. Therefore, a Dirichlet, Neumann or Robin condition is
used to determine the value of the field at the boundary face. The code below shows how the
2-sided coupled boundary condition is implemented:

gaussLaplacianScheme.C
75 if (pvf.coupled())
76 {
77 fvm.internalCoeffs()[patchi] =
78 pGamma*pvf.gradientInternalCoeffs(pDeltaCoeffs);
79 fvm.boundaryCoeffs()[patchi] =
80 -pGamma*pvf.gradientBoundaryCoeffs(pDeltaCoeffs);
81 }

The one-sided boundary condition is implemented as
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gaussLaplacianScheme.C
82 else
83 {
84 fvm.internalCoeffs()[patchi] = pGamma*pvf.gradientInternalCoeffs();
85 fvm.boundaryCoeffs()[patchi] = -pGamma*pvf.gradientBoundaryCoeffs();
86 }
87 }

For a fixed value boundary condition, the value is needed on the boundary faces. This value is
denoted ϕb. The discretisation for a cell with one of more boundary faces can then be written
as ∫

VP

∇ • (γ∇ϕ) dV =
nf∑

f=1
γf |Sf |nf • (∇ϕ)f

=
nf,i∑

f,i=1
γf |Sf |

ϕN − ϕP

|d|︸ ︷︷ ︸
Internal faces

+
nf,b∑

f,b=1
γf |Sf |

ϕb − ϕP

|dn|︸ ︷︷ ︸
Boundary faces

(4.19)

where dn is the projection of d on the direction of the surface normal vector nf . The implicit
contributions related to ϕP and ϕN is added to the system matrix and the explicit contributions
related to ϕb are added to the source vector. For a single boundary face this gives

γf |Sf |
ϕb − ϕP

|dn|
= γf |Sf |︸ ︷︷ ︸

pGamma

1
|dn|

ϕb︸ ︷︷ ︸
pvf.gradientBoundaryCoeffs()

+ γf |Sf |︸ ︷︷ ︸
pGamma

− 1
|dn|︸ ︷︷ ︸

pvf.gradientInternalCoeffs()

ϕP (4.20)

The negative sign in

fvm.boundaryCoeffs()[patchi] = -pGamma*pvf.gradientBoundaryCoeffs();

originates from the source being moved to the right-hand side of the matrix system Ax = b.

The fixed value boundary condition is called fixedValue in OpenFOAM, and the coeffi-
cients are returned by gradientBoundaryCoeffs() and gradientInternalCoeffs() in the
file fixedValueFvPatchField.C. This reads

fixedValueFvPatchField.C
139 template<class Type>
140 Foam::tmp<Foam::Field<Type>>
141 Foam::fixedValueFvPatchField<Type>::gradientInternalCoeffs() const
142 {
143 return -pTraits<Type>::one*this->patch().deltaCoeffs();
144 }
145

146

147 template<class Type>
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4.7. Pressure-velocity coupling for implicit method

148 Foam::tmp<Foam::Field<Type>>
149 Foam::fixedValueFvPatchField<Type>::gradientBoundaryCoeffs() const
150 {
151 return this->patch().deltaCoeffs()*(*this);
152 }

From this piece of code, it is seen that gradientInternalCoeffs() returns

-pTraits<Type>::one*this->patch().deltaCoeffs();

which is exactly equal to

−1︸︷︷︸
-pTraits<Type>::one

1
|dn|︸ ︷︷ ︸

this->patch().deltaCoeffs()

and gradientBoundaryCoeffs() returns

this->patch().deltaCoeffs()*(*this);

which corresponds to

1
|dn|︸ ︷︷ ︸

this->patch().deltaCoeffs()

ϕb︸︷︷︸
(*this)

4.7 Pressure-velocity coupling for implicit method
The PISO algorithm implemented in OpenFOAM is described by Tukovic and Jasak (2012);
Tukovic et al. (2018) and Uroic (2019). The following derivation is presented for static meshes.
The pressure equation is derived from the discretised continuity equation Eq. (4.8) and a par-
tially discretised momentum equation, where the pressure gradient is not discretised. This form
of the momentum equation is commonly known as the semi-discretised form in the literature.
The semi-discretised momentum equation presented in Eq. (4.21) is derived from Eq. (4.11)
after substituting the discretisation presented in Eqs. (4.12), (4.14), (4.6), (4.16) and (4.18).
Finally the semi-discretised momentum equation is divided by V t

c to normalise the equation.
This leads to

(
at

c + ac

)
ut

c +
∑
N

aNut
N = sc −

(
−a0

cu0 + a00
c u00

)
−
(
∇prgh

ρ

)t

c

(4.21)

where ∑N is the off-diagonal contributions from the neighbouring cells. The diagonal matrix
coefficient ac for cell c is

ac = 1
V t

c

∑
f

ϕ∗
ffx,f +

∑
f

νf
|∆f |
|df |

 (4.22)
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The off-diagonal matrix coefficient from each cell neighbour N is given by

aN = 1
V t

c

(
ϕ∗

f (1− fx,f )− νf
|∆f |
|df |

)
(4.23)

and the source term is given by

sc = 1
V t

c

∑
f

[
νf (∆f − Sf ) · (∇u∗)f

] (4.24)

The cell centre velocity, ut
c, is expressed from the momentum equation in Eq. (4.21), which

leads to

ut
c =

HbyA︷ ︸︸ ︷
−∑N aNut

N + sc

at
c + ac

− 1
at

c + ac

(
−a0

cu0
c + a00

c u00
c

)
− 1

at
c + ac

(
∇prgh

ρ

)t

c

(4.25)

The essence of the momentum interpolation method is to express the momentum equation at
the cell faces to mimic a staggered grid. This is obtained by interpolating the collocated grid
coefficients in Eq. (4.25) to the cell faces. The resulting expression for the cell face velocity ut

f

using the momentum interpolation method is

ut
f =

(
−∑N aNut

N + sc

at
c + ac

)
f

−
(

1
at

c + ac

)
f

(
−a0

cu0
f + a00

c u00
f

)
−
(

1
at

c + ac

)
f

(
∇prgh

ρ

)t

f

(4.26)

The above expression is needed in in Eq. (4.8), the discretised continuity equation. The terms(
−
∑

N
aN ut

N +sc

at
c+ac

)
f

and
(

1
at

c+ac

)
f

are found from linear interpolation of neighbouring cells to cell

faces indicated with an overbar. The pressure gradient term
(∇prgh

ρ

)t

f
is not discretised. The

face velocity of the previous time steps u0
f and u00

f is described by Tukovic and Jasak (2012),
who explains why small time steps may lead to pressure oscillations and how the solution of the
pressure equation is made independent of the time step size using a method developed by Yu
et al. (2002). The cell face flux ϕf satisfies the discretised continuity equation, whereas the cell
centre velocity interpolated to the face centres (uc)f do not satisfy the discretised continuity
equation. The idea is to correct (uc)f by the difference between the face normal velocity based
on the volumetric flux ϕf

Af
and the face normal projection of (uc)f , leading to

u0
f = (u0

c)f + nf

(
ϕ0

f

Af

− nf · (u0
c)f

)
, u00

f = (u00
c )f + nf

(
ϕ00

f

Af

− nf · (u00
c )f

)
(4.27)

where nf is the face normal vector and Af is the face area. The pressure equation is obtained
by substituting the face velocity ut

f from Eq. (4.26) in the discretised continuity equation Eq.
(4.8):
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∑
f

Sf ·

( 1
at

c + ac

)
f

(
∇prgh

ρ

)t

f

 =

∑
f

Sf ·

(−∑N aNut
N + sc

at
c + ac

)
f

−
(

1
at

c + ac

)
f

(
−a0

cu0
f + a00

c u00
f

)  (4.28)

After the pressure equation is solved, the volumetric face flux is computed by

ϕt
f = Sf ·

(−∑N aNut
N + sc

at
c + ac

)
f

−
(

1
at

c + ac

)
f

(
−a0

cu0
f + a00

c u00
f

) 
− Sf ·

( 1
at

c + ac

)
f

(
∇prgh

ρ

)t

f

 (4.29)

and the cell centre velocity is computed by the expression in Eq. (4.25). Understanding the
connection between the theoretical background and the source code in relation to the pressure-
velocity coupling can be challenge in OpenFOAM. Therefore, I have linking the theoretical
expressions to the variable names in OpenFOAM-v1912. In relation to this, u0

f and u00
f from

Eq. (4.27) are inserted in Eq. (4.29), which yields

ϕt
f = Sf ·

(
−∑N aNut

N + sc

at
c + ac

)
f

+ Sf ·

( 1
at

c + ac

)
f

a0
c

(
(u0

c)f + nf

(
ϕ0

f

Af

− nf · (u0
c)f

))
− Sf ·

( 1
at

c + ac

)
f

a00
c

(
(u00

c )f + nf

(
ϕ00

f

Af

− nf · (u00
c )f

))
− Sf ·

( 1
at

c + ac

)
f

(
∇prgh

ρ

)t

f

 (4.30)

The former equation is rearranged to obtain

ϕt
f = Sf ·

(
−∑N aNut

N + sc

at
c + ac

)
f

−
(

1
at

c + ac

)
f

[
−a0

cSf · (u0
c)f + a00

c Sf · (u00
c )f

]

−
(

1
at

c + ac

)
f

[
−a0

cSf · nf

(
ϕ0

f

Af

− nf · (u0
c)f

)
+ a00

c Sf · nf

(
ϕ00

f

Af

− nf · (u00
c )f

)]

−
(

1
at

c + ac

)
f

Sf ·
(
∇prgh

ρ

)t

f

(4.31)
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where the first line describes the flux from neighbouring cells and source terms. The second
line describes the flux from the source terms of the discretised acceleration term evaluated
with a face velocity computed by linear interpolation of the cell centre velocity. The third
line describes the flux correction due to: (1) the difference between the face normal velocity
based on volumetric face flux satisfying the discrete continuity equation and (2) the face normal
projection of the cell centre velocity satisfying the momentum equations. The flux in the third
line is a correction to the flux from the discretisation of acceleration in the second line, which
ensures that the solution is independent of time step size and eliminates pressure oscillations
in the solution for very small time steps (Tukovic and Jasak, 2012). The fourth line describes
the flux from the pressure gradient. Since Sf · nf = Af the third line can be further simplified
and the expression is rearranged to obtain

ϕt
f =

phiHbyA︷ ︸︸ ︷
Sf ·

(
−∑N aNut

N + sc

at
c + ac

)
f

−
(

1
at

c + ac

)
f

[
−a0

cSf · (u0
c)f + a00

c Sf · (u00
c )f

]
+rAUf*fvc::ddtCorr(U, phi)︷ ︸︸ ︷

−
(

1
at

c + ac

)
f

[
−a0

c

(
ϕ0

f − Sf · (u0
c)f

)
+ a00

c

(
ϕ00

f − Sf · (u00
c )f

)]
−
(

1
at

c + ac

)
f

Sf ·
(
∇prgh

ρ

)t

f

(4.32)

The OpenFOAM code terminology is indicated over the braces, where phiHbyA is the un-
corrected volumetric flux computed by linear interpolation of HbyA in Eq. (4.25). rAUf*
fvc::ddtCorr(U, phi) is the correction from the source terms of the discretised acceleration
term. Qwist (2019) gives a detailed description of how a theoretical expression is related and
converted to a matrix system in OpenFOAM. It furthermore, provides a detailed guide on how
to create a custom discretisation scheme in OpenFOAM.

4.8 Pressure-velocity coupling for explicit Runge-Kutta
method

The explicit RK scheme can be defined by a Butcher tableau, which enables us to write an
algorithm that can handle any explicit RK time integration. The Butcher tableau for an explicit
RK scheme with n stages, the RK2 scheme and the RK4 scheme are given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Butcher tableau for n-stages, RK2 and RK4

n-stages

c1 0

c2 a2,1 0
... ... ... . . .

cn an,1 . . . an,n−1 0

b1 . . . . . . bn

RK2

0 0

1 1 0

0.5 0.5

RK4

0 0

1/2 1/2 0

1/2 0 1/2 0

1 0 0 1 0

1/6 1/3 1/3 1/6

Each row in the table represents a single stage in the RK method. After evaluating all stages
the final prediction is made from a linear combination of the n stages. For explicit RK methods
the diagonal elements are zero, which means that the first stage simply evaluates the function
F (tn + c1∆t, u1) = F (tn, un) from the solution at the last time step. The coefficients a and b

are defined according to the chosen RK scheme, while the coefficients c are computed by

ci =
i−1∑
j=1

ai,j (4.33)

where i is the row index and j is the column index in the Butcher tableau. The implementation
of the explicit RK time integration together with an equation for the pressure follows Sanderse
and Koren (2012). The equation is of the form

∂u
∂t

= F (t, u)−∇prgh (4.34)

Hence all terms except for the pressure gradient and time acceleration terms are gathered in the
function F (t, u). The acceleration term is discretised with the forward Euler scheme, and the
pressure gradient term is left undiscretised to form an equation for the pressure solved at each
RK stage. After the pressure has been solved, its contribution is added to the intermediate
velocity and volumetric flux at the end of each RK stage. The function F (t, u) is evaluated
from the solution at the previous RK stages or previous time step. The general form of the
equation at stage i is

ui − un

∆t
=

i∑
j=1

aijF (tn + cj∆t, uj)− cj∇pi
rgh (4.35)

The unknown velocity is isolated, leading to
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ui =

ũi︷ ︸︸ ︷
un + ∆t

i∑
j=1

aijF (tn + cj∆t, uj)−cj∆t∇pi
rgh (4.36)

The intermediate velocity, ũi, is corrected by the pressure gradient after the pressure equation
has been solved. The continuity equation must be satisfied at each stage, which yields the
pressure equation:

∇ ·
(
cj∆t∇pi

rgh

)
= ∇ ·

(
ũi
)

(4.37)

The constant cj works like a lagrangian multiplier, which can be neglected without affecting
the result, as long as it is also removed from the pressure gradient updating the velocity. After
the RK stages have been completed, the final prediction of the velocity to the new time step is
found by

un+1 =

ũn+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
un + ∆t

nRK∑
j=1

(
bjF (tn + cj∆t, uj)

)
−∆t∇pn+1

rgh (4.38)

The pressure equation derived from Eq. (4.38) is

∇ ·
(
cj∆t∇pn+1

rgh

)
= ∇ ·

(
ũn+1

)
(4.39)

After the pressure has been found, the velocity and flux are corrected to give the final prediction
to the new time tn+1. The discretisation of the pressure equation follows the same discretisation
procedures as presented earlier in this chapter. The corrections to the free surface discretisation
is presented in the following chapter.

4.9 Wave generation

4.9.1 waves2Foam
The toolbox waves2Foam Jacobsen et al. (2012) is used to generate/absorb waves via inlet/outlet
relaxation zones. In the relaxation zones the theoretical (φt) and numerical (φn) solutions are
blended explicitly by

φ = (1− wR) φt + wRφn , wR = 1− exp (σp)
exp(1)− 1 (4.40)

where σ is the local coordinate in the relaxation zone and p = 3.5 as default.
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4.9.2 Non-moving piston type wave maker
During our preparation of the focused wave simulations presented in Sec. 6.9, we found that the
existing piston type wave makers for OpenFOAM had two problems. We observed generation
of large circulation zones in front of the paddle. We found that the circulation zones were
caused by the no-slip condition that is applied to the wave maker boundary. The problem
was eliminated by introducing a slip condition on the wave maker. The second problem was
velocity checker boarding in the horizontal direction during return flow of the wave. We found
that the cause was the zero gradient pressure boundary condition on the wave maker. The
solution was to derive a fixed normal pressure gradient value from the piston acceleration via
the momentum equations, where the convection and diffusion terms were neglected. The fixed
normal pressure gradient resolved the problem with oscillations in the horizontal velocity. The
simplified form of the momentum equations on the cell faces used to estimate the face gradient
is

nf ·
(

∂u
∂t

)
f

= nf ·
(

1
ρ
∇prgh

)
f

(4.41)
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Chapter 5

Numerical description of free surface
discretisation

The chapter is dedicated to the description of the special numerical discretisation at the free
surface. The first section discusses how the free surface is reconstructed from the volume of
fluid fraction field. This is followed by a derivation of the GFM method including additional
steps not found elsewhere. Finally the free surface discretisation in DSD method is presented
and discussed.

5.1 Discrete location of free surface
The location of the free surface location must be computed to implement boundary conditions
at the free surface in the discretised equations. The free surface location xfs along the vector
df spanning from the face owner cell P to the face neighbour cell N is defined as

xfs = xP + λdf (5.1)

where λ is the normalised location of the free surface between P and N . Figure 5.1 illustrates
the calculation of the free surface position.

Figure 5.1: Illustration of mesh with free surface and the above variables

The blue line is the free surface and the red line follows the cell faces, which have been marked
as free surface cell faces. These are the faces where the free surface boundary conditions
are enforced. The cells with a circle are air cells and the cells with a point are water cells.
The normalised location of the free surface λ is called by different names in the literature.
Christensen (2006) calls λ a leg, while Vukčević et al. (2017) calls λ an inverse distance.
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Vukčević et al. (2017) computes the inverse distance from α with the expression

λ = αP − 0.5
αP − αN

(5.2)

whereas Christensen (2006) computes λ with an improved conditional expression

λ =


αP + αN − 0.5 if P is water

1.5− αP − αN if N is water

 if
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂α

∂nf

∣∣∣∣∣ >

∣∣∣∣∣ ∂α

∂tf

∣∣∣∣∣ otherwise αP − 0.5
αP − αN

(5.3)

where nf is the face normal vector and tf is the face tangential vector. The gradient of α

normal and tangential to the cell face f is computed by

∂α

∂nf

=
[
(∇α)f · nf

]
nf , ∂α

∂tf

= (∇α)f −
[
(∇α)f · nf

]
nf (5.4)

Figure 5.2 illustrates the projections performed in Eq. (5.4).

Figure 5.2: Illustration of the projection of (∇α)f on a cell face f .

Another alternative way to determine the discrete location of the free surface is to use the
iso surfaces generated by isoAdvector. The idea is quite simple, but code implementation of
this is more cumbersome compared to the method using the inverse distance. The advantage
would however be that the free surface position would be reconstructed in the same way in the
advection step and the application of free surface boundary conditions.

isoAdvector creates iso surfaces in all cells with: 0+tol < α < 1−tol. tol is a specified small
tolerance. The first step would be to locate all iso faces, that intersect with the −−→PN vector.
The intersection point then defines the free surface position xfs needed in the application of
boundary conditions. The inverse distance λ should then be computed from xfs.

Scheufler and Roenby (2018) improved the reconstruction of the iso surfaces on unstructured
meshes. The improvement is related to the orientation of the iso surfaces. The improved
isoAdvector should be used if one wishes to define the inverse distances from isoAdvector,
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because xfs is sensitive to the orientation of the iso surfaces. The new version of isoAdvector
has not been used in the present work, because the source code was completely restructured in
order to accommodate the new features.

The main challenge to solve before using isoAdvector to mark the free surface cell faces and
compute the inverse distance is an efficient implementation that identifies the cell face pairs,
where the iso face within the given volume of a cell face pair intersects the vector from P to
N. In relation to this the algorithm must be able to filter away all the iso faces, that do not
intersect with a vector between two cell face pairs. It also needs to check that the identified free
surface cell faces form a closed surface or form a surface that separates one part of the domain
from the other part of the domain. This is just a matter of programming, but the challenge is
to create an implementation that is efficient.

5.2 Ghost Fluid Method
This section presents a derivation of the GFM method with additional steps that makes it
easier to follow the original derivation presented by Vukčević et al. (2017). The free surface
cell face can either have a cell face pair where (1) the owner is wet and the neighbour is dry
or (2) the owner is dry and the neighbour is wet. This is determined from the numbering of
the cells in the relation to the free surface position. When the contribution from the cell face
is computed a contribution must be assigned to the discretisation of the equation in the owner
and neighbour cells. Hence, this yields four cases for the discretised contributions from the cell
face. The cases are summarised below:

Case 1: Gradient calculation seen from cell P, where P is wet and N is dry.

Case 2: Gradient calculation seen from cell N, where P is wet and N is dry.

Case 3: Gradient calculation seen from cell P, where P is dry and N is wet.

Case 4: Gradient calculation seen from cell N, where P is dry and N is wet.

The case numbers are used in the following Sections 5.2.1-5.2.3 to structure the derivations.

5.2.1 Derivation of expression for the ghost cell pressure
The ghost cell is the cell on the other side of the free surface with respect to cell being discretised.
In this section the one-sided linear extrapolation expressions are derived from the free surface
jump conditions. These are used in Section 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 to derive the discretisation of the
pressure gradient and pressure laplacian terms.

Case 1

The additional dynamic jump condition in Eq. (3.39) is discretised by

β− prgh,N − p−
rgh

1− λ
− β+ p+

rgh − prgh,P

λ
= 0 (5.5)
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Superscript − denotes the air phase and superscript + denotes the water phase. β is the inverse
density. The dynamic jump condition in Eq. (3.38) can be written as

p−
rgh − p+

rgh = H (5.6)

where H is the jump. This yields an expression for p−
rgh given by

p−
rgh = p+

rgh +H (5.7)

Inserting Eq. (5.7) in Eq. (5.5) and isolating p+
rgh gives

β− prgh,N − (p+
rgh +H)

1− λ
− β+ p+

rgh − prgh,P

λ
= 0⇔

β−

1− λ
(prgh,N − p+

rgh −H)− β+

λ
(p+

rgh − prgh,P ) = 0⇔

β−λ

(1− λ)λ(prgh,N − p+
rgh −H)− β+(1− λ)

(1− λ)λ (p+
rgh − prgh,P ) = 0⇔

β−λ(prgh,N − p+
rgh −H)− β+(1− λ)(p+

rgh − prgh,P ) = 0⇔
p+

rgh(β−λ + β+(1− λ)) = β−λprgh,N − β−λH + β+(1− λ)prgh,P ⇔

p+
rgh = β−λ

β−λ + β+(1− λ)prgh,N −
β−λ

β−λ + β+(1− λ)H + β+(1− λ)
β−λ + β+(1− λ)prgh,P (5.8)

The expression is simplified by introducing

βw = β−λ + β+(1− λ) (5.9)

which yields
p+

rgh = β−λ

βw

prgh,N −
β−λ

βw

H + β+(1− λ)
βw

prgh,P (5.10)

The values of prgh,P and p+
rgh are used to define the gradient in a linear extrapolation from the

current position in the owner cell. The expression for the value in the neighbouring cell centre
becomes

p+
rgh,N = prgh,P +

p+
rgh − prgh,P

λ

= prgh,P +
β−λ

βw
prgh,N − β−λ

βw
H + β+(1−λ)

βw
prgh,P

λ
− prgh,P

λ

= prgh,P + β−

βw

prgh,N −
β−

βw

H + β+(1− λ)
βwλ

prgh,P −
prgh,P

λ
(5.11)

Equation (5.9) is rewritten to

βw = β−λ + β+(1− λ)

1 = β−λ

βw

+ β+(1− λ)
βw

1− β−λ

βw

= β+(1− λ)
βw
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and this is used to change the fourth term in Eq. (5.11), which yields the final expression of
the extrapolation formula

p+
rgh,N = prgh,P + β−

βw

prgh,N −
β−

βw

H +
(

1− β−λ

βw

)
1
λ

prgh,P −
prgh,P

λ

p+
rgh,N = β−

βw

prgh,N −
β−

βw

H +
(

1 + 1
λ
− β−

βw

− 1
λ

)
prgh,P

p+
rgh,N = β−

βw

prgh,N −
β−

βw

H +
(

1− β−

βw

)
prgh,P (5.12)

Case 2

Equation (5.6) is used to get an expression for p+
rgh given by

p+
rgh = p−

rgh −H (5.13)

Inserting Eq. (5.13) in Eq. (5.5) and isolating p−
rgh yields

β− prgh,N − p−
rgh

1− λ
− β+ (p−

rgh −H)− prgh,P

λ
= 0⇔

β−

1− λ
(prgh,N − p−

rgh)− β+

λ
(p−

rgh −H− prgh,P ) = 0⇔

β−λ

(1− λ)λ(prgh,N − p−
rgh)− β+(1− λ)

(1− λ)λ (p−
rgh −H− prgh,P ) = 0⇔

β−λ(prgh,N − p−
rgh)− β+(1− λ)(p−

rgh −H− prgh,P ) = 0⇔
p−

rgh(β−λ + β+(1− λ)) = β−λprgh,N + β+(1− λ)H + β+(1− λ)prgh,P ⇔

p−
rgh = β−λ

β−λ + β+(1− λ)prgh,N + β+(1− λ)
β−λ + β+(1− λ)H + β+(1− λ)

β−λ + β+(1− λ)prgh,P (5.14)

The definition from Eq. (5.9) is again used to simplify the expression to

p−
rgh = β−λ

βw

prgh,N + β+(1− λ)
βw

H + β+(1− λ)
βw

prgh,P (5.15)

prgh,N and p−
rgh are used to define the gradient in a linear extrapolation from our current position

in the neighbour cell. The expression for the value in the owner cell centre becomes

p−
rgh,P = prgh,N +

p−
rgh − prgh,N

1− λ

= prgh,N +
β−λ

βw
prgh,N + β+(1−λ)

βw
H + β+(1−λ)

βw
prgh,P

1− λ
− prgh,N

1− λ

= prgh,N + β−λ

βw(1− λ)
prgh,N + β+

βw

H + β+

βw

prgh,P −
prgh,N

1− λ

= prgh,N

(
1 + β−λ

βw(1− λ)
− 1

1− λ

)
+ β+

βw

H + β+

βw

prgh,P

= prgh,N

(
1 + β−λ

βw

1
(1− λ) −

1
1− λ

)
+ β+

βw

H + β+

βw

prgh,P (5.16)
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5.2. Ghost Fluid Method

Equation (5.9) is rewritten to

βw = β−λ + β+(1− λ)

1 = β−λ

βw

+ β+(1− λ)
βw

β−λ

βw

= 1− β+(1− λ)
βw

and this is used to change the fourth term in Eq. (5.16). This yields the final expression of the
extrapolation formula

p−
rgh,P = prgh,N

(
1 +

(
1− β+(1− λ)

βw

)
1

(1− λ) −
1

1− λ

)
+ β+

βw

H + β+

βw

prgh,P

= prgh,N

(
1 + 1

(1− λ) −
β+

βw

− 1
1− λ

)
+ β+

βw

H + β+

βw

prgh,P

= prgh,N

(
1− β+

βw

)
+ β+

βw

H + β+

βw

prgh,P (5.17)

Case 3

The additional dynamic jump condition in Eq. (3.39) is discretised

β+ prgh,N − p+
rgh

1− λ
− β− p−

rgh − prgh,P

λ
= 0 (5.18)

Inserting Eq. (5.13) in Eq. (5.18) and isolating p+
rgh yields

β+ prgh,N − (p−
rgh −H)

1− λ
− β− p−

rgh − prgh,P

λ
= 0⇔

β+

1− λ
(prgh,N − p−

rgh +H)− β−

λ
(p−

rgh − prgh,P ) = 0⇔

β+λ

(1− λ)λ(prgh,N − p−
rgh +H)− β−(1− λ)

(1− λ)λ (p−
rgh − prgh,P ) = 0⇔

β+λ(prgh,N − p−
rgh +H)− β−(1− λ)(p−

rgh − prgh,P ) = 0⇔
p−

rgh(β+λ + β−(1− λ)) = β+λprgh,N + β+λH + β−(1− λ)prgh,P ⇔

p+
rgh = β+λ

β+λ + β−(1− λ)prgh,N + β+λ

β+λ + β−(1− λ)H + β−(1− λ)
β+λ + β−(1− λ)prgh,P (5.19)

The expression is simplified by introducing

βd = β+λ + β−(1− λ) (5.20)

which yields
p+

rgh = β+λ

βd

prgh,N + β+λ

βd

H + β−(1− λ)
βd

prgh,P (5.21)
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prgh,P and p−
rgh are used to define the gradient in a linear extrapolation from the current position

in the owner cell. The expression for the value in the neighbouring cell centre becomes

p−
rgh,N = prgh,P +

p+
rgh − prgh,P

λ

= prgh,P +
β+λ

βd
prgh,N + β+λ

βd
H + β−(1−λ)

βd
prgh,P

λ
− prgh,P

λ

= prgh,P + β+

βd

prgh,N + β+

βd

H + β−(1− λ)
βd

1
λ

prgh,P −
prgh,P

λ
(5.22)

Equation (5.20) is rewritten to

βd = β+λ + β−(1− λ)

1 = β+λ

βd

+ β−(1− λ)
βd

β−(1− λ)
βd

= 1− β+λ

βd

and this is used to change the fourth term in Eq. (5.22), which yields the final expression of
the extrapolation formula

p−
rgh,N = prgh,P + β+

βd

prgh,N + β+

βd

H +
(

1− β+λ

βd

)
1
λ

prgh,P −
prgh,P

λ

p−
rgh,N = β+

βd

prgh,N + β+

βd

H +
(

1 + 1
λ
− β+

βd

− 1
λ

)
prgh,P

p−
rgh,N = β+

βd

prgh,N + β+

βd

H +
(

1− β+

βd

)
prgh,P (5.23)

Case 4

Inserting Eq. (5.7) in Eq. (5.18) and isolating p+
rgh yields

β+ prgh,N − p+
rgh

1− λ
− β− (p+

rgh +H)− prgh,P

λ
= 0⇔

β+

1− λ
(prgh,N − p+

rgh)− β−

λ
(p+

rgh +H− prgh,P ) = 0⇔

β+λ

(1− λ)λ(prgh,N − p+
rgh)− β−(1− λ)

(1− λ)λ (p+
rgh +H− prgh,P ) = 0⇔

β+λ(prgh,N − p+
rgh)− β−(1− λ)(p+

rgh +H− prgh,P ) = 0⇔
p+

rgh(β+λ + β−(1− λ)) = β+λprgh,N − β−(1− λ)H + β−(1− λ)prgh,P ⇔

p+
rgh = β+λ

β+λ + β−(1− λ)prgh,N −
β−(1− λ)

β+λ + β−(1− λ)H + β−(1− λ)
β+λ + β−(1− λ)prgh,P (5.24)

The definition from Eq. (5.20) is used to simplify the expression to

p+
rgh = β+λ

βd

prgh,N −
β−(1− λ)

βd

H + β−(1− λ)
βd

prgh,P (5.25)
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5.2. Ghost Fluid Method

prgh,N and p+
rgh are used to define the gradient in a linear extrapolation from the current position

in the neighbour cell. The expression for the value in the owner cell centre becomes

p+
rgh,P = prgh,N +

p+
rgh − prgh,N

1− λ

= prgh,N +
β+λ

βd
prgh,N − β−(1−λ)

βd
H + β−(1−λ)

βd
prgh,P

1− λ
− prgh,N

1− λ

= prgh,N + β+λ

βd(1− λ)
prgh,N −

β−

βd

H + β−

βd

prgh,P −
prgh,N

1− λ

= prgh,N

(
1 + β+λ

βd(1− λ)
− 1

1− λ

)
− β−

βd

H + β−

βd

prgh,P

= prgh,N

(
1 + β+λ

βd

1
(1− λ) −

1
1− λ

)
− β−

βd

H + β−

βd

prgh,P (5.26)

Equation (5.20) is rewritten to

βd = β+λ + β−(1− λ)

1 = β+λ

βd

+ β−(1− λ)
βd

β+λ

βd

= 1− β−(1− λ)
βd

and this is used to change the fourth term in Eq. (5.26), which yields the final expression of
the extrapolation formula

p+
rgh,P = prgh,N

(
1 +

(
1− β−(1− λ)

βd

)
1

(1− λ) −
1

1− λ

)
− β−

βd

H + β−

βd

prgh,P

= prgh,N

(
1 + 1

(1− λ) −
β−

βd

− 1
1− λ

)
− β−

βd

H + β−

βd

prgh,P

= prgh,N

(
1− β−

βd

)
− β−

βd

H + β−

βd

prgh,P (5.27)

5.2.2 Discretisation of pressure gradient
This section derives the discretisation of the pressure gradient term using Gauss theorem to
convert the volume integral to a surface integral. The surface integral is approximated with a
sum over the cell faces. This is used to explicitly evaluate the pressure gradient term in the
momentum equation, and when the pressure equation applies a non-orthogonal correction.

Case 1

The first case discretises cell P, looking from P=wet towards N=dry. The inverse density is
βP = β+. The pressure gradient for a free surface cell face is

βP

VP

∑
fΓ

Sf

[
fxprgh,P + (1− fx)p+

rgh,N

]
(5.28)
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5. Numerical description of free surface discretisation

Introducing p+
rgh,N from Eq. (5.12) in the discretisation yields

βP

VP

∑
fΓ

Sf

[
fxprgh,P + (1− fx)

(
prgh,P + β−

βw

(prgh,N − prgh,P −H)
)]

(5.29)

This can be reduced to

βP

VP

∑
fΓ

Sf

[
prgh,P + (1− fx)β−

βw

(prgh,N − prgh,P −H)
]

(5.30)

Case 2

The second case discretises cell N, looking from N=dry towards P=wet. The inverse density is
βN = β−. The pressure gradient for a free surface cell face is

βN

VN

∑
fΓ

Sf

[
fxp−

rgh,P + (1− fx)prgh,N

]
(5.31)

Introducing p−
rgh,P from Eq. (5.17) in the discretisation yields

βN

VN

∑
fΓ

Sf

[
fx

(
prgh,N + β+

βw

(prgh,P − prgh,N +H)
)

+ (1− fx)prgh,N

]
(5.32)

This can be reduced to

βN

VN

∑
fΓ

Sf

[
fx

β+

βw

(prgh,P − prgh,N +H) + prgh,N

]
(5.33)

Case 3

The third case discretises cell P, looking from P=dry towards N=wet. The inverse density is
βP = β−. The pressure gradient for a free surface cell face is

βP

VP

∑
fΓ

Sf

[
fxprgh,P + (1− fx)p−

rgh,N

]
(5.34)

Introducing p−
rgh,N from Eq. (5.23) in the discretisation yields

βP

VP

∑
fΓ

Sf

[
fxprgh,P + (1− fx)

(
prgh,P + β+

βd

(prgh,N − prgh,P +H)
)]

(5.35)

This can be reduced to

βP

VP

∑
fΓ

Sf

[
prgh,P + (1− fx)β+

βd

(prgh,N − prgh,P +H)
]

(5.36)
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Case 4

The fourth case discretises cell N, looking from N=wet towards P=dry. The inverse density is
βN = β+. The pressure gradient for a free surface cell face is

βN

VN

∑
fΓ

Sf

[
fxp+

rgh,P + (1− fx)prgh,N

]
(5.37)

Introducing p+
rgh,P from Eq. (5.27) in the discretisation yields

βN

VN

∑
fΓ

Sf

[
fx

(
prgh,N + β−

βd

(prgh,P − prgh,N −H)
)

+ (1− fx)prgh,N

]
(5.38)

This can be reduced to

βN

VN

∑
fΓ

Sf

[
fx

β−

βd

(prgh,P − prgh,N −H) + prgh,N

]
(5.39)

5.2.3 Discretisation of laplacian term in pressure equation
This section presents the derivation of the discretised laplacian term from in the pressure
equation for each of the four discretisation cases.

Case 1

The pressure laplacian is discretised as

∑
f

( 1
aP

)
f

(βfΓ)|sf |
(prgh,N − prgh,P )Γ

|df |
=
∑
f ̸Γ

( 1
aP

)
f

(β)f |sf |
prgh,N − prgh,P

|df |

+
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

(β)fΓ|sf |
p+

rgh,N − prgh,P

|df |
(5.40)

where (β)fΓ = β+, because P is wet. (β)f is used for normal cell faces sharing either two wet or
two dry cells. If there are two wet cells the value is β+ and if there are two dry cells the value
is β−. The resulting discretisation for a free surface cell face is derived as follows inserting the
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p+
rgh,N from Eq. (5.12).

∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

(β)fΓ|sf |
p+

rgh,N − prgh,P

|df |
(5.41)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

β+|sf |

[
β−

βw
prgh,N +

(
1− β−

βw

)
prgh,P − β−

βw
H
]
− prgh,P

|df |
(5.42)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

β+ |sf |
|df |

[
β−

βw

prgh,N +
(

1− β−

βw

)
prgh,P −

β−

βw

H− prgh,P

]
(5.43)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

β+ |sf |
|df |

[
β−

βw

prgh,N + prgh,P −
β−

βw

prgh,P −
β−

βw

H− prgh,P

]
(5.44)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

β+ |sf |
|df |

[
β−

βw

prgh,N −
β−

βw

prgh,P −
β−

βw

H
]

(5.45)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

β+β−

βw︸ ︷︷ ︸
aP N

prgh,N −
( 1

aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

β+β−

βw︸ ︷︷ ︸
dP

prgh,P −
( 1

aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

β+β−

βw

H︸ ︷︷ ︸
SP

(5.46)

The contributions to discretised equation in cell P are aP N the off-diagonal coefficient, dP the
diagonal coefficient and SP the source term.

Case 2

The pressure laplacian is discretised as∑
f

( 1
aP

)
f

(βfΓ)|sf |
(prgh,P − prgh,N)Γ

|df |
=
∑
f ̸Γ

( 1
aP

)
f

(β)f |sf |
prgh,P − prgh,N

|df |

+
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

(β)fΓ|sf |
p−

rgh,P − prgh,N

|df |
(5.47)

where (β)fΓ = β−, because N is dry. The resulting discretisation for a free surface cell face is
derived by inserting p−

rgh,P from Eq. (5.17) as follows

∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

(β)fΓ|sf |
p−

rgh,P − prgh,N

|df |
(5.48)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

β−|sf |

[
β+

βw
prgh,P +

(
1− β+

βw

)
prgh,N + β+

βw
H
]
− prgh,N

|df |
(5.49)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

[
β−β+

βw

prgh,P +
(

β− − β−β+

βw

)
prgh,N + β−β+

βw

H− β−prgh,N

]
(5.50)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

[
β−β+

βw

prgh,P + β−prgh,N −
β−β+

βw

prgh,N −
β−β+

βw

H− β−prgh,N

]
(5.51)

=
∑
fΓ
−
( 1

aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

β−β+

βw︸ ︷︷ ︸
dN

prgh,N +
( 1

aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

β−β+

βw︸ ︷︷ ︸
aNP

prgh,P +
( 1

aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

β−β+

βw

H︸ ︷︷ ︸
SN

(5.52)
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The contributions to discretised equation in cell N are aNP the off-diagonal coefficient, dN the
diagonal coefficient and SN the source term.

Case 3

The pressure laplacian is discretised as

∑
f

( 1
aP

)
f

(βfΓ)|sf |
(prgh,N − prgh,P )Γ

|df |
=
∑
f ̸Γ

( 1
aP

)
f

(β)f |sf |
prgh,N − prgh,P

|df |

+
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

(β)fΓ|sf |
p−

rgh,N − prgh,P

|df |
(5.53)

where (β)fΓ = β−, because P is dry. The resulting discretisation for a free surface cell face is
derived by inserting p−

rgh,N from Eq. (5.23) as follows

∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

(β)fΓ|sf |
p−

rgh,N − prgh,P

|df |
(5.54)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

(β)fΓ|sf |

[
β+

βd
prgh,N +

(
1− β+

βd

)
prgh,P + β+

βd
H
]
− prgh,P

|df |
(5.55)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

β− |sf |
|df |

[
β+

βd

prgh,N +
(

1− β+

βd

)
prgh,P + β+

βd

H− prgh,P

]
(5.56)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

[
β−β+

βd

prgh,N −
β−β+

βd

prgh,P + β−β+

βd

H
]

(5.57)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

β−β+

βd︸ ︷︷ ︸
aP N

prgh,N −
( 1

aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

β−β+

βd︸ ︷︷ ︸
dP

prgh,P +
( 1

aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

β−β+

βd

H︸ ︷︷ ︸
SP

(5.58)

The contributions to discretised equation in cell P are aP N the off-diagonal coefficient, dP the
diagonal coefficient and SP the source term.

Case 4

The pressure laplacian is discretised as

∑
f

( 1
aP

)
f

(βfΓ)|sf |
(prgh,P − prgh,N)Γ

|df |
=
∑
f ̸Γ

( 1
aP

)
f

(β)f |sf |
prgh,P − prgh,N

|df |

+
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

(β)fΓ|sf |
p+

rgh,P − prgh,N

|df |
(5.59)
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5. Numerical description of free surface discretisation

where (β)fΓ = β+, because N is wet. The resulting discretisation for a free surface cell face is
derived by inserting p+

rgh,P from Eq. (5.27) as follows

∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

(β)fΓ|sf |
p+

rgh,P − prgh,N

|df |
(5.60)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

β+|sf |

[
β−

βd
prgh,P +

(
1− β−

βd

)
prgh,N − β−

βd
H
]
− prgh,N

|df |
(5.61)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

[
β+β−

βd

prgh,P +
(

β+ − β+β−

βd

)
prgh,N −

β+β−

βd

H− β+prgh,N

]
(5.62)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

[
β+β−

βd

prgh,P + β+prgh,N −
β+β−

βd

prgh,N −
β+β−

βd

H− β+prgh,N

]
(5.63)

=
∑
fΓ

( 1
aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

[
β+β−

βd

prgh,P −
β+β−

βd

prgh,N −
β+β−

βd

H
]

(5.64)

=
∑
fΓ
−
( 1

aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

β+β−

βd︸ ︷︷ ︸
dN

prgh,N +
( 1

aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

β+β−

βd︸ ︷︷ ︸
aNP

prgh,P −
( 1

aP

)
f

|sf |
|df |

β+β−

βd

H︸ ︷︷ ︸
SN

(5.65)

The contributions to discretised equation in cell N are aNP the off-diagonal coefficient, dN the
diagonal coefficient and SN the source term.

5.3 Direct Surface Description
The DSD method is simpler than the GFM method, since a fixed value is enforced instead
of a jump condition. The pressure gradient discretisation presented in this section is for the
Gauss discretisation of the pressure gradient term. However, the corresponding derivation for
the least squares method is very similar. Hence, it will not be presented. The section first
present the free surface discretisation of the pressure gradient and pressure laplacian terms.
The following sections describe the temporal, convective, diffusive discretisation, where special
discretisation is used near the free surface. Then a modified divergence operator is presented.
This is used to evaluate the right hand side of the pressure equation. Finally, the remaining
sections are dedicated to describing the extrapolation procedures used at the free surface.

At each free surface cell face there are two cases for the arrangement of the owner and
neighbour cell in air and water. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3. fs denotes the free surface
and f denotes the cell face. The free surface is located somewhere on the line connecting P
and N.
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5.3. Direct Surface Description

Figure 5.3: Possible configurations of owner and neighbour cell in air and water phase at a free
surface cell face.

Essentially there are four discretisation cases, because we need to consider the contribution to
each cell in each of the two cases. However, the DSD method does not consider the air phase.
Hence, only the contributions to the water cell is considered, as the equation is not solved in
the air cell.

5.3.1 Discretisation of pressure gradient
This section describes the Gauss pressure gradient discretisation for the two possible cell con-
figurations around a free surface cell face.

P = wet

In this case the owner cell is identified as water. The ghost cell value in the neighbour cell
p+

rgh,N is described with linear extrapolation using the boundary condition prgh,fs and the owner
cell value prgh,P :

p+
rgh,N = prgh,P + prgh,fs − prgh,P

dP fs

dP N = prgh,P + prgh,fs − prgh,P

λ
(5.66)

The vector dP fs goes from cell P to the free surface location fs. The extrapolation is illustrated
in Figure 5.4.
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5. Numerical description of free surface discretisation

Figure 5.4: prgh extrapolation for owner cell in water. x is along the vector from P to N.

The Gauss gradient discretisation with the ghost value is

βP

VP

∑
fs

Sf

[
fxprgh,P + (1− fx)p+

rgh,N

]
(5.67)

Inserting the ghost value yields

βP

VP

∑
fs

Sf

[
fxprgh,P + (1− fx)

(
prgh,P + prgh,fs − prgh,P

λ

)]
(5.68)

This expression can be rearranged to isolate the contribution from cell P and the boundary
condition as follows:

βP

VP

∑
fs

Sf

[
prgh,P + 1− fx

λ
(prgh,fs − prgh,P )

]
(5.69)

βP

VP

∑
fs

Sf

[(
1− 1− fx

λ

)
prgh,P + 1− fx

λ
prgh,fs

]
(5.70)

N = wet

In this case the neighbour cell is identified as water. The ghost cell value in the owner cell p+
rgh,P

is described with linear extrapolation using the boundary condition prgh,fs and the neighbour
cell value prgh,N :

p+
rgh,P = prgh,N + prgh,fs − prgh,N

dP N − dP fs

dP N = prgh,N + prgh,fs − prgh,N

1− λ
(5.71)

dP N is the vector connecting P to N. The extrapolation is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: prgh extrapolation for neighbour cell in water. x is along the vector from N to P.

The Gauss gradient discretisation with the ghost value is

βN

VN

∑
fs

Sf

[
fxp+

rgh,P + (1− fx)prgh,N

]
(5.72)

Inserting the ghost value yields

βN

VN

∑
fs

Sf

[
fx

(
prgh,N + prgh,fs − prgh,N

1− λ

)
+ (1− fx)prgh,N

]
(5.73)

This expression can be rearranged to isolate the contribution from cell P and the boundary
condition as follows:

βN

VN

∑
fs

Sf

[
prgh,N + fx

1− λ
(prgh,fs − prgh,N)

]
(5.74)

βN

VN

∑
fs

Sf

[(
1− fx

1− λ

)
prgh,N + fx

1− λ
prgh,fs

]
(5.75)

5.3.2 Discretisation of pressure equation
The pressure gradient term from Eq. (4.28) at a fully submerged face f is discretised with
the same scheme used for the diffusion term in Eq. (4.16). The non-orthogonal correction
is excluded in the expressions below to shorten the presented equations. The non-orthogonal
correction term utilises the DSD pressure gradient discretisation. The orthogonal discretisation
of the pressure laplacian term is constructed from the semi-discretised momentum equation in
Eq. (4.21) as follows

Sf ·

( 1
at

c + ac

)
f

(
∇prgh

ρ

)t

f

 =
(

1
at

c + ac

)
f

|Sf |
1
ρf

prgh,N − prgh,P

|df |
(5.76)
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P = wet

The first case is for cell P in water and cell N in air. The free surface boundary condition for
prgh in Eq. (3.44) yields the following expression for the face normal pressure gradient in the
laplacian term at a free surface cell face:

Sf ·

( 1
at

c + ac

)
f

(
∇prgh

ρ

)t

f

 =
(

1
at

c + ac

)
f

|Sf |
1
ρf

prgh,fs − prgh,P

λ|df |
(5.77)

ρf indicates that the density value is used on the cell face. For the single-phase DSD method
the density field can only take the value of water, i.e ρf = ρwater. The derivation of the above
expression uses the ghost value p+

rgh,N from Eq. (5.71).

N = wet

In the second case cell P is in the air and cell N is in the water. The free surface boundary
condition for prgh in Eq. (3.44) is implemented in the discretisation with the expression:

Sf ·

( 1
at

c + ac

)
f

(
∇prgh

ρ

)t

f

 =
(

1
at

c + ac

)
f

|Sf |
1
ρf

prgh,fs − prgh,N

(1− λ)|df |
(5.78)

The derivation of the above expression uses the ghost value p+
rgh,P from Eq. (5.66).

5.3.3 Temporal acceleration term
The special treatment of the discretisation near the free surface for the time derivative from
Eq. (4.12) is described. The velocity field from the two previous time steps, u0 and u00, are
extrapolated across the free surface to all air cells with a water cell neighbour. The extrapolation
is either constant or linear according to user specified settings. The extrapolation is described
in Section 5.3.7.

The extrapolation procedure puts a constrain on the rate at which the cell configuration
can change. For the second order Adams-Moulton scheme the free surface is only allowed to
move within a single layer of cells during the last two time steps with respect to the marked
free surface cell faces. For the explicit Euler scheme the free surface is allowed to move within
a single layer of cells during a single time step.

The flux correction related to the continuity error between u and ϕ is only applied to the
fully submerged faces and not the free surface faces at each time step. This introduces an error
near the free surface, however the continuity is already approximated in the cells next to the
free surface, hence there is no point in applying a correction in this case.

5.3.4 Convective acceleration term
The discretisation of the convective term from Eq. (4.14) is a summation over the cell faces:∑

f

ϕ∗
fut

f =
∑

f

ϕ∗
f

(
fxut

P + (1− fx)ut
N

)
(5.79)
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5.3. Direct Surface Description

At each cell face the contributions from the discretisation of the equation in the owner and
neighbour cells are considered. When the equation in cell P is discretised the contribution is

ϕ∗
ffxut

P + ϕ∗
f (1− fx)ut

N (5.80)

The diagonal coefficient is ϕ∗
ffx and the off-diagonal coefficient is ϕ∗

f (1−fx). The discretisation
follows the sign convention of the normal vector, hence they are positive. When the equation
in cell N is discretised the contribution is

−ϕ∗
ffxut

P − ϕ∗
f (1− fx)ut

N (5.81)

The diagonal coefficient is −ϕ∗
ffx and the off-diagonal coefficient is −ϕ∗

f (1 − fx). The dis-
cretisation is flipped according to the sign convention of the normal vector, hence they are
negative.

The current implementation works with two flux fields, one for water ϕ∗
f,water and one for

air ϕ∗
f,air. The one for air is zero at all times.

At free surface cell faces with an owner cell in water, the discretisation is modified to
represent a zero-gradient condition. The discretisation therefore reduces to a single contribution
to the diagonal of cell P from

ϕ∗
f,waterut

P (5.82)

Hence, the diagonal coefficient is ϕ∗
f,water. The discretisation is also modified to represent a zero-

gradient condition, when the free surface cell face neighbour is in water. The discretisation from
this reduces to a single contribution to the diagonal of cell N:

−ϕ∗
f,waterut

N (5.83)

The sign in front of the above expression is now negative due to normal vector sign convention.
The diagonal coefficient is −ϕ∗

f,water.
The interpolation weights used in this work makes the application of the above discretisation

an upwind scheme, which is modified to select the value in the water cell at free surface cell
faces. In order to make the scheme a linear upwind scheme, a gradient correction from the
upwind cell is applied. This has also been modified at the free surface, where the correction
is always based on the value in the cell filled with water regardless of the direction of the
flow. The custom least squares gradient scheme (described in Section 5.3.8) is used to compute
the velocity gradient ∇u, which is used to correct the upwind discretisation. The gradient
correction to the discretisation of the convective term at the free surface is either based on
a linear or constant extrapolation depending on the chosen boundary condition on the free
surface velocity field.

5.3.5 Divergence operator
This section presents the one-sided evaluation of the explicit divergence operator. This is for
example used for the right hand side of the pressure equation and the explicit diffusion term.
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5. Numerical description of free surface discretisation

The discretised divergence operator is evaluated by

∇ · u ≈
∑

f

Sf · uf (5.84)

The idea is to divide the summation in two parts. One related to the water faces and one
related to the air faces as follows:

∇ · u ≈
W ater∑

f

Sf · uf,water +
Air∑
f

Sf · uf,air (5.85)

The essence is that the divergence, computed in the water cells, is only based on face velocities
computed from the water region. The same goes for the air region. Hence the input to the
divergence operator is a flux field valid for water, a flux field valid for the air and cell flag field
to distinguish the two regions. In the present work we only use the scheme to compute the
divergence in water region since the air region is neglected. This is enforced by setting the flux
field in the air to zero.

5.3.6 Diffusion term
The discretisation of the diffusion term from Eq. (4.16) also needs to be modified at the free
surface cell faces. Currently, only an explicit discretisation has been implemented in the code.
However, it is not problem to implement an implicit version as well. The explicit discretisation
uses the custom divergence operator described in Sec. 5.3.5, which also works for tensor fields.
The expression from Eq. (4.15) is evaluated explicitly. Hence, there is no reason to compute
the surface normal gradient as in the implicit treatment. The term to evaluate is∑

f

νfSf · (∇u)t
f (5.86)

For the single-phase DSD method νf can be moved outside the summation and it is equal to
the kinematic viscosity of water for all the considered cell faces.

νf

∑
f

Sf · (∇u)t
f (5.87)

The velocity gradient on the cell faces, (∇u)t
f , are found by interpolation of the cell centred

gradient (∇u)t. This is computed with the custom least squares gradient including boundary
conditions for the velocity at the surface cell faces. The cell centred gradient is interpolated
with a custom interpolation scheme, which applies a zero gradient condition in case of constant
extrapolation. The scheme adds a gradient correction if linear extrapolation is chosen. A
dummy field is created for the air phase and the final result is obtained applying the custom
one-sided divergence scheme.

5.3.7 Extrapolation procedures
Whenever values are required in face centres or cell centres at the other side of the free surface
in the air region, we perform a linear extrapolation based on known cell centre values and
gradients. The general form of the extrapolation formula is
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uT =

∑
C

1
|−−−−−→xT − xC |

(
uC +−−−−−→xT − xC · (∇u)C

)
∑
C

1
|−−−−−→xT − xC |

(5.88)

where subscript T indicates the target point and C indicate the cells, that the target point
is extrapolated from. It is used in combination with conditions, which ensure that we only
extrapolate from water cells.

In the discretisation of the acceleration term in the momentum equation, there are surface
cells with no previous time history, because they have just entered the water region. Therefore,
the velocity field at the previous time steps are extrapolated according to the current location
of the free surface. The extrapolation assumes that only a single layer of cells enter the water
domain from the old time to the current time. This restricts the CFL number to CFL < 0.5,
however this is not considered a problem, since decreasing the CFL number has been shown to
be a more effective way to get more accurate results instead of increasing the mesh resolution
(Larsen et al., 2019). The extrapolation of old fields is given by

usum =
∑
N


1

|
−−→
NC|

(
u0

C +−−→NC · (∇u)0
N

)
if N is wet at old and current time instance

0 otherwise

wsum =
∑
N


1

|
−−→
NC|

if N is wet at old and current time instance

0 otherwise

u0
C = usum

wsum

(5.89)

where N is all neighbouring cells to C, and C is target of the extrapolation. Superscript 0

indicates an old time step.

5.3.8 Calculation of the cell-centred gradient next to interface
Evaluation of the cell centred velocity gradient in the cells with free surface cell faces was one
of the challenges in the code development. I have created two implementations of the gradient
calculation. They are both based on the least squares gradient scheme.

In the first version the idea was to evaluate the gradient in cell P only using the immediate
neighbours N within the fluid region. This worked very well for 2D cases. The results in stream
function case (Section 6.3) and the solitary wave case (Section 6.5) have been simulated with
this scheme. However, the scheme was observed to predict extremely large gradients in some
directions for 2D simulations of chaotic flows and 3D simulations in general. It was found
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5. Numerical description of free surface discretisation

that the least squares gradient calculation fails, when one of the coordinate directions are not
spanned by any of the neighbouring water cells.

After the failure of the first version a second version was developed. This scheme proved
to be robust. Inspection of preliminary results from simulations of the stream function and
solitary wave case indicates that the scheme is as good as the first scheme. Another benefit of
the second version is than the least squares vectors does not need updating. This speeds up
the computation.

First version

The least squares gradient calculation in OpenFOAM is programmed to include all cell neigh-
bours in the calculation (Jasak and Weller, 2000). However, the DSD method does not compute
any values in the air, hence the dry neighbouring cells next to the free surface should not con-
tribute to the gradient calculation. The least squares gradient calculation is modified in order
to only account for the neighbouring cells categorised as water.

The normal least squares gradient is determined by minimising the error of a plane fitted to
a cloud of points, which include cell P and its immediate neighbours N . The velocity gradient
in cell P is computed by

(∇u)P = G−1dT WT W (uN − uP ) , G = dT WT Wd (5.90)

where G is a symmetric 3 × 3 matrix for the three dimensional case. The n × 3 matrices uP

and uN , the n× 3 distance matrix d and the n× n weighting matrix W are defined as

uP =


−→u P

...
−→u P

 , uN =


−→u 1

...
−→u n

 , d =



−−→
PN1

...
−−→
PNn

 , W =



1√
−−→
P N1

−−→
P N

T

1

. . . 0

... . . . 0

0 0 1√
−−→
P Nn

−−→
P N

T

n


(5.91)

where n is the number of neighbour cells, −→u i is the 1×3 velocity vector in cell centre i, and −−→PN i

is the 1× 3 vector spanning from cell centre P to cell neighbour centre Ni. In our modification
of the existing implementation in OpenFOAM, we eliminate the dry cells from the computation
by setting the distance vector to d =

[
10−12 10−12 10−12

]
, which effectively eliminates the

contribution. As a consequence the least squares vectors must be updated as the free surface
moves and the list of wet cells changes.

Second version

The idea behind this scheme was to evaluate the gradient with the standard least squares
method in all cells first. Then the scheme corrects the estimated gradient in the free surface
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cells.
For each free surface cell in the water the code identifies the immediate neighbours inside the

water region. The code computes a distance weighted average of the neighbouring gradients and
assigns this to the free surface cell. Thereby it mimics a zero gradient condition on the velocity
gradient field. In other words, the solution is expected to continue to change in the same way
in cell P as in the immediate neighbouring water cells. For some surface cells there will be no
immediate neighbouring water cells, which do not include free surface faces themselves. For
these cells, the point connected water cells with no free surface faces are used to estimate the
gradient. The scheme algorithm can be summarised in the following steps:

1. Compute standard least squares gradient in all cells.

2. Find all surface cells with neighbouring water cells without free surface faces.

3. Estimate the gradient from the selected neighbouring cells from a distance weighted
average of the neighbouring gradient values. The distance is measured from the cell
center to cell center.

4. Find all surface cells that only have other surface cells and air cells as the face connected
neighbours.

5. Find all point connected cells to the selected surface cells and select cells in water with
no free surface cell faces.

6. Estimate the gradient as the distance weighted average of the gradient values in the
selected point connected cells.

7. Set gradient to zero in all air cells.

This scheme has proven to be extremely robust in the presented simulations of the dam break,
solitary shoaling wave and focused wave cases. The scheme extracts as much information
as possible from the nearest cells, when limiting the search radius to one layer of cells from
the target cells. Introducing weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) schemes could be
relevant option to look at in future, if there is a need to refine the extrapolation practice to a
higher order.
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Chapter 6

Results and discussion

The results chapter is organised with a section for each simulation case. The different cases
have not been simulated with all of the studied solvers in this project. Table 6.1 gives an
overview of which cases the solvers have been applied to.

Table 6.1: Overview of applied numerical solvers for each simulation case.

GFM DSD DSD

IF IIF GFM -RK4 DSD -RK2 -RK4

Still water level x x x x x x x

Stream function wave x x x x x x x

Standing wave x x

Solitary wave x x x x x

Shoaling solitary wave x x

Dam break x x

Piston wave maker x

Single stroke breaking wave x

Focused wave breaking x

In the first phase of the project an existing two-phase GFM method was implemented and
tested, because it looked very promising from the literature (Vukčević et al., 2017). We tested
the GFM method on a still water level case and a stream function wave case. Our results showed
that resolving the density jump in the relative pressure field was only part of the solution to
get accurate velocities near the free surface. Therefore the research was concluded on the GFM
method and the development of the DSD single-phase free surface solvers using the experience
gained with the GFM method was started. After the development of the DSD methods, we
ran the same test cases to study how the DSD method performed. We observed that the
DSD method predicted the velocity near the free surface in a more reliable and accurate way.
Furthermore, the DSD method could achieve the same accuracy with a coarser mesh than the
GFM solution methods.
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The final goal of this project was to reproduce a series of experiments with a focused breaking
wave impact on a vertical cylinder performed at DTU by Vested (2019). The experiments are
quite unique, because they contain PIV measurements of the velocity field in the focused wave
and load measurements from a vertical cylinder. The cylinder was divided into eight sections,
which individually measured the force induced by the wave impact. The experimental data
gives a rare chance to evaluate the performance of our CFD solvers with respect to prediction
of the load distribution induced on a vertical cylinder and the velocity field in the focused
wave just before the breaking point. However, a lag of information in the available data made
reproduction of the experiments challenging within the time frame of this project. This will be
further discussed in Section 6.9.

In order to reach the goal of reproducing the experiments, we went through a number of
simulation test cases with increasing numerical difficulty. The first test case was a solitary wave
running up a sloped bed to reach the breaking point. In this way we could test the prediction
of the wave shoaling and breaking point. Furthermore, the case also tested the robustness of
our implemented code with simulation of the breaking wave and the post breaking region with
out sudden crashes.

The dam break case is included to show that the method works for cases that are not related
to wave propagation. The dam break case is a classical test case for free surface flows, which
has been used for many years. Therefore it is also easy to find experimental and numerical
references.

The piston wave maker case is a validation of a numerical piston wave maker that we have
implemented for the purpose of reproducing the focused wave experiments.

In the focused wave case, reduction factors were applied to the piston velocity signal in
order to match the simulated result with the measurements. The single stroke breaking wave
case is a reproduction of the experiment conducted by Wei et al. (2018) using our numerical
piston wave maker. The purpose is to test the performance of the numerical wave maker with
large piston movements.

Finally the focused breaking wave case shows that the numerical method is working in 3D
and can simulate a wave breaking impact on a vertical circular cylinder.

A series of videos have been generated for visualising the CFD simulations. In the results
sections there are links to the video uploaded to youtube. The videos are also available as a
data set from DTU at the DOI: 10.11583/DTU.20502564. Here they are identified by their
corresponding youtube link, which can be matched to links found in this thesis.
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6. Results and discussion

6.1 Standard settings for simulations with OpenFOAM
This section briefly describes the standard settings, which are applied in the CFD simulations
with the DSD method. The pressure laplacian term uses the Gauss discretisation with a free
surface boundary condition. The pressure gradient uses the least squares gradient scheme with
a free surface boundary condition. The convection term uses the Gauss scheme with a modified
linear upwind scheme with boundary conditions on the free surface. The acceleration term is
discretised with the second-order Adams-Moulton scheme with free surface extrapolation for
the implicit DSD solver, and it is discretised with the explicit Euler scheme in the explicit
DSD solver. The extrapolation practice is linear extrapolation. The α gradient is computed
with Gauss discretisation and linear interpolation scheme. Other gradients are evaluated with
modified least squares gradient scheme with linear extrapolation at the free surface.

The pressure equation is solved with GAMG using a GaussSeidel smoother. The tolerance is
specified to 10−12. The momentum equation is solved with the PBiCGStab solver using a DILU
preconditioner. The tolerance is specified to 10−12. The explicit and implicit DSD methods
have a non-orthogonal correction loop. If the simulation applies non-orthogonal correction
then three correctors are applied. The implicit DSD method applies two outer correction loops
and two inner correction loops. The explicit DSD method uses the classical second order RK2
method also known as Heun’s method.
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6.2 Still water level
This test case illustrates the fundamental problem with the official release solvers. It also
validates the behaviour of the GFM and DSD methods. The test case is a still water level in
an inclined square box. Even though it may seem trivial to simulate a still water level, the case
is in fact quite challenging, since it exposes any imbalances in the numerical methodology. The
inclined square is 1× 1 m with 50× 50 cells. The duration of the simulation is 1 s using a fixed
time step of ∆t = 0.001 s. The case is simulated with the solvers interFoam (IF), interIsoFoam
(IIF), gfmFoam (GFM), gfmrk4Foam (RK4-GFM), dsdFoam (DSD), dsdrkFoam (RK2-DSD)
and dsdrkFoam (RK4-DSD). Figure 6.1 presents the velocity magnitude fields at t = 1 s for
the different solvers. The free surface contour corresponding to α = 0.5 is indicated by the red
line.

Figure 6.1: Velocity magnitude after 1000 time steps. Case: Inclined box with still water level.
Mesh: 50× 50, ∆t = 0.001 s. The air region of the interFoam and interIsoFoam simulation have been
clipped out to highlight the effect in the cells filled by water.

The simulation result with interFoam and interIsoFoam clearly illustrates that the solvers
have a fundamental problem. The air region of the two simulations have been clipped out
to highlight the effect in the water cells. The maximum velocity in the air is 4.32 m/s for
interIsoFoam and 1.81 m/s for interFoam. The cause of this extreme acceleration was explained
by Vukčević et al. (2017), who also provides a solution with the GFM method. The high
velocities observed in the interFoam and interIsoFoam simulation are generated by an imbalance
in the momentum equations introduced when interpolating the density field linearly in the
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relative pressure gradient.
The air phase is accelerated much faster compared to the water phase due to the large

difference in density. However, the convection term can accelerate the water just below the
free surface, once large velocities have been generated in the air phase. Figure 6.2 illustrates
a small wave moving to the right and the air above moving to the left over the wave crest.
The example considers the convection or divergence term in cell P. The discretised form of the
terms needs the velocity at the cells face uf , which are found by linear interpolation between
the two cell neighbours. The interpolated face values are illustrated with black arrows, the air
cell velocities with red arrows and the water cell velocities with blue arrows. The convection
term in cell P is then evaluated using these face velocities. The convection term in cell P should
represent the convective acceleration in the water, however the air velocities have now affected
the convective acceleration through the face interpolated velocities. The discretised continuity
equation can also be affected in the same way, however here it is only the velocity component
normal to the cell face which can be affected. Two opposing horizontal velocity vectors in an
air cell and a water cell on either side of a horizontal cell face would not change anything in
the continuity equation.

In reality there is a boundary layer between two fluids, which depend on the velocities and
the fluid properties. The mesh resolution in the still water level simulation is too coarse to
resolve the boundary layer in the water. Instead the numerical resolution enforces the creation
of a boundary layer in the fluid, which is of the same magnitude as the cell size. This obser-
vation is in line with the underlying assumptions made to obtain the numerical method used
by interFoam and interIsoFoam. In these methods the velocity is assumed to be continuous
across the free surface. With this assumption also comes the requirement to resolve bound-
ary layers in a two phase flow with a sufficiently fine mesh to get a physically correct prediction.

Figure 6.2: Illustration of interaction between face interpolated values near the free surface and the
discretised convection and divergence term using linear interpolation.

Another observation is that the acceleration of the fluid is higher for interIsoFoam compared
to interFoam. The two methods differ in the advection scheme for the fluid volume fraction α.
The algebraic MULES scheme is used by interFoam and the geometrical isoAdvector scheme is
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6.2. Still water level

used by interIsoFoam. The geometric approach captures the free surface within a single layer
of cells whereas the algebraic advection scheme smears out the free surface over multiple layers
of cells. The increased sharpness of the free surface with interIsoFoam is thought to amplify
the error, because the linear interpolation of the pressure gradient term is performed over a
narrower span of cells compared to interFoam.

The DSD and GFM methods both provide very low velocities that can be explained with the
discrepancies between the true position of the free surface and the reconstructed position from
the volume fraction field. When the inverse distance is specified based on the known location
of the free surface the resulting velocities are of the order 10−11 m/s for the DSD solvers and
10−12 m/s for the GFM solvers.
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6.3 Stream function wave propagation
This section presents the results from Qwist and Christensen (2022a). Minor changes and
modifications have been introduced. The results in this section applies the first version of the
one-sided least squares gradient scheme discussed in Section 5.3.8.

The stream function wave case from Vukčević et al. (2018) is adopted to enable a quali-
tative comparison to the performance of their model, which combines the GFM method with
isoAdvector.

The domain is 13L corresponding to 70.32 m and the height is 2 m. The depth is h = 1 m
and the still water level is located at y = 0 m. The regular wave train is initialised with
the stream function wave theory (Fenton, 1988), generated using the waves2Foam toolbox by
Jacobsen et al. (2012). The first and last 1.5L are relaxation zones, where the theoretical
solution is gradually blended with the numerical solution at the inlet and vice versa at the
outlet.

The wave height is H = 0.3 m, the wave period T = 2 s and the initial phase shift is
φ = π rad. The stream function wave is based on a zero Eulerian time mean current. The
corresponding OpenFOAM settings are specifyEuler true; and eulerVelocity 0;. The
gravitational constant is g = 9.81 m/s2. The stream function theory is based on 32 coefficients
and the solution is found with 10 iterations.

The derived wave properties are the wave length L = 5.409 m, the wave number k =
1.162 m−1, the angular frequency ω = 3.142 s−1 and the wave celerity c = 2.704 m/s. The
steepness of the wave is moderate with a value of H/L = 0.05546. The relative depth of
kh = 1.162 tells that the wave is travelling on an intermediate water depth between the shallow
and deep water limits: 0.25 < kh < 3.14.

The case is simulated on five different meshes with a constant time step that decreases when
the mesh is refined to keep the initial CFL number constant at approximately CFL = 0.09.
The simulated duration of time is 40 s corresponding to 20 wave periods. The properties of
each mesh case is given in Table 6.2, which also gives the resolution of wave with the number
of cells per wave height H/∆y and the number of cells per wave length L/∆x. The cell aspect
ratio (AR) is AR = 1.

Table 6.2: Case properties

1 2 3 4 5

nx 352 703 1406 2812 3515

ny 10 20 40 80 100

∆t [s] 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.0025 0.002

H/∆y 1.5 3 6 12 15

L/∆x 27 54 108 216 270
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An overview of the applied boundary conditions is provided in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Boundary conditions

Patch name U prgh alpha.water

inlet waveVelocity zeroGradient waveAlpha

outlet waveVelocity zeroGradient waveAlpha

bottom slip zeroGradient zeroGradient

top pressureInletOutletVelocity † totalPressure † inletOutlet

front and back empty empty empty

Free surface linear extrapolation inhom. Dirichlet None ‡

† The boundary condition on the top patch for velocity and pressure are not used in the
solvers that only consider the water region, instead we apply the free surface boundary
conditions at location of the free surface.

‡ There is no boundary condition on the fluid volume fraction field alpha.water, which is
defined in the entire domain.

The acceleration term ∂u/∂t can be discretised with different discretisation schemes. For DSD
and interIsoFoam, it is discretised with the second-order Adams-Moulton scheme. The second-
order Adams-Moulton scheme cannot be selected in OpenFOAM when using the interFoam. As
an alternative a 50/50% blend of the implicit Euler and Crank-Nicolson schemes is employed.
The RK2-DSD and RK4-DSD employs a different time integration method using an explicit
Runge-Kutta scheme, which is described in Section 4.8. The OpenFOAM case settings for
interFoam and interIsoFoam can be found at the git repository:
https://gitlab.gbar.dtu.dk/jrkp/Article1.git

6.3.1 Surface elevation
Figure 6.3 presents the surface elevation centered around the last wave crest identified within
x = 10L − 11L at t/T = 20. The focus is the shape of the wave, whereas the wave phase
error is examined in Section 6.3.4. The wave is propagating from left to right. The black
line is the numerical surface elevation and the red line is the theoretical surface elevation.
Selected sub-plots in the figure contain a 300% zoom on the wave crest in a small box. The
DSD solvers are better at maintaining the wave height and form compared to interFoam and
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Figure 6.3: Surface elevation centered around the last wave crest identified in interval x = 10L−11L
at t/T = 20. xc is the position of the theoretical wave crest.
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Figure 6.4: Stream function wave surface elevation in the interval x = 9L− 11L at t/T = 20

interIsoFoam. Local undulations on the free surface are observed in the solution by interFoam.
The undulations and the wave length of the undulations decrease in magnitude when the mesh
is refined. The cause for the undulations seems to be the MULES advection algorithm, since
the undulations cannot be observed in the surface elevation predicted by interIsoFoam. The
only difference between the two solvers is the advection algorithm.

The surface elevation predicted by the DSD solvers is smooth without oscillations. It is
observed that the explicit DSD solvers RK2-DSD and RK4-DSD are more accurate than the
implicit method DSD. The two explicit Runge-Kutta solvers show almost identical results.
However, later in Section 6.3.4 we present a convergence study of the errors, which reveals that
RK4-DSD is the most accurate method.

Figure 6.4 presents the surface elevation in the interval 9L− 11L at t/T = 20 for all cases
and solvers. The last cycle of identified crests and troughs have been plotted with dots in
colors matching the legend. The theoretical crest and trough envelope is shown as black lines
and the theoretical crest and trough positions are indicated with red and blue circles. This
qualitative comparison clearly illustrates the deficiency of interFoam. It consistently produces
a wiggly surface elevation in the cases H/∆y = [3, 6, 12, 15], and halves the wave height for
H/∆y = 1.5. The coarse cases illustrate that the DSD methods are better at maintaining the
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Figure 6.5: Envelope of surface elevation from the stream function wave simulated with RK4-DSD
using the finest resolution of H/∆y = 15.

wave height also on coarse meshes. In terms of phase shift interFoam and interIsoFoam are
also outperformed by the solvers using the DSD method.

In case H/∆y = 6 for the interIsoFoam solver the wave crest envelope is observed to
oscillate. We have studied this further and found that all cases and solvers have some degree
of wave reflection with a period of T/2. Figure 6.5 shows the envelope of the surface elevation
with zoomed plots of the crest region at the top and the trough region at the bottom. The
oscillations at the crest and trough are in phase with each other and have a wave length of
L/2. This shows that the phenomenon is a first harmonic reflection. The magnitude of the
oscillations in the wave height is around 0.33% of the specified wave height. This is well below
1%, which is the reported amount of reflection generated by waves2Foam for a relaxation zone
of 1.5L (Jacobsen et al., 2012).

6.3.2 Velocity fields
The velocity field given by the stream function wave theory is shown in Figure 6.6. Figure 6.7
- Figure 6.11 presents the 2D velocity field from case H/∆y = 6 at x = [10.5L − 11.5L] and
t/T = 19.5 for the five solution methods. The velocity field predicted by interFoam appears
acceptable in the water. Still, the velocity field in the air shows that interFoam have some
fundamental instability issues when simulating surface gravity waves. As illustrated with the
still water level test, the air velocities can significantly effect the fluid velocities near the free
surface during a simulation over a longer period.

The velocity field in the water predicted by interIsoFoam is clearly faster in the upper region
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Figure 6.6: Velocity magnitude vector plot around wave crest given by the stream function wave
theory.
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Figure 6.7: Velocity magnitude vector plot at x = 10.5L− 11.5L, t/T = 19.5 for interFoam.
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Figure 6.8: Velocity magnitude vector plot at x = 10.5L− 11.5L, t/T = 19.5 for interIsoFoam.
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Figure 6.9: Velocity magnitude vector plot at x = 10.5L− 11.5L, t/T = 19.5 for DSD.
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Figure 6.10: Velocity magnitude vector plot at x = 10.5L− 11.5L, t/T = 19.5 for RK2-DSD.

of the wave compared to the theoretical solution. Furthermore, comparing the velocity vectors
to interFoam they are pointing more forwards at the front of the wave. Very large velocities can
be observed in the air showing that accurate advection of the free surface alone cannot eliminate
the problems in the air. On the contrary, the problem seems to have worsened. A possible
explanation for the intensified velocities is as follows: The geometrical advection algorithm
does not smear the volume fraction field as the MULES algorithm. The combination of a sharp
advection algorithm with a continuous pressure and velocity field over the free surface seems
to make the numerical solution more unstable and incorrect. The reason may be that the two
modelling philosophies are not consistent, one part of the method in interIsoFoam keeps the
surface sharp, whereas the other tends to smear the solution. The problem with velocities
in the air is obviously not a problem for the DSD solvers, where the air phase is eliminated.
For the relatively coarse mesh with 6 cells per wave height small differences between the DSD
methods are observed. The implicit method tends to accelerate the fluid more in the upper
region and the wave crest decays more compared to RK2-DSD and RK4-DSD.

6.3.3 Velocity profiles under the wave crest
From the references in the introduction we have observed that OpenFOAM solvers are often
validated against the surface elevation and less or even no effort is spent on validating velocity
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Figure 6.11: Velocity magnitude vector plot at x = 10.5L− 11.5L, t/T = 19.5 for RK4-DSD.

fields. The wave kinematics are in many cases very important to derived analyses, e.g. wave
forces and wave run-up on structures.

Figure 6.12 presents the horizontal velocity profile under the last wave crest identified in
x = 10L − 11L at t/T = 20. The velocity data are taken from the column of cells closest to
the wave crest. The wave crest has been estimated by a parabolic interpolation of the surface
elevation. The offset between the location of wave crest and the position of the column of cells
with velocity data is accounted for in the theoretical velocity profile in order to match the wave
phase of the theoretical profile to the numerical profile. The small boxes show a 250% zoom of
the velocity profile just below the free surface. The interFoam solver underpredicts the velocity
over the entire water column for the coarse cases, which is also expected since the wave height
is significantly reduced. Near the wave crest interFoam has a tendency of over-shooting at the
crest and underestimating in the region just below the crest. Furthermore, the velocity profile
contains small oscillations, which may be caused by the wiggly surface elevation. interIsoFoam
overestimates the crest velocity by 20− 30%, which is maintained with a finer resolution. Just
below the overestimation the velocity is underestimated.

The DSD solvers have a tendency to slightly underpredict the velocity near the wave crest,
however for the two explicit methods the velocity prediction near the bottom is accurate even
for coarse resolutions. The velocity profile from the implicit DSD method seems to have a
similar behaviour of over-/under-shooting as the interIsoFoam, just to a much smaller extent.
A common cause for this behaviour has not yet been identified, since the explicit DSD methods
performs better than the implicit DSD method. Later in Section 6.3.4 the velocity errors are
studied in more detail.

Figure 6.13 presents the vertical velocity profile below the last wave zero down crossing
identified in x = 10L − 11L at t/T = 20. The small boxes show a 400% zoom of the velocity
profile just below the free surface. interFoam and interIsoFoam underpredict the vertical veloc-
ity and the velocity profile suffer from oscillations, which attenuates as the mesh is refined. It
can be noted from the zoomed plots of the velocity profile near the free surface, that interFoam
and interIsoFoam also produce kinks in the profile for the fine mesh resolutions. The zoom on
RK2-DSD and RK4-DSD emphasizes how well the solution agree with the theory. To conclude
the explicit Runge-Kutta DSD methods provide more accurate velocity profiles without non-
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Figure 6.12: Horizontal velocity below the last wave crest identified in interval x = 10L − 11L at
t/T = 20.
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Figure 6.13: Vertical velocity below the last wave down zero-crossing identified in interval x =
10L− 11L t/T = 20.
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Figure 6.14: Average error under the last wave crest within x = 10L − 11L over the last 5 s of
each simulation. (a) Maximum error of the velocity magnitude profile (b) Mean error of the velocity
magnitude profile.

physical oscillations compared to interFoam and interIsoFoam. Note that a resolution of 15
cells per wave height is a medium fine resolution with respect to the range used in the literature.

6.3.4 Simulation time and convergence
This section presents a study of the solver performance with respect to accuracy and simulation
time. The mean and maximum error of the velocity magnitude profile, the wave height error
and the wave phase error are included in the convergence study.

Data is extracted below the wave crest in the interval x = 10L− 11L during the last 5 s of
each simulation. Figure 6.14a presents the convergence of the maximum error of the velocity
magnitude profile. Figure 6.14b presents the convergence of the mean error of the velocity
magnitude profile.

Figure 6.15a presents the convergence of the mean error of the wave height. Figure 6.15b
presents the convergence of the mean error of the phase shift. The convergence rate of the
interFoam solver is unsteady and in a single case the maximum error of the velocity magnitude
profile increases from the second last to the last case. The expected behaviour is a constantly
decreasing error. It also seems that there is a tendency for the convergence rate of interFoam
to flatten out as the mesh resolution is increased, however a larger study on several different
test cases is required before a conclusion can be made.

For interIsoFoam the convergence rate of the maximum velocity magnitude profile error
attenuates and reaches an almost constant error, which is undesirable. However, the mean
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Figure 6.15: Average error under the last wave crest within x = 10L− 11L over the last 5 s of each
simulation. (a) Error of the wave height (b) Phase shift error xshift/L

error of the velocity and wave height decreases with a fairly constant rate between −1 and −2.
Since the finite volume method is based on linear interpolation, it is expected that the error
should decrease with a slope of −2 in a double logarithmic plot. For the implicit DSD solver
a decreasing convergence rate is observed as the mesh is refined and the convergence rate is
closer to −1 than −2.

The explicit Runge-Kutta DSD solvers have a convergence rate closer to −2 as expected for
both the wave height and velocity. The point at 1/∆x = 20 in Figure 6.14a is regarded as an
outlier, because the same convergence rate can be observed both before and after the outlying
point. The explicit DSD is the most accurate method with the lowest error levels across all
the presented mesh resolutions. The implicit DSD solver is comparable to the interFoam solver
in accuracy and the interIsoFoam solver has lowest accuracy. For the finest mesh case with
RK4-DSD, the wave height error is seven times lower than interFoam for the same simulation.

The phase shift error in Figure 6.15b is expressed as a fraction of the wave length. The
interFoam solver gives the lowest phase error at coarse meshes, but it does not improve with
mesh refinement. The interIsoFoam solver got the largest error and the error converges with a
slope around −1, which indicates first order accuracy. The implicit DSD solver initially have
a very poor convergence, but with finer resolutions convergence improves and reaches a slope
between −1 and −2. The explicit DSD solvers are the only solvers where the error decreases
with a slope close to −2 indicating the expected second-order accuracy.

Figure 6.16 presents the computational time normalised by the times from RK2-DSD. In
terms of computational speed interFoam is 40% slower than the RK2-DSD for the coarsest mesh,
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Figure 6.16: Computational simulation times relative to the RK2-DSD solver.

whereas interIsoFoam is almost just as fast. However, as the mesh is refined the simulation
time relative to RK2-DSD increases and for the finest mesh interFoam is 150% slower and
interIsoFoam is 130% slower than RK2-DSD.

6.3.5 Effect of CFL number varying the time step
This section presents the effect of the CFL number on accuracy. Simulating with higher CFL
numbers through a larger time step leads to lower computational cost. However, as the CFL
number increases, the errors of the temporal discretisation may increase and change convergence
or the numerical may become unstable. The CFL number is varied by changing the time step
size keeping everything else constant. Figure 6.17 presents the variation of the maximum
velocity error, mean velocity error, wave height error and phase shift error as function of the
CFL number. The implicit solvers DSD and interFoam are capable of producing results also
for high CFL numbers, whereas interIsoFoam becomes unstable. The explicit Runge-Kutta
DSD solvers are capable of running cases with CFL numbers higher than interIsoFoam, but
lower than interFoam and DSD. The accuracy of the explicit Runge-Kutta DSD solvers is
generally several times better than the other solutions methods across all CFL numbers. The
only exception being the largest CFL number for the wave crest phase shift error in Figure
6.17d. This indicates that we should be able to run with a CFL number of 0.2.

Decreasing the CFL number generally reduces the errors for RK2-DSD and RK4-DSD. The
only exception being the maximum velocity error, which is fairly constant. For interFoam the
maximum velocity error decreases by lowering the CFL number as also indicated by Larsen
et al. (2019), where a CFL number of 0.05 is recommended for simulations performed with
interFoam. It is interesting to note that our convergence study shows that the wave height
error and the mean velocity error for interFoam do not decrease as the CFL number decreases.
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Figure 6.17: Error under the last wave crest within x = 10L − 11L averaged over the last 5 s of
the simulation.(a) Maximum error of the velocity magnitude profile (b) Mean error of the velocity
magnitude profile (c) Error of the wave height (d) Wave crest phase shift error xshift/L.
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Figure 6.18: Velocity magnitude vector plot at x = 10.5L− 11.5L, t/T = 19.5 for GFM.
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Figure 6.19: Velocity magnitude vector plot at x = 10.5L− 11.5L, t/T = 19.5 for RK4-GFM.

The reason for the constant or increasing mean velocity error and wave height error could be
that the wave travels a shorter distance of 10L compared to 100L in Larsen et al. (2019). In
their work the wave height is observed to be fairly constant in the first 10L.

6.3.6 Experiences from our implementation of the Ghost Fluid
Method

A study of the GFM method combined with isoAdvector according to Vukčević et al. (2018)
that we implemented in OpenFOAM-v1912 was the initial starting point for the development
of the DSD method. This included a study of the stream function wave propagation case.
Figure 6.18 presents the velocity field from a simulation performed with our implementation
of the GFM method combined with isoAdvector, and Figure 6.19 presents the velocity field
simulated using our implementation of the GFM method solver combined with a fourth-order
explicit Runge-Kutta time integration of the pressure-velocity coupling. The velocity field
near the free surface cells at the crest are smeared and the velocity is overpredicted under the
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wave. This observation was confirmed by Vuko Vukcevic (personal communication, October
20, 2021). It was suggested that not taking into account the density jump in the viscous
term could result in this behaviour. However, the shown simulations do not include diffusion
in the numerical implementation, and the velocity field is still smeared. However, there may
several other aspects that could also cause the problem: (1) the temporal discretisation, (2)
the convective discretisation and (3) the assumption of a continuous velocity field at the free
surface.

The temporal term, (1), approximates the acceleration using two previous time steps, and
when the cells near the free surface changes from water to air cells or vice versa, the changes in
the velocity field can be very sudden. The convective term, (2), is discretised using the linear
upwind scheme, which combines the implicit upwind scheme with an explicit correction based
on the cell centre velocity gradients. The velocity gradients will for some cells be affected by
sudden changes in velocity field direction over the free surface. Furthermore, the convective
term uses the volumetric flux which is computed by linear interpolation of the velocity field,
and this could also contribute to the error. The assumption of a continuous velocity field, (3),
allows a single continuity equation for the entire domain. This means that one should resolve
the boundary layer close to the free surface in order to get a correct solution. That would
require very fine mesh and is often not possible.

Our results with the GFM method points in the same direction as the results presented by
Vukčević et al. (2018), where the first order wave crest decayed with 3.81% after 8 wave lengths
for the finest case with 28 cells per wave height and 140 cells per wave length. The first order
horizontal velocity component had an error of 4.2% after 7 wave lengths. The horizontal velocity
field presented in Figure 29 (Vukčević et al., 2018) shows that there is a smooth transition of
the horizontal velocity at the wave crest, which is also the case for our implementation.

No direct comparisons of velocity profiles were given by Vukčević et al. (2018). Even though
the two implementations, (Vukčević et al., 2018) and ours, give similar results we cannot rule
out the possibility of differences in the implementation.
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6.4 Small amplitude standing wave
The standing wave case investigates the time evolution. The optimal test case for the time
evolution of a propagating wave would have been a stream function wave in a cyclic domain
of one wave length. However, the current state of the code does not allow simulations with
any form of coupled boundary condition like cyclic or parallel processor boundary conditions.
Therefore, as an alternative, the standing wave is studied. Another interesting aspect of the
standing wave case concerns the variable time step control of the CFD simulation, which is
controlled by the maximum velocities.

6.4.1 Case description
Figure 6.20a shows the classical wave theory validity plot reproduced from Le Méhauté (1976).
The red point marks the present case, which is inside the validity region of Stokes first or-
der theory. The domain is illustrated in Figure 6.20b and the specified and calculated case
parameters are given in Table 6.4.

(a) Validity of first order stokes theory for standing wave
case. Background plot reproduced from Le Méhauté
(1976)

(b) Illustration standing wave case domain
and initial position of free surface.
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Table 6.4: Case parameters

Wave height H = 0.01 m Wave number k = 3.14 rad

Wave length L = 2 m Wave period T = 1.13 s

Gravity g = (0 0 − 9.81) m
s2 Wave celerity c = 1.76 m

s

Normalised water depth h
gT 2 = 0.0793 Water depth h = 1 m

Normalised wave height H
gT 2 = 7.93× 10−4

The computational domain is divided in two cell blocks. Block 1 is a coarse mesh with a
constant number of cells nx× nz1. The cell height decreases towards block 2 and equals that
of block 1 at the intersection between the two blocks. The upper block 2 has nx×nz2 cells and
covers a region of z± 2H around the still water level. The initial surface elevation is initialised
with maximum surface elevation at the left boundary and minimum surface elevation at the
right boundary. The initial velocity field is equal to zero. The case have been simulated with
a series of different spatial and temporal resolutions specified in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5: Simulation cases

Spatial resolution 1 2 3 4

nx 200 200 200 200

nz1 60 60 60 60

nz2 20 40 60 80

gz1 0.036 0.015 0.0087 0.0061

H/∆z 5 10 15 20

L/∆x 400 400 400 400

Temporal resolution

Fixed ∆t [s] 1 71× 10−4 36× 10−4 24× 10−4 18× 10−4

Variable ∆t 2 CFL = 0.01, initial ∆t = 0.001 s

Variable ∆t 3 CFL = 0.05, initial ∆t = 0.001 s

Variable ∆t 4 CFL = 0.10, initial ∆t = 0.001 s

Variable ∆t 5 CFL = 0.15, initial ∆t = 0.001 s

Variable ∆t 6 CFL = 0.20, initial ∆t = 0.001 s

The four different mesh resolutions are combined with the six different time step control settings
to form a total of 24 simulation cases. The parameter gz1 is the mesh grading used for in block
1 to achieve a smooth transition from the mesh in block 2 to the mesh in block 1. The fixed
time steps for each mesh case in temporal resolution case 1 have been found using an estimated
maximum fluid velocity of 0.028 m/s in the standing wave and max(CFL) = 0.1.

6.4.2 Explicit DSD
Figure 6.21 presents the surface elevation from the time span: t/T = 0 − 20. Maximum and
minimum level of Stokes first order solution is plotted with a black line and the red line is the
simulation. Each plot represent one mesh resolution and time resolution.
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Figure 6.21: Normalised surface elevation over 20 periods. Mesh case numbering start from 1 in the
first row of plots.

The fixed time step case gives a good prediction for all of the the four mesh resolutions. This
changes as soon as variable time stepping is enabled. The simulations with a CFL number
10 times lower yields less accurate results that the fixed time step case. The wave amplitude
increase in time looks linear. The wave increases the most for the coarsest mesh and largest
CFL number.

Figure 6.22 shows the surface elevation from the time span: t/T = 11.5− 12.5. Stokes first
order solution is plotted with a red line and each plot represents one mesh resolution including
all of the time resolutions in each plot.
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Figure 6.22: Normalised surface elevation

The wave crest is ahead of the theoretical solution for all mesh resolutions. For the coarsest
resolution in time and space the wave increases to double amplitude. For the finest mesh
and coarsest time resolution the wave amplitude is still 50 % too high. The time resolution
dominates the simulation error.

The fixed time step simulation based on a max(CFL) = 0.1 is observed to be much accurate
than the corresponding variable time step simulation with CFL = 0.1. This demands a possible
explanation, which will follow. The velocities are close to zero every time the wave reaches
maximum amplitude. The CFL controlled time step will react to this and increase the time
step size. At the same time the pressure gradients reach the highest values, when the wave
reaches maximum amplitude. The pressure gradient including the gravitational acceleration is
driving the flow. Hence the driving acceleration of the flow is resolved with the coarsest time
step when it attains the largest values and the finest time step when it attains the smallest
values. This explains why the variable time step simulations are so inaccurate in comparison
to the constant time step simulation. This aspect does not come in to play for propagating
waves, since the maximum velocity and the wave crest would ensure that the CFL controlled
time step is kept constant throughout the simulation. Figure 6.23 shows the variation of the
time step size in the simulations to support the above statement.
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Figure 6.23: Variation of time step size

It is clearly seen how the time step is increased when the wave amplitude is maximum. Similarly
the time step is reduced to the smallest value when the free surface passes the still water level,
where the fluid velocities are at their highest. The application of the CFL based variable time
step control in this case highlights, that adjusting the time step with a CFL criterion does not
necessarily produces accurate results. That depend on the physics of the specific simulation
case. In relation to this it seems to be more important to adjust the time step according the
driving forces of the flow. For this case a criterion of the time resolution in relation to the
maximum pressure gradient would make more sense and provide a better control of the time
step.

The simulation error have been quantified in Figure 6.24 with respect to the spatial resolu-
tion in Figure 6.24a and the temporal resolution in Figure 6.24b.
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Figure 6.24: Error variation.

The fixed time step simulation converges very rapidly from H/∆z = 15 to H/∆z = 20. In the
coarser mesh cases the convergence is a bit slower. Initially the error is more than 10%, and
in the finest simulation it is about 2%. Each variable time step case decreases with a fairly
constant slope. The main change is a shifted in the error level. So the method converges with
mesh refinement as expected.

The convergence of each of the spatial cases is shown with respect to CFL number. The
fixed time step simulation is not included here. A fairly constant convergence rate is seen for
each mesh resolution.

The main conclusion from the error plot is that the convergence is monotone and the errors
are decreasing with increased spatial and temporal resolution.

6.4.3 Implicit dsdFoam
The standing wave case has also been simulated with the implicit DSD solver dsdFoam. Figure
6.25 presents the surface elevation from the time span: t/T = 0− 20. Stokes first order maxi-
mum and minimum crest value is plotted with a black and the red line is the simulation. Each
plot represent one mesh resolution and time resolution. First row is coarsest mesh resolution
and the last row is the finest mesh resolution.
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Figure 6.25: Normalised surface elevation over 20 periods.

First the difference in the range of the vertical axis in comparison to Figure 6.21 is noted. The
implicit DSD method is significantly better at predicting the standing wave with coarse mesh
and time resolution. The impact of the spatial and temporal errors seems to be more equal
in this case. The predicted wave crest and trough is observed to increase, because the wave
changes its overall shape. The initial trough widens and the crest steepens. The two methods
were not expected to be that different, hence this indicates that there is a inconsistency in the
explicit method, which is revealed for coarse time resolution. The hypothesis is that there is
an inconsistency in the coupling between the free surface and pressure-velocity coupling in the
explicit DSD method, which in most circumstances counteract each other. The free surface
is moved with the velocity at tn, whereas the pressure solution is centred around tn+1. For a
propagating wave the free surface is initially moved too far, however this is then counteracted
when the free surface boundary condition to the new free surface position is enforced at the
new time. This might explain why we still achieve good results for wave propagation cases.
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We are currently working on an explicit DSD solver with an outer correction loop to iteratively
update the free surface and a time integration centred at tn+1/2. This will be part of the future
work. Even though this may indicate that there is an inconsistency in the explicit DSD method,
the results presented in this thesis extensively documents that the method provides excellent
predictions as long as the temporal resolution is sufficiently resolved.

Figure 6.26 shows the surface elevation from the time span: t/T = 11.5− 12.5. Stokes first
order solution is plotted with a red line and each plot represent one mesh resolution including
all of the time resolutions in each plot.
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Figure 6.26: Normalised surface elevation.

As seen from the figures the largest error is the temporal shift of the wave form and not the
wave amplitude. For the coarsest mesh and time resolution a kink is observed in the surface
elevation. The origin of this has not been investigated, however it is thought to be an error
from the free surface reconstruction from the α field, that in combination with a relatively
large time step leads to a significant deformation of the surface elevation. Another possible
explanation is a poor estimation of the discretised continuity in the extrapolations performed
in the free surface cell. This could result in a large pressure gradient and thereby acceleration.
In general this has not been observed to be a problem in the simulations. Figure 6.27 shows
the variation of the time step size in the simulations.
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Figure 6.27: Variation of time step size.

The time step distribution from the explicit DSD simulation and the implicit DSD simulation is
very similar, which shows that the difference between the two simulations cannot be explained
by differences in the applied time step size. Figure 6.28 presents the behaviour of the relative
error for a variation of the mesh resolution and a variation of the CFL condition.
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Figure 6.28: Error variation.

The spatial convergence does not show a clear convergence behaviour between the different
CFL cases and the fixed time step resolution. The converge is quite slow. A possible expla-
nation could be that the outer and inner iteration loops in the free surface-pressure-velocity
coupling has not converged. A future study needs to investigate this aspect in order verify if
the hypothesis is correct. For the smallest CFL number of 0.01 the simulated results diverges
from the theoretical solution. The explanation that seems most likely is that the stokes first
order solution is an approximation to the solution of the governing equations. Hence, when the
mesh is refined for the fine time resolution and the error increases, it is an expression of the
difference between the true solution to the Navier-Stokes equations and the Stokes first order
approximation. The same picture is seen for the convergence with the CFL number for each
mesh case. For the coarse time resolutions the solution converges at the same rate. However,
once reaching CFL = 0.05 the error starts to converge towards the same error level in simula-
tions using CFL = 0.01. The fixed mesh case is observed to be more accurate than the variable
time step simulation with CFL = 0.1 with respect to spatial error. However, the error levels
are much closer to each other, than the observations for the explicit DSD solver. This supports
the previous hypothesis about an inconsistency in the explicit DSD solver.

6.4.4 Unstructured meshes
The DSD solvers adheres to the cell face based programming structure of OpenFOAM. There-
fore, it is also capable of simulating cases with unstructured meshes including cells with any
convex polyhedral shape. This is important for the application of the code to real world en-
gineering problems, which often requires meshing around complicated structures. An example
could be an offshore jacket structure used as foundation structure for an offshore wind turbine.
We have not focused on the use of unstructured meshes in the test cases. However, we have
made a show case for the standing wave. This illustrates that the method works. The code
accounts for mesh non-orthogonality, which can be applied when the line connecting one cell
center to another is not orthogonal with the shared cell face.
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6.4. Small amplitude standing wave

The case is a 2D box of 1 × 1 m and the still free surface is located at z = 0.5 m. The
initial surface elevation is given by η(x) = 0.05 cos(x). This is not within the validity region
of a linear standing wave, which is also why the wave is quickly adjusting its shape in the
simulation. Figure 6.29 shows a series of snapshots from the simulation with the relative
pressure distribution in the background and white velocity vectors. The free surface is marked
with the α = 0.5 contour line in the figures. A video of the simulation can be seen at:
https://youtu.be/Rerk-sfoaMM.

Figure 6.29: Snapshots from simulation of a standing wave using an unstructured tetrahedral mesh.
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6. Results and discussion

6.5 Solitary wave propagation
This section presents the results from Qwist and Christensen (2022b). Minor changes and
modifications have been introduced. The results in this section applies the first version of the
one-sided least squares gradient scheme discussed in Section 5.3.8.

The results was simulated with ν = 0 m2/s since the wave theory does not include the
diffusion term. The cases are evaluated using the two existing solvers in OpenFOAM, interFoam
(IF) and interIsoFoam (IIF), and the DSD solver with three different time integration schemes.
The DSD method is implemented with an implicit time integration (DSD) and two explicit
Runge-Kutta time integration schemes (RK4-DSD and RK2-DSD). RK2-DSD use the 2nd
order Runge-Kutta scheme also known as Heun’s method, while RK4-DSD use the popular 4th
order low storage Runge-Kutta scheme.

The solitary wave is a classical wave propagation test with a theoretical solution. The
solitary wave is generated using a third order theory by Chappelear (1962). The OpenFOAM
wave generation module waves2Foam by Jacobsen et al. (2012) is used to generate the solitary
wave. The wave parameters are defined in Table 6.6 and they result in a relative depth of
H/h = 0.25.

Table 6.6: Solitary wave parameters

Symbol Description Value

H Wave height 0.10 m

h Water depth 0.40 m

x0 Initial position [−3 0 0] m

c Celerity 2.21 m/s

The computational domain is a rectangular box, where the solitary wave enters the domain
from the left side and propagates towards the outlet to the right. The domain is 18 m long
and 0.6 m high. The still water level is placed at y = 0 m. Figure 6.30 shows the theoretical
solution for the solitary wave at t = 3 s.
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Figure 6.30: Computational domain with the theoretical solitary wave at t = 3 s. Red lines indicate
end of inlet relaxation zone and start of outlet relaxation zone.

The red vertical lines indicate the extend of the numerical relaxation zones at left and right
end of the domain. Both relaxation zones are 1 m. The boundary conditions are given in Table
6.7. The inlet and outlet values for u and α are given by the solitary wave theory, and zero
gradient condition is applied for prgh. At the bottom boundary a slip condition is applied for u
and zero gradient is applied on prgh and α. The boundary conditions at the top of the domain
are only active for interFoam and interIsoFoam. The free surface boundary conditions built
into the DSD method are only active for the DSD solvers. For u and prgh this is the boundary
of the solution domain. For α the top boundary condition remains the same for all solvers since
the DSD method also use the values in the air.
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Table 6.7: Boundary conditions

u prgh α

inlet waveVelocity zeroGradient waveAlpha

outlet waveVelocity zeroGradient waveAlpha

bottom slip zeroGradient zeroGradient

top pressureInlet- † totalPressure † inletOutlet

OutletVelocity †

free linear extrap. inhom. Dirichlet None ‡

surface

† The boundary condition on the top patch for velocity and pressure are not used in the
solvers that only consider the water region, instead boundary conditions are used at the
free surface.

‡ There is no boundary condition on the fluid volume fraction field α, which is defined in
the entire domain.

6.5.1 Square cells
The first simulation series of the solitary wave case is performed using square cells with AR = 1.
The case is discretised using four different mesh resolutions, and the CFL number is kept
constant at CFL = 0.15 by adjusting ∆t. The case properties are given in Table 6.8.

Table 6.8: Case properties for square cell simulations

Case Number: 1 2 3 4

nx [−] 450 900 1800 3600

ny [−] 15 30 60 120

∆t [s] 0.01 0.005 0.0025 0.00125

H/∆y [−] 2.5 5 10 20

L/∆x [−] 191.7 383.4 766.7 1533.4
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Figure 6.31 presents the surface elevation from the square cells simulation series around the
peak of the solitary wave in the time span t = 2 − 9 s, where the solitary wave is inside the
domain. The crest in the simulated data defines the peak point in the plots at x − xc = 0 m.
Instead of fitting a parabolic function around the numerical peak point to estimate another
peak, it is chosen to evaluate the theory with the numerical position of the crest. In this way,
the width of the lines from the numerical and theoretical solutions should be the same. The
line width illustrates the numerical uncertainty on the estimated position of the solitary wave
peak position, which depends on the mesh resolution. As the mesh gets finer the width of the
line gets smaller.

As seen from Figure 6.31 the DSD solvers (DSD, DSD-RK4 and DSD-RK2) and IIF pre-
dict the surface elevation well across the four test cases. The surface elevation predicted by
interFoam (IF) has the right global shape, however the surface elevation is distorted by local
undulations. The wave length of the undulations seems to be tied to the mesh resolution where
the coarsest mesh case produces the largest undulations with the longest wave length and the
finest mesh produces the smallest undulations with the smallest wave length. All the solvers
slightly over predict the surface elevation in comparison to the theoretical 3rd order solitary
wave solution. Since the discrepancy is seen for all solvers and cases, the difference is not
thought be related to differences in the numerical methods.
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Figure 6.31: Square cells simulation series. Surface elevation around the numerical peak of the
solitary wave in the time span t = 2 - 9 s sampled at every 0.1 s. Black lines are numerical solution
and red lines are theoretical solution.

Figure 6.32 presents evolution of the maximum surface elevation during the solitary wave
simulation of the third mesh resolution case for AR = 1. The surface elevation rises rapidly as
the theoretical solution is blended with the numerical solution when the solitary wave enters
the domain. The discrepancy could be caused by a difference between the exact solitary wave
solution and the applied 3rd order theory. If that is the case it makes sense that the numerical
model quickly adjusts the solution. Another cause for the discrepancy could be the wave
generation via the inlet relaxation zone.
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Figure 6.32: Square cells simulation series. Time evolution of the maximum surface elevation during
the solitary wave simulation case 3 with AR = 1.

The issue with the velocity around the free surface for the existing solvers, interFoam and
interIsoFoam, is clearly seen from a plot of the velocity magnitude vector field. Figure 6.33
presents the velocity field at t = 7 s in the region 11.5 < x < 13 m from the interFoam
simulation of the solitary wave propagating from left to right with the case properties: AR = 1
and H/∆y = 10. Similarly, the same case is simulated with respectively interIsoFoam in Figure
6.34 and DSD-RK4 in Figure 6.35.

Figure 6.33: Velocity magnitude field with vectors. Solver: interFoam, t = 7 s, AR = 1 and
H/∆y = 10. Domain extraction from x = 11.5− 13.0 m.
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Figure 6.34: Velocity magnitude field with vectors. Solver: interIsoFoam, t = 7 s, AR = 1 and
H/∆y = 10. Domain extraction from x = 11.5− 13.0 m.

Figure 6.35: Velocity magnitude field with vectors. Solver: DSD-RK4, t = 7 s, AR = 1 and
H/∆y = 10. Domain extraction from x = 11.5− 13.0 m.

It is observed from the 2D velocity plots, that a chaotic velocity field develop at the upwind
(left) side of the wave crest at the free surface marked with a black contour. For the interFoam
solver, it is not possible to visually see the influence from the air velocities on the velocity field
in the water. However, from the discretisation of the momentum equations in the water cells
next to the free surface, it is known that the water cells will be affected to some extent. The
smeared α field at the free surface and the continuous variation of the density field smears out
the effect.

From the velocity field predicted by interIsoFoam, it can visually be seen that the spurious
velocity field in the air region above the free surface have started to alter the velocity field in
the water cells just below the free surface on the left side of the wave crest.
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6.5. Solitary wave propagation

Combining the observations of the free surface shape and velocity field plots, it can be said
that interFoam produces a wiggly free surface from a smeared volume fraction field, however the
velocity is visually not affected. Contrary, interIsoFoam gives a smooth free surface elevation,
however the precise geometric advection have worsened the prediction of the velocity field at
the free surface, where the 2D velocity plot shows a visible impact.

Lastly, the DSD method using the explicit RK4 time integration is not affected by the air
region since it has been eliminated. It is seen from the 2D plot of the velocity field, that the
solution is smooth and continuous in the water region. Hence, the DSD method provides a
solution without any issues regarding the behaviour of the velocity field and the free surface
shape.

Figure 6.36 presents the horizontal velocity profile in the column of cells below the location
of the maximum surface elevation in the simulation for every 0.1 s in the time span t = 2 - 9 s.
Severe under- and overshooting is observed for the coarse mesh resolutions with both interFoam
and interIsoFoam. The difference is greatly improved when the mesh is refined, however there
are still rapid unphysical oscillations in the velocity profile near the free surface. The implicit
DSD method also exhibit some over- and undershooting to a smaller degree compared to
interFoam and interIsoFoam for the coarse cases. For the fine mesh resolution cases the implicit
DSD solver closes in on the theoretical solution and there are no oscillation in the velocity profile
near the free surface. The two explicit DSD methods provide smooth solutions, which gradually
gets closer to the theoretical profile as the mesh is refined.
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Figure 6.36: Square cells simulation series. Horizontal velocity profile at the numerical crest of the
solitary wave in the time span t = 2 - 9 s sampled at every 0.1 s. Black lines are numerical solution
and red lines are theoretical solution.

6.5.2 Long cells
The second simulation series for the solitary wave is performed uses cells with AR > 1. The
case is discretised using three different resolutions of the horizontal direction, while the vertical
direction is resolved with 60 cells corresponding to Case 3 in Table 6.8. The time step is fixed
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at ∆t = 0.0025 s. The case properties for the simulation series with elongated cells in the
horizontal direction are given in Table 6.9.

Table 6.9: Case properties for long cell simulations

Case Number: 1 2 3

nx [−] 225 450 900

L/∆x [−] 95.8 191.7 383.4

AR [−] 8 4 2

CFL 0.05 0.06 0.09

The resulting surface elevations from the simulations with elongated cells is presented in Figure
6.37, where the surface elevation is centred around the peak of numerical solution. Data from
the time span t = 2 − 9 s is presented. The simulations with different aspect ratio reveals
the same observations as made for the case with AR = 1. We see that the Direct Surface
Description solvers are also capable of predicting the surface elevation for mesh configurations
with AR > 1.

Figure 6.38 presents the horizontal velocity profile in the column of cells below the location
of the maximum surface elevation at every 0.1 s of the time span t = 2 - 9 s in the simulation
series with AR > 1. The same observations can be made here as for the case with AR = 1, and
it shows that DSD method is also able to accurately predict the velocity profiles for simulations
using long cells with AR > 1. However, the mesh with AR = 1 naturally gives a more accurate
velocity profile, because the resolution of the horizontal direction is higher.
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Figure 6.37: Long cells simulation series. Surface elevation around the numerical peak of the solitary
wave in the time span t = 2 - 9 s sampled at every 0.1 s. Black lines are numerical solution and red
lines are theoretical solution.
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Figure 6.38: Long cells simulation series. Horizontal velocity profile at the numerical crest of the
solitary wave in the time span t = 2 - 9 s sampled at every 0.1 s. Black lines are numerical solution
and red lines are theoretical solution.

6.5.3 Computational costs and limitations
The explicit DSD solver is approximately two times faster than the existing solvers, due to the
eliminated air cells. Our impression is that the DSD solver needs fewer iterations solving the
pressure equation, but this still needs final verification.
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6.6 Dam break
The dam break case has become a classical test case within CFD simulations of free sur-
face flows. A few examples are Nichols et al. (1980), Christensen (1996), Nielsen (2003) and
Lobovský et al. (2014). The dam break case presented in this section is based on (Nichols
et al., 1980). The dam break case is simulated with different settings to explore their influence
on the predicted result.

The initial condition is a box of water at rest, see Figure 6.39. The gravity constant is set to
g = [0 0 − 1] m/s2 as in Nichols et al. (1980). The viscosity term is disabled. The boundary
condition for the velocity along the domain boundaries is a slip condition. For the pressure
and volume fraction field a zero normal gradient condition is enforced. Along the free surface
the relative pressure boundary condition is enforced, while velocities are linearly extrapolated.

Figure 6.39: Dam break case domain and initialisation of water box.

The box of water is initialised with a width of a = 1 m and a height of h = 2 m. The domain
is Lx = 4 m wide and Lz = 3 m high. The case is simulated with a range of different mesh
resolutions and time step control settings presented in Table 6.10 below.
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Table 6.10: Dam break simulation cases.

Case 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

nx 40 80 60 80 80 80 80 120 160

ny 60 60 90 120 120 120 120 180 240

max(CFL) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

max(∆t) 1 1 1 1 1 0.001 1 1 1

Initial ∆t 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

Extrapolation linear linear linear linear linear linear constant linear linear

nx is the number of horizontal cells and ny is the number of vertical cells. Case 0-3 gradually
refines the mesh keeping the cell aspect ratio constant. The mesh in case 4-6 is equal to that of
case 3, but different time step controls and a constant extrapolation scheme at the free surface
is applied. Case 7-8 refines the mesh further with the same time control and extrapolation
settings as in case 0-3. The aim is to explore the effect of mesh resolution, time step size and
extrapolation type at the free surface with a reduced set of cases, where each variation is not
applied to all mesh resolutions.

Figure 6.40 presents a comparison of the simulated toe position against experimental mea-
surements from Nichols et al. (1980). The time axis and the toe position x is normalised in
order to make comparison to results in the references easier.
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Figure 6.40: Normalised toe position versus normalised time compared to experimental data using
dsdrkFoam and dsdFoam.
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The simulations fit well with the experimental measurements and the variation between the
different settings is quite small. There is a general tendency for the toe to move faster in the
beginning and slower in the end of the simulation compared to the experimental measurements.
The relative errors with respect to the experimental data for both solvers are presented in Figure
6.41.
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Figure 6.41: Simulation error relative to experimental measurements for the toe position.

Overall the error is quite low and stays within −1% to 3%. The standard deviation and
uncertainty on the experimental measurements are unknown, however it does not seem unlikely
to have measurement variations of O(1%). Furthermore, the experimental values have been
extracted from a figure in a PDF file. Not having the original data adds to the uncertainty
of the experimental values. Part of the error is of course due to a numerical error. There will
always be numerical error. However, in this case it is not possible to distinguish between the
numerical error from the simulation from the measurement error in the experimental data.

The accuracy of the DSD solvers has generally been observed to be more sensitive to the
time step in comparison to the mesh resolution. To explore this aspect case 3 was run with
different settings for the variable time step control based on a maximum CFL number and the
maximum allowable time step size. The variation of the time step size during the simulations
is presented in Figure 6.42.
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Figure 6.42: Variation of the time step size in the dam break simulations.

Case 5 limits the time step to 0.001 s, when the CFL number is less than 0.1 and reduces
the time step further if the CFL number gets larger than 0.1. The largest effect is seen in
the beginning of the simulation, where the other simulations tend to use a larger time step.
As discussed earlier the CFL condition does not necessarily adjust the time step in best way
for flows with low velocities and large pressure gradients. The acceleration of the dam break
flow depends on the gravitational pull, which is included in the pressure gradient term in the
momentum equations. Given the low initial time step, the variable time step solutions is not
observed to increase the time step too much in the beginning of the simulation. So for this the
variable time step did not get large enough to introduce errors before the velocities increased
and lowered the time step again.

The variation of the free surface in time for the implicit DSD solver is plotted in Figure 6.43
and Figure 6.44, where each case is plotted separately. The red crosses mark the experimental
measurements and the black lines are free surface positions from the simulation. For each
experimental measurement the two closest time instances from the simulation are plotted. The
simulation has been stored at every 0.01 s.
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(b) Case 1. Mesh: 80 x 60.
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(c) Case 2. Mesh: 60 x 90.
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(d) Case 3. Mesh: 80 x 120.

Figure 6.43: Plot of the free surface at normal time instances: t∗ = 0.9115, 1.5396, 1.9048, 2.2309,
2.6835, 2.8197. Solver: dsdFoam.
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(a) Case 4. Mesh: 80 x 120. max(CFL) = 0.01.
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(b) Case 5. Mesh: 80 x 120. max(∆t) = 0.001 s.
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(c) Case 6. Mesh: 80 x 120. Constant extrapola-
tion.
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(d) Case 7. 120 x 180.
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Figure 6.44: Plot of the free surface at normal time instances: t∗ = 0.9115, 1.5396, 1.9048, 2.2309,
2.6835, 2.8197. Solver: dsdFoam.

The above plots are quite similar. The toe shape in case 7 and 8 has a slightly more steep front
of the toe and a more distinct bend that couples the toe end with the other part of the free
surface. It is possible that even more accurate results could be obtained with grid refinement
towards the bottom of the domain, in order to resolve the flow near the bed. The corresponding
plots for the explicit DSD solver can seen from Appendix A.

Another aspect which has been studied for this case is the conservation of the total mass of
water in the domain. No water should enter or exit the domain, so it is a perfect test case for
this purpose. The standing wave would also have been an excellent choice. Figure 6.45 presents
the relative error of the fluid mass in relation to the initial volume of water for both DSD solvers
respectively. Figure 6.46 present the volume of fluid error magnitude with a logarithmic axis
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6. Results and discussion

to better visualise the evolution in the early phase of the simulation. In the logarithmic plot
the information about whether the water is lost or gained disappears. That is why both plots
are included in order to complement each other.
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Figure 6.45: Relative volume of water error as function of time for the dam break case simulated
with both DSD solvers.
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Figure 6.46: Relative volume of water error magnitude as function of time for the dam break case
simulated with both DSD solvers.

In the first phase of the dam break simulation, the total volume of water increases slightly. The
error gradually evolves towards a specific value and the curve is almost flat. This evolution is
explained with time step refinement as the velocities increases. When the toe reaches the right
wall of the domain, the water splashes up along the wall . This happens around t = 2.1 s. The
domain now looses water. This was also expected since we have implemented a cleaning routine
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6. Results and discussion

of the α that removes isolated water cells. An isolated water cell is a cell categorised as water,
where all the direct neighbour cells are categorised as air cells. A possible way around this is
to consider the single cells of water as drops ejected with a certain velocity. Then it would be
possible to relate the acceleration of the drop to the effect of gravity and update the velocity.
Essentially treating it as a particle tracked in time. It can also be observed that the loss of
water is larger the coarser the mesh is. This fits very well with the presented explanation.
To summarise the DSD solvers are quite good at preserving the fluid volume fraction in the
simulations. This an important aspect for these methods.
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6.7. Shoaling solitary wave

6.7 Shoaling solitary wave
The explicit and implicit DSD solvers are used to simulate the evolution of a shoaling first
order solitary wave. The simulated results are compared to experimental measurements by
Grilli et al. (1994). The purpose is to show that the methods are capable of predicting the
right wave shoaling behaviour to finally reach the breaking limit. The simulation domain is
presented in Figure 6.47, which also includes the initial condition for α and u. The domain
have been compressed with a 1:5 ratio. At the domain boundaries a zero gradient condition is
used for α, u and prgh, with one exception being the slip condition on u at the seabed of the
domain. The solitary wave is defined by a normalised wave height of H/h0 = 0.2 and the water
depth h0 = 0.44 m. This gives a wave height of H = 0.088 m. The wave crest is initialised at
x = 4 m at t = 0 s.

(a) Initial volume fraction field of water.

(b) Initial velocity magnitude field.

Figure 6.47: Case setup for solitary wave running up a sloped bed using mesh type 1.

The case is simulated with two different ways of creating the sloped bed region of the domain.
Figure 6.48 shows the two ways of assembling the two block meshes. Mesh 1 creates a block in
the sloped region with vertical sides. This means that the vertical faces of the cells will have
a small non-orthogonality. Mesh 2 creates a rectangular block, which is then tilted to get the
right slope. Now the cells in the sloped bed region are perfectly orthogonal, however a small
non-orthogonality is introduced in the first block with the flat bed. The non-orthogonality is
largest at the right end of the block where it meets the tilted block.
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Figure 6.48: Mesh type 1 and 2.

The case properties for the simulations are presented in Table 6.11. In total there are seven
simulations. I have highlighted the significant changes in each cases with bold font. Case 1
without bold font is the reference case.

Table 6.11: Shoaling solitary wave cases.

Case 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

nx1 800

nx2 1600

nz 80

gx1 0.5

max(∆t) 0.05

Initial ∆t 0.001

max(CFL) 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.05 0.2 0.2

nNonOrthCorrectors 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

Mesh 1 1 1 2 2 1 1

Extrapolation linear linear linear linear linear constant linear

Solitary wave theory order 1 1 1 1 1 1 3

Figure 6.49 presents the evolution of the crest elevation (ηc) normalised by the water depth
under the wave crest (h) against the position in the domain with respect to the start of the slope
(x − L1) normalised by the still water level (h0). L1 is the length of the first block. The plot
covers the entire domain, so it is difficult to see how the simulations compare in the shoaling
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6.7. Shoaling solitary wave

region. Figure 6.50 presents a zoomed view of the results in the region with experimental
measurements on the sloped bed.
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Figure 6.49: Surface elevation of wave crest during simulation. Horizontal axis is zero at the start
of the sloping bed.
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Figure 6.50: Surface elevation of wave crest during simulation zoomed in on experimental measure-
ments. Horizontal axis is zero at the start of the sloping bed.

The simulations are generally in very good agreement with the experimental measurements.
The variation of the simulations due to the tested mesh resolutions and settings is comparable
to the variability of the experimental measurements from a visual judgement. The relative
error of the simulated results in relation to the experimental measurements are presented in
Figure 6.51.
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Figure 6.51: Relative error of simulated results in relation to the experimental measurements.

Besides from a vertical shift the error curves look very similar. The span between the upper
and lower curve is around 3.5%. The oscillations are attributed to measurement uncertainties
in the experiment. It is difficult to make reliable judgement of which curve that best fits the
experimental data due to variability in the measurements. The simulation from case 5 uses the
finest time resolution, and this is also close to the measurements with errors ranging from -2%
to 3% for both solvers. The errors of the two methods are very similar. Only small differences
are observed and the curves follow the same path.
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In the following field plots from the simulation of case 4 are shown for four different time in-
stances. The purpose is to present the relative pressure field and the velocity vectors during the
simulation. Figure 6.52 presents the four time instances from the simulation using dsdrkFoam.
A video of the simulation with dsdrkFoam can be seen at: https://youtu.be/CnC55arOKpo.
Similarly, Figure 6.53 presents the four time instances from the simulation using dsdFoam. A
video of the simulation with dsdFoam can be seen at: https://youtu.be/-8J3LW2aN1M. The
fields plots have been extracted from these animations.
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6. Results and discussion

(a) t = 8.8 s

(b) t = 8.85 s

(c) t = 9.15 s

(d) t = 10.1 s

Figure 6.52: Snapshots from simulation of case 4 with dsdrkFoam at four different times. Coloured
field: prgh, Vectors: u.
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(a) t = 8.8 s

(b) t = 8.85 s

(c) t = 9.15 s

(d) t = 10.1 s

Figure 6.53: Snapshots from simulation of case 4 with dsdFoam at four different times. Coloured
field: prgh, Vectors: u.
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Figure 6.52a and 6.52b are compared. In the first frame the pressure solution looks smooth,
in contrast to the second frame where jumps are visible at the free surface. These values are
generated in the free surface cells that have just entered the fluid region. The underlying cause
is extrapolation errors, which lead to an error in the discretised continuity of the cell. The
discretised continuity error enters the pressure equation right hand side. When the pressure
equation is solved, these errors will affect the predicted relative pressure, because the pressure
equation is formulated to provide a correction to the face fluxes that results in conservation of
continuity.

Figure 6.52c shows the large velocities in the plunging jet just before impacting the free
surface in front of the wave. As seen there are no problems with unphysical velocities in the
simulation.

Figure 6.52d shows a snapshot from the post breaking region, where vortices have been
generated. These can be observed as the low pressure regions. Furthermore, the plot shows
that the solver can handle large pockets of air inside the fluid. They cover multiple cells, so
the cell faces around these regions are identified as free surface cell faces.

The general picture is exactly the same for the implicit DSD solver in Figure 6.53a-6.53d.
A better impression of the two simulations can be obtained from the two animations via the
youtube links. The animation window follows the propagating wave, so that it is possible to
get a closer look at what happens in comparison to having a static animation window. The
violation of the discretised continuity in the new free surface cells is a topic for the future work.
It would be optimal to develop an extrapolation practice that ensures conservation of discrete
continuity and in addition somehow took into account the pressure gradients to get an optimal
distribution of the discrete fluxes for the cells with several free surface cell faces.
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6.8 Numerical piston wave maker
To simulate the focused wave experiments presented in Section 6.9, a piston wave generator
was needed to execute the piston position signal. A moving mesh piston boundary was out of
the question, since that would require a validation and upgrade of the DSD solvers to moving
meshes. Instead we decided to use a static piston boundary condition, due its more simple
implementation and possible application to a static mesh.

I have been able to find a single existing static piston wave maker implementation for
OpenFOAM within the utility OlaFlow (https://olaflow.github.io/). Initially, I coupled the
OlaFlow utility to the DSD solvers. I tested the wave maker using a piston signal from the
focused wave case. In the simulation I observed that (1) the velocity oscillates when the velocity
field is directed towards the piston boundary and (2) large vortices are generated at the piston
boundary. I have not tested if these issues are present when using the utility with interFoam.
Figure 6.54 shows a plot of the velocity field near the static piston wave generator boundary
using OlaFlow coupled to our explicit DSD solver.

Figure 6.54: Snap shot of simulation using olaFlow piston wave maker coupled with explicit DSD
solver

It was found that the problem with the large vortices could be eliminated by introducing a slip
condition on the piston boundary. The piston velocity then controls the normal velocity of the
water in front of the piston, while the tangential velocities are determined from the internal
velocity field.

The second problem with oscillations in the velocity field was solved by replacing the stan-
dard zero normal gradient condition for the pressure with a fixed gradient condition. The
piston acceleration is used to estimate the pressure gradient normal to the piston surface by
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setting the acceleration equal to the pressure gradient as follows

Sf ·
(

∂u
∂t

)
f

= −Sf ·
(

1
ρ
∇prgh

)
f

(6.1)

The expression arises from the momentum equation, when neglecting all other terms except
for the acceleration and relative pressure gradient. There is an error related to the neglected
terms, but it provides a better estimate than a simple zero gradient condition. The new wave
maker has been implemented in our copy of the waves2Foam code and the boundary condition
is called pistonTimeSeries. The static piston boundary condition takes the piston velocity and
acceleration time series as input. The boundary condition for the volume fraction of fluid at
the piston is a zero gradient condition.

6.8.1 Validation with first order stokes wave
The pistonTimeSeries wave maker is tested with a first order stokes wave generated with first
order wave maker theory (Hughes, 1993). The surface elevation for a single wave component
is defined as

η = H

2 cos (ωt− kx + φ) (6.2)

and the associated piston position signal X is calculated by

X = H

2

[
sinh(2kh) + 2kh

4sinh(kh)2

]
sin (ωt− kx + φ) (6.3)

Generating a piston signal with multiple wave components is simply obtained by adding up the
contribution from each component. The properties of the current test case are given in Table
6.12.
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Table 6.12: Properties of first order stokes wave test case

Wave properties

Wave height H = 0.05 m Wave number k = 1.7005 rad

Wave length L = 3.695 m Wave period T = 2 s

Water depth h = 0.4 m Wave celerity c = 1.8475 m
s

Normalised water depth h
gT 2 = 0.1631 Normalised wave height H

gT 2 = 0.0204

Phase offset φ = π
2 rad

Physical properties

Gravity g = (0 0 − 9.81) m
s2 Density ρ = 1000 kg

m3

Viscosity ν = 0 m2

s Surface tension σ = 0 N
m

Mesh properties

Domain length 28 m Domain height 0.8 m

Initial time step ∆t = 0.02 s Variable ∆t control CFL ≤ 0.2

Cells over length 1280 Cells over height 64

Aspect ratio of cells ∆x
∆z

= 1.75

The normalised water depth and normalised wave height for the generated wave is not within
the valid region for Stokes first order solution. Instead it requires a fifth order stokes or stream
function wave. However, the purpose of this exercise is to validate the numerical piston wave
maker against the existing first order wave generation available from waves2Foam directly
applied at the inlet boundary. The first order stokes wave generated with waves2Foam was
simulated with (1) no inlet relaxation zone and (2) an inlet relaxation zone of one wave length
L. The simulation was also performed for fifth order stokes wave using waves2Foam with a
relaxation zone to illustrate the difference between applying first and fifth order stokes theory.
The results from the different simulations and the theoretical first order solution are plotted
for three different wave gauge positions in Figure 6.55.
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Figure 6.55: Comparison of predicted and theoretical surface elevation at three wave gauges from
t = 0 − 10 s. S1: Stokes first theory, P-S1: Piston wave maker, W2F-S5 r.z.: Stokes fifth wave
with relaxation zones from waves2Foam, W2F-S: Stokes first directly on boundary with waves2Foam,
W2F-S1 r.z.: Stokes first wave with relaxation zones from waves2Foam.

The surface elevation generated by waves2Foam first order theory directly on the boundary
and pistonTimeSeries boundary condition matches very well with each other. Near the crest
region a small kink in the surface elevation can be observed. This feature is generated due
to inaccuracies from the numerical treatment near the piston boundary. The piston do not
have a specified surface elevation as in waves2Foam. Hence, it may be a result of some tricky
cell configurations near the boundary or a poor estimate of the pressure gradient at the piston
boundary. It could also be related to the slip boundary condition at the piston boundary. After
the wave have propagated down the flume to WG02 and WG11, the two curves fit very well
with each other. Figure 6.56 and Figure 6.57 show the simulated result 10 s and 20 s later in
time with respect to Figure 6.55.
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Figure 6.56: Comparison of predicted and theoretical surface elevation at three wave gauges from
t = 10 − 20 s. S1: Stokes first theory, P-S1: Piston wave maker, W2F-S5 r.z.: Stokes fifth wave
with relaxation zones from waves2Foam, W2F-S: Stokes first directly on boundary with waves2Foam,
W2F-S1 r.z.: Stokes first wave with relaxation zones from waves2Foam.
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Figure 6.57: Comparison of predicted and theoretical surface elevation at three wave gauges from
t = 20 − 30 s. S1: Stokes first theory, P-S1: Piston wave maker, W2F-S5 r.z.: Stokes fifth wave
with relaxation zones from waves2Foam, W2F-S: Stokes first directly on boundary with waves2Foam,
W2F-S1 r.z.: Stokes first wave with relaxation zones from waves2Foam.

A small difference can be observed between waves2Foam and pistonTimeSeries after the sim-
ulations have been running for a longer time. At WG11 in the time interval t = 37 − 38 s
there is a time difference between the crest maximum of the two waves of 0.03 s. The cause
of the difference in wave height and phase is believed to be a consequence of the different
velocities applied at the inlet boundary by waves2Foam and pistonTimeSeries. waves2Foam
applies the theoretical solution, which includes both a horizontal and vertical velocity com-
ponent, whereas pistonTimeSeries only applies a constant horizontal velocity over the depth
equal to the computed piston velocity.

6.8.2 Single stroke piston generated breaking wave
The simulation presented in this section is a reproduction of the experiment presented by Wei
et al. (2018). The purpose is to assess the wave maker performance for large piston movements
leading to a breaking wave. A video of the simulation can be seen at:
https://youtu.be/hpZzoGfFONo

Figure 6.58 shows a snapshot from the simulation at t = 0.85 s. The maximum height of
the breaking wave is around 0.52 m from the bottom of the flume.
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6.8. Numerical piston wave maker

Figure 6.58: Breaking wave created from a single piston push. Snapshot of velocity magnitude field
and velocity vectors at t = 0.85 s from simulation with dsdrkFoam and the pistonTimeSeries wave
maker.

In the current simulation no reduction factor is applied to the piston velocity time series. A
reduction factor was used in the focused wave simulation case. The experimental maximum
surface elevation estimated from Figure 2 second row in Wei et al. (2018) and the simulated
maximum surface elevation from Figure 6.58 compares quite well. They are both around 0.52 m.
The timing between the experiment and simulation is a bit off. The simulation is 0.1− 0.15 s
delayed in comparison to the experiment. The wave piston moves a long distance of 53.24 cm
in the experiment, which is significant compared to the length of the flume. The static piston
boundary in the simulation is placed at the final position of the piston. The difference in time
of the breaking point is believed to be a result of the numerical piston being static instead of
moving. However, the generated surface elevation fits well and this indicates that in general
no reduction factor should be applied to the piston velocity signal.

Another interesting aspect, which can be seen from the simulation video, is the descending
vortices generated by the breaking wave. A snap shot of these vortices is seen in Figure 6.59.

Figure 6.59: Snap shot of descending eddies from breaking wave.
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These vortices are expected to be present in a breaking wave, so it is a good sign for the model
validity that they can be observed. To conclude this case showed that unless anything else
is known, the piston velocity signal should not be multiplied with a reduction factor. This
simulation have indicated, that waves created by very large piston strokes could suffer from a
small phase shift in the generated wave.
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6.9. Focused wave breaking on monopile

6.9 Focused wave breaking on monopile
This section reports recent work in simulating the experiments performed by Vested (2019)
with our new solver dsdrkFoam. The experiments were performed in our experimental facili-
ties at Technical University of Denmark and we have access to all of the available data from
the PhD project. The experiments contain measurements of the velocity field in the breaking
wave with Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), wave gauge measurements and force distribution
measurements on a vertical cylinder. The cylinder was divided in eight sections, which individ-
ually could measure the forces. The reason to simulate the experiments is to study how well
DSD solvers can capture the force distribution on a vertical cylinder in comparison the existing
solvers in OpenFOAM.

In the experiment a phase focused wave on a flat bed was created with a piston type wave
maker. The focused wave consisted of N = 80 wave components from a JONSWAP spectrum.
The JONSWAP spectrum had a peak period of Tp = 1.7 s and a significant wave height of
Hs = 0.116 m. The peak enhancement factor was γ = 3.3. The JONSWAP spectrum definition
presented by Vested (2019) was:

S =
 0.0624

0.230 + 0.336γ − 0.185
1.9+γ

H2
s f 4

p f−5γξexp
−5

4

(
fp

f

)4
 (6.4)

where
ξ = exp

[
−(f − fp)2

2σ2f 2
p

]
(6.5)

and

σ =


0.07 if f ≤ fp

0.09 if f > fp

(6.6)

However, the recovered MATLAB files used the following definition:

S = [1− 0.287ln(γ)] 5
16H2

s f 4
p f−5exp

−5
4

(
f

fp

)−4
 γξ (6.7)

where

ξ = exp
−0.5

(
f − fp

σfp

)2
 (6.8)

and

σ =


0.07 if f ≤ fp

0.09 if f > fp

(6.9)

So the difference is that [1− 0.287ln(γ)] 5
16 is used instead of

[
0.0624

0.230+0.336γ− 0.185
1.9+γ

]
.

The definition of the 80 frequency components is not defined in (Vested, 2019). However, a
MATLAB file in the stored data provided a definition, which we are quite sure has been used.
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6. Results and discussion

The 80 components were evenly distributed on the interval from 0.01fp to 2fp. Without this
piece of information it is impossible to recreate the surface elevation signal from the 80 wave
components.

The surface elevation is computed from first order wave theory, where each wave component
is defined as

η = H

2 cos(kx− ωt + ϵ) (6.10)

The 80 wave components were then aligned to the first zero-down-crossing after the specified
focusing location. This was achieved by introducing a computed phase shift ϵ for each wave
component. Figure 6.60 presents the surface elevation of the focused wave event using 80
components distributed on the interval from 0.01fp to 2fp. The first zero-down-crossing of each
component after x = 20 m is phase shifted to have zero-down-crossing at x = 20 m.

Figure 6.60: Surface elevation signal of focused wave event from JONSWAP spectrum using 80
components and zero-down-crossing alignment at x = 20 m.

The computed surface elevation from the MATLAB script is compared to the surface elevation
from the piston time series file MLHV_spilling.dfs0 in Figure 6.61. This file is the only focused
wave time series file which we have found in the stored data. The two signals align perfectly,
which shows that the focusing location for MLHV_spilling.dfs0 is x = 20 m.
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Figure 6.61: Computed surface elevation signal for focused wave event compared to signal from
MLHV_spilling.dfs0.

The generated piston position signal is compared to MLHV_spilling.dfs0 in Figure 6.62. They
also align perfectly.
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Figure 6.62: Computed piston displacement signal for focused wave event compared to signal from
MLHV_spilling.dfs0.

During the validation of our numerical wave maker pistonTimeSeries, I found an error in the
first order wave maker theory implemented in the recovered MATLAB scripts. The piston
position Xp was computed by

H

Sp

= 2sinh(kh)2

sinh(kh)cosh(kh) + kh
(6.11)

Xp = Sp

2 cos(kx− ωt + ϵ) (6.12)

where Sp is the piston stroke length according to first order wave maker theory. The expression
for the stroke length is written differently in (Hughes, 1993), but the two expressions are
equivalent. However, the cosine term in the calculation of the piston position in Eq. 6.12 is
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incorrect, when the surface elevation is described with a cosine function. From (Hughes, 1993)
Equation (7.47) the correct expression for the piston position is

Xp = Sp

2 sin(kx− ωt + ϵ) (6.13)

The cosine is simply swapped with a sine. This expression for the wave maker position is
valid when the surface elevation is defined as a cosine function. The implication of using a
cosine instead of a sine in the expression for the paddle position is that each of the wave
components are phase shifted with π/2. A comparison of the piston signal computed with the
found MATLAB script using a cosine function and the correct method using a sine function is
shown in Figure 6.63.
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Figure 6.63: Piston signal computed with the found MATLAB script using a cosine function and
the correct method using a sine function. The upper plot shows the two piston signals, and the lower
plot shows the two piston signals aligned at the peak crest.

By aligning the signals, it is seen that the piston position is not only shifted in time, but it has
also changed shape. It has not been possible to find the original piston signals used to run the
eight focused wave experiments. The only signal available was MLHV_spilling.dfs0. Given the
limited information, it is not possible to determine, if the experiments were run with piston
position signals generated with the incorrect or correct wave maker theory. A reproduction of
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6.9. Focused wave breaking on monopile

the experiments with wave gauge measurements could show if any of these wave maker signals
have been used.

Another thing I noticed is that only the wave breaking location is given for the eight cases
instead of the focusing location. Hence, the focusing locations, which have been used to generate
the different cases, are unknown. This could also be identified by re-running the experiment.

In relation to the focusing location, it was reported that a reduction factor of F = 0.85 was
applied to the input paddle signal in order to achieve the desired focusing position position in
the wave flume. This puzzles me, because I would not expect the wave period to change for
the wave components. This is because the period of the piston displacements is equal to the
wave period. The wave maker theory only translates the wave height to a stroke length and
introduces a phase shifts of π/2 with respect to the surface elevation.

However, it would make sense if a reduction factor was needed in relation to generated
surface elevation, because the first order velocity field from 80 wave components results in
waves that does not follow linear wave theory.

A possible explanation for the adjustment of the focusing location with a factor on the
piston signal could be that the provided input to the piston is not equal to produced output.
The relation between the input and output could include a delay in time which increases with
increasing piston movements. This could change the periods of the wave components, and
thereby also the focusing location.

6.9.1 Piston input and feedback signal
It is relevant to question if the position signal given to the wave maker is equal to the actual
movement of the piston. We went to our lab and tested the input signal MLHV_spilling.dfs0
multiplied with 0.85. The output file returned by the wave maker includes a feedback signal
for the piston position. The input and feedback signals were significantly different from each
other even with a flume without water. Then we filled the flume with water according to the
specified water depth and executed MLHV_spilling.dfs0 multiplied with 0.85 once more. The
feedback returned from the wet run looks faulty as the piston position is not moving if the
piston exceeds a certain threshold. Figure 6.64 shows the input signal MLHV_spilling.dfs0
multiplied with 0.85 and the dry and wet feedback signals from the wave maker.
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Figure 6.64: Wave maker input signal: MLHV_spilling.dfs0 multiplied with 0.85, Feedback from
wave maker with dry flume: 0003dsc.dfs0, Feedback from wave maker with water depth according to
experiment in the flume: 0004dsc.dfs0.

This confirms the previous concern about the input signal not being equal to the produced
output, if we can trust the feedback signal from the wave maker. It is also observed that the
feedback lags behind the input signal and that this lag is larger for the large piston movements.
This supports the previous explanation of how a reduction factor on the input signal can change
the focusing point.

In order to get a reliable feedback signal with water in the flume, we need to measure the
movement of the wave maker physically. This was discovered late in the project, hence there
was not time to setup and record to the paddle movements. This is part of the future work, if
we are to succeed replicating the experiments with a CFD simulation.

6.9.2 Variability in experimental measurements
The experiments were executed 10 times each to examine the repeatablity of the experiments
as also report by Vested (2019). Figure B.1 through B.9 show the recorded surface elevation at
the seven wave gauges for each of the nine test number files from the stored experimental data.
The mean surface elevation of the realisations is plotted according to the coloured legend and
the 10 realisations of the experiment are plotted as grey lines behind to show the variability.
The challenge is that the naming of the stored files does not correspond to the eight case
numbers presented in the thesis. I have not been able to find any information that explicitly
couples the measurement data to one of the eight cases.

However, Fig 79 from (Vested, 2019) presents the mean signal of WG06 for each case around
the surface elevation peak. These plots are compared to Figure B.10 - B.18 with zoomed view
of the data around the surface elevation peak in WG06. With the zoomed view, it is possible to
identify and match the mean signals from Fig 79 (Vested, 2019) to the computed mean signals
from the experimental data. The identified relation between case number and data file name
is summarised in Table 6.13.
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Table 6.13: Relation between data file name and case number.

Case No. File name Case No. File name

1 test2_<xx>.ascii 5 test7_<xx>.ascii

2 test4_<xx>.ascii 6 test8_<xx>.ascii

3 test5_<xx>.ascii 7 test9_<xx>.ascii

4 test6_<xx>.ascii 8 test10_<xx>.ascii

Table 6.14 summarises the wave breaking location with respect to the cylinder, the wave break-
ing location with respect to the piston, the wave gauge positions with respect to the piston and
finally the wave gauge positions with respect to cylinder based on data from (Vested, 2019). I
found these informations to be very helpful during my examination of the experimental data
and for the comparison of the experimental data to my CFD simulations.

Table 6.14

Case No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Breaking location w.r.t cylinder [m] -1.2 -0.9 -0.7 -0.5 -0.2 0.1 0.3 0.6

Breaking location [m] 18.6 18.9 19.1 19.3 19.6 19.9 20.1 20.4

WG01 location [m] 9.6 9.9 10.1 10.3 10.6 10.9 11.1 11.4

Wave gauge No. 2 3 4 5 6 7

WG Position [m] 17.95 18.3 18.6 18.8 19.8 20.8

WG Position w.r.t cylinder [m] -1.85 -1.5 -1.2 -1.0 0.0 1.0

6.9.3 Simulations in 2D
Before comparisons between simulated CFD results and the experimental data are shown, I
have summarised a list of uncertainties with respect to the experimental data. This is merely
to highlight, that there were too many unknown factors in the experiments at the current time
to arrive at any firm conclusions. The list can be found in Appendix C.

The simulation domain is 40 m long, 0.6 m wide and 0.8 m high. The still water level is
placed at z = 0 m. The domain extends from x = 0 m to x = 40 m, y = 0 m to y = 0.6 m and
z = −0.4 m to z = 0.4 m. The gravity vector is [0 0 − 9.81] m/s2. The density of the fluid is
ρ = 1000 kg/m2 and viscosity and surface tension are disabled.

For the velocity a slip condition is used at the bottom. At the outlet active wave absorption
from OlaFlow is used. At the inlet we use our developed piston boundary condition with a fixed
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normal component and slip condition on the tangential plane of the piston. For the pressure
the zero gradient condition is used except at the piston, where a calculated pressure gradient
is specified by the piston boundary condition. For the volume fraction field a zero gradient
condition is used for all boundaries except for the top, which is an inletOutlet condition. The
outflow is treated with zero gradient and inflow is a fixed zero value of the volume fraction.
The meshes are uniform without any grading. The time step is controlled by a CFL condition
and a maximum allowed time step.

Figure 6.65 presents a simulation performed with dsdrkFoam. The wave generator signal is
0003dsc.dfs0 multiplied with 0.62. It is the feedback signal from the wave maker, when given the
input signal MLHV_spilling.dfs0 scaled with a factor 0.85. The maximum CFL number is set
to 0.1 and the mesh is 4096×128. The results are compared to the experimental measurements
from case 7.
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6.9. Focused wave breaking on monopile

Figure 6.65: 2D simulation with dsdrkFoam. Time control: CFL ≤ 0.1, max(∆t) = 0.01 s. Mesh:
4096× 128. Piston signal: 0003dsc.dfs0 multipled with 0.62. Experimental measurements: case 7.

The scaling factor has been adjusted to 0.62 in order to give the best possible match of the
peak in WG01. The position of the largest wave generally fits well with the experimental
measurements across all of the seven wave gauges. The maximum crest elevation is generally
over-predicted by the CFD simulation and the waves to the left of the peak does not fit very
well for WG03-WG05. In WG06 the experimental peak becomes very steep in comparison to
the simulation. The explanation for this difference could be that the CFD result is 2D and
therefore do not have the vertical cylinder in the domain. So it could be a wave reflected by
the cylinder travelling in the transverse direction to the wave propagation direction. WG06 is
placed 20 cm to the left of the cylinder center point. In Figure 6.66 the simulated results are
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compared to the experimental measurements from case 4.

Figure 6.66: 2D simulation with dsdrkFoam. Time control: CFL ≤ 0.1, max(∆t) = 0.01 s. Mesh:
4096× 128. Piston signal: 0003dsc.dfs0 multipled with 0.62. Experimental measurements: case 4.

It is quite clear from the phase shift that the simulated results does not fit to the experimental
measurements. However, I noticed that except for the phase shift the shape of the surface
elevation signal from the simulation and the experiment would fit quite well with many similar
features.

This made me question if MLHV_spilling.dfs0 had been used to generate the focused wave
in the experiments. In Figure 6.63 it was shown that an incorrect wave maker theory was used
to generate the piston signal in MLHV_spilling.dfs0. If we applied the correct wave maker
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theory it gave another piston signal, where the peak in the correct piston signal occurred
0.42 s earlier than in the wrong piston signal. The different experimental cases are generated
from the same surface elevation signal just shifted to different positions in the flume. If the
measurements and simulation matches well after applying the aforementioned time shift due
to the difference in wave maker theory, this points towards that the experiments were in fact
executed with correct wave maker signals.

To investigate this further Figure 6.67 shows the CFD results from WG02 to WG07 moved
in time by toffset = −0.42 s.

Figure 6.67: 2D simulation with dsdrkFoam. Time control: CFL ≤ 0.1, max(∆t) = 0.01 s. Mesh:
4096 × 128. Piston signal: 0003dsc.dfs0 multipled with 0.62. Experimental measurements: case 4.
CFD result in WG02-WG07 is offset in time by −0.42 s.
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The experimental and simulated surface elevation match quite well in all of the wave gauges.
They are not expected to match exactly. The piston signal generated with wrong and correct
wave maker theory are two different signals and not the same signal shifted in time. As we
have seen earlier the two signals are similar, but also have local deviations after the two peaks
have been aligned. Furthermore, there may also be differences that can be explained by the
difference between a 2D simulation and 3D experimental measurements. The fact that the two
signals align so well indicates, that the experiments were executed with a piston signal created
from a correctly implemented wave maker theory. This also implies that MLHV_spilling.dfs0
was not used to generate any of the experiments.

The first step to further investigate/validate the above hypothesis would then be to create
a (.dfs0) file with the piston position generated with the correct first order wave maker theory
and apply this in the CFD simulation. The second step would then be to go to the wave flume
where the experiments were executed to get a feedback signal from the wave maker. However,
these observations were made during the last weeks of this PhD project. Hence, it was not
possible to carry out this investigation before the deadline, even though it looks very promising.

Another aspect of CFD simulations is the grid and time step sensitivity of the simulation.
The previous simulation case has been simulated with different grids and time step controls.
Figure 6.68 shows the results from two grid resolutions combined with two time resolutions.
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Figure 6.68: 2D simulation with dsdrkFoam. Time control: CFL ≤ 0.2, max(∆t) = 0.02 s or
CFL ≤ 0.1, max(∆t) = 0.01 s. Mesh: 4096×128 or 2048×64. Piston signal: 0003dsc.dfs0 multiplied
with 0.62. Experimental measurements: case 7.

There are only minor changes in the surface elevation and the lines almost fall on top of each
other. This shows that the simulation is sufficiently resolved in time and space with respect to
the overall level of detail, when comparing to the experimental measurements.

Another aspect which is relevant for this simulation is the scaling factor applied to the wave
maker input signal in order to match the simulated wave to the experimental measurements.
In this case the goal is to get the best match at WG01. The impact of three different scaling
factors is illustrated in Figure 6.69.
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Figure 6.69: 2D simulation with dsdrkFoam. Time control: CFL ≤ 0.2, max(∆t) = 0.02 s. Mesh:
4096 × 128. Piston signal: MLHV_spilling.dfs0 multiplied with 0.45, 0.5 and 0.55. Experimental
measurements: case 7.

These simulations have been performed with the input signal MLHV_spilling.dfs0. It is ob-
served that the scaling factor on the input signal has a significant impact on the simulated
results. The input signal is decreased by 5% and increased by 5% with respect to the piston
signal multiplied with 0.5. Comparing this to the grid and time step sensitivity, this indicates
that the simulated results depends more on the specified input signal and its magnitude, than
the grid and time resolution. This is of course only the case, if the grid and time resolution
is sufficiently fine. However, it indicates that there is a better chance of getting closer to the
experimental surface elevations by changing the piston input signal rather than changing the
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grid and time resolution. This further supports the hypothesis to test a generated input signal
with the correct wave maker theory and to get reliable feedback signals from the wave maker
in the lab.

6.9.4 Simulation in 3D
The initial plan was to investigate the wave load induced on a vertical cylinder. This goal
was not achievable within the time frame of this project, due to a long code development and
debugging phase. However, a 3D simulation case has been prepared for the focused wave case
with a vertical cylinder divided into eight patches with cell faces corresponding to the eight
measurement sections in the experiment. Furthermore, this case serves to illustrate that the
developed solver does in fact work in 3D and is capable of handling a breaking wave impact
with a vertical cylinder.

We are limited to a fairly coarse resolution, because the code has not been extended to
parallel execution. The case shown here is simulated with the solver dsdrkFoam, because the
numerical wave maker boundary condition was developed for this solver. However, the dsdFoam
solver also works in 3D and can handle breaking waves. The simulation of this is not presented
in this thesis.

The mesh resolution of the case before the vertical cylinder corresponds to the mesh case
2048 × 64. The domain length have been reduced from 40 m to 28 m and the mesh in the
region downstream the vertical cylinder is gradually made more coarse towards the end of the
domain. This both reduces the total cell count and acts as numerical damping of waves shorter
than the cell length. The time step is controlled by CFL ≤ 0.1 and a maximum time step of
max(∆t) = 0.01 s. The piston input signal is the feedback signal 0003dsc.dfs0 multiplied with
a reduction factor of 0.62.

For the velocity, a slip condition is used for the sides, bottom and vertical cylinder. At the
outlet active wave absorption from OlaFlow is used. At the inlet we use our developed piston
boundary condition with a fixed normal component and slip condition on the tangential plane
of the piston. For the pressure the zero gradient condition is used except at the piston, where
a calculated pressure gradient is specified by the piston boundary condition. For the volume
fraction field the zero gradient condition is used for all boundaries except for the top. Here, an
inletOutlet condition is used, where outflow is treated with zero gradient and inflow is a fixed
zero value of the volume fraction.

Figure 6.70 shows the surface elevation at the seven wave gauges in comparison the exper-
imental measurements from case 7.
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Figure 6.70: 3D simulation with dsdrkFoam. Time control: CFL ≤ 0.1, max(∆t) = 0.01 s. Mesh:
2048× 64. Piston signal: 0003dsc.dfs0 multiplied with 0.62. Experimental measurements: case 7.

As seen the surface elevation did not change much compared to the 2D simulation. Either this
could be due to a too coarse resolution along the out of plane dimension or it may simply point
towards that experiments were executed with piston input signals created with a correct wave
maker theory. A video of the 3D simulation of the focused wave impacting the vertical cylinder
using the dsdrkFoam solver can be seen at: https://youtu.be/nm4wHAjrwdU.

Figure 6.71 presents the time frame of the the 3D focused wave animation, where the
breaking focused wave impacts the vertical cylinder.
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Figure 6.71: Focused wave impact on vertical cylinder at t = 51.6 s.

The presented results from the simulations are encouraging. This section provides a good start-
ing point for a future comparison between the focused wave experiments and CFD simulations.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The present study has developed and implemented a DSD method for free surface flows in the
OpenFOAM-v1912 CFD library. The focus was to improve the description of the wave kine-
matics in the upper part of the water column. For instance for analysing wave interaction with
local parts of a structure. The problems using an approach with a varying density combined
with a VOF-like propagation of the free surface was illustrated with an inclined square box with
calm water. The two methods using a varying density, interFoam and interIsoFoam, clearly
generated spurious velocities at the free surface in an else calm water. This phenomenon was
one of the underlying problems in getting reliable wave kinematics in the upper part of the
water column. It is also underlined that the density averaged VOF method is not a true VOF
methods with respect to the presented requirements in the original publication of the VOF
method. It is very often seen in the literature, that a density averaged VOF method is called
a VOF method with reference to the original paper. This is a widespread misunderstanding of
the original VOF method.

The present study has demonstrated that the new DSD solvers predict a smooth surface
elevation and velocity field. The explicit DSD solver is more accurate than the existing solvers
(interFoam and interIsoFoam) from OpenFOAM-v1912, with a lower computational cost. For
the finest mesh in the stream function wave RK2-DSD is 2.5 times faster than interFoam and
several times more accurate. The RK4-DSD solver is the most accurate at the cost of being
1.5 times slower than the fastest solver RK2-DSD. The RK2-DSD is the second most accurate
solver.

The thesis has presented an extensive study of the accuracy of the numerical methods,
which demonstrates a very good accuracy of the DSD solvers. These studies also show that
the DSD solvers are more accurate than the interFoam and interIsoFoam solvers.

From our own implementation of the GFM method, we have found that accurately predict-
ing the pressure is not sufficient to obtain an accurate prediction of the velocity kinematics
near the wave crest. In the work by Vukčević et al. (2018) the presented results using 26 cells
per wave height gave errors of 3.81% for the surface elevation. This is significantly higher than
the error of 0.15% in the simulations with 15 cells per wave height using the RK4-DSD solver.
For the horizontal velocity component Vukčević et al. (2018) reported an error of 4.2% using
26 cells per wave height, which is also higher than the error of 1.3% in the case with 15 cells
per wave height using the RK4-DSD solver.

The solitary wave simulation reveals a small wave height increase of around 1% from the
beginning of all simulations. Additional studies are needed to clarify if the discrepancy is related
to the difference between the 3rd order wave theory and the Navier-Stokes solution or if it could
be related to the inlet relaxation zone. The 2D plots of the velocity field in the solitary wave
simulations visualised the problems with the velocities around the free surface for interFoam
and interIsoFoam. Furthermore, it showed that the solution provided by the DSD solvers is
smooth in the water region and does not suffer from effects of spurious velocities. The velocity
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profiles for the horizontal velocity show under- and overshooting for the existing solvers in
OpenFOAM. The DSD solvers provide accurate velocity profiles both for mesh configurations
with AR > 1 and AR = 1.

The interpolation practice in the existing numerical methods is believed to exaggerate the
effects of the air velocities on the water velocities at the interface through the momentum
equation, because the thin boundary layer in the water region is not adequately resolved by
the mesh. Resolving the boundary layer will in many cases require an extremely small cell size
with the existing methods. This would lead to some very expensive simulations in terms of
CPU time.

The standing wave simulation demonstrated a rapidly increasing wave height in case of
variable time stepping. This indicates that there is an inconsistency in the explicit DSD solver,
when using variable time steps. The inconsistency is believed to be in the coupling between
the free surface advection and the pressure-velocity coupling. In addition, this case illustrated
that the CFL based variable time stepping control can yield very inaccurate predictions, when
the velocities are close to zero and the flow is dominated by accelerations due to gravity and
pressure gradients.

The shoaling solitary wave and dam break simulations proved that the DSD solvers are
capable of handling complex free surface flows. The dam break case presented the fluid mass
conservation errors, which are found to be acceptable. The shoaling solitary wave validates
the shoaling behaviour. The presented animations illustrate the methods ability to handle the
run-up on the sloped beach. However, snapshots from the animation also shows that the DSD
solvers will produce some local fluctuations in the relative pressure field, when new cells enter
the fluid region. This was explained with reference to the free surface extrapolation, where
an error in the discrete continuity is committed in the new water cells. The continuity error
enters the right hand side of the pressure equation, which forces the pressure field to correct
the discretised continuity error. The pressure solution is corrected at the following time step,
when the cell is not a new fluid cell any more. As a last remark regarding both the dam break
and the shoaling solitary wave simulations, it was not possible to separate the numerical errors
from the variability in the experimental measurements.

The focused wave case demonstrated that the DSD solvers can handle 3D wave impacts with
a vertical cylinder. For the wave generation a new numerical wave maker was implemented and
validated. The static wave maker boundary condition from OlaFlow combined with the DSD
solver generated large vortices in front of the piston and horizontal velocity oscillations during
return flow towards the piston. The new wave maker eliminated those issues.

As a final over all conclusion, the study has provided a new single phase free surface solution
methodology implemented in OpenFOAM. It has been extensively tested and validated. The
future potential of studying wave induced forces on offshore structures has been illustrated.
The new DSD solvers provide a solid base for future developments and improvements that
eventually can lead to a new and improved two-phase DSD solver in OpenFOAM.
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Chapter 8

Future perspectives

In this chapter I will discuss the future perspectives of the DSD solvers and make a list of
recommendations for the future work needed in order to mature the code and make it ready to
be used by engineering practitioners.

First of all the future perspectives. The prospects of this method looks very promising.
We have been in contact with the developers from ESI-Group, which makes one of the official
releases of OpenFOAM, in order to get some help with the parallelisation of the code. In
that context they said that the method looked very interesting and they would be interested
in including the code in OpenFOAM. Whether this is going to be as a sub-package or as a
new solver in the official release is not known yet. This would have a major impact since the
code would be distributed to all of the OpenFOAM users. Furthermore, the code would be
maintained by the OpenFOAM programming experts.

In order to mature the code to a level, where it is on a level with other commercial and
OpenFOAM solvers, there is a need to address the following aspects.

First of all there is always room for more validation of the method. This would build up
the trustworthiness of the solver and provide new insights as to where the method could be
further improved.

The code currently works for serial computations and this is a bottleneck for moving to
3D simulations. They simply take to much time to compute. We have several ideas of how to
parallelise the code, however as with all development, such a thing needs some careful planning,
time and validation of the individual components of the code.

In the dsdrkFoam solver we need to create a better coupling between the advection of the
free surface through α and the pressure projection method. The current method is not optimal
as it uses first order extrapolation in the advection step (the current time velocities) and solves
the pressure equation at the new time step.

Then I have observed that brief pressure jumps in the solution can appear in the cells,
which have entered the fluid domain since the last time step. This was explained with errors
in the continuity equation. Hence, there is a need for an improved extrapolation method, that
does not suffer from this problem. This could be important in the pressure evaluation when a
wave hits a structure. In relation to this we have discussed to introduce an additional pressure
equation in the solvers that might improve the results.

The current study have focused on cases without viscosity and surface tension. A first
implementation have been made for the explicit method, and it is easily extended to the
implicit method. However, we need to validate the behaviour of the new terms.

The code has been shown for work on unstructured meshes for a simple standing wave.
This needs further exploration and validation with respect to the additional non-orthogonal
correction terms implemented in the code. In relation to unstructured meshes it would beneficial
to update the code to use the newest version of isoAdvector. The new version allows for more
accurate estimation of the free surface curvature on unstructured meshes. This is important if
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we want to use the iso faces to compute the inverse distances.
On the wish list is also an extension of the code to handle moving meshes, dynamic mesh

refinement, tree split cell faces, where one cell face is split to two cell faces in the neighbouring
cell. A coupling to the most recent developments within turbulence modelling for breaking
waves is also relevant.

Then we have also discussed the possibility for developing a two-phase solver. Essentially
there should be no problem in this. We already have a way to solve the pressure using the
GFM method, however we need to ensure that we preserve the one-sided nature of the method
close to the free surface and carefully control the interaction between the water and air phase.
We do not wish to introduce a false numerical boundary layer, that will destroy the solution.

The focused wave experiments presented in this work still needs some more work before we
can present a proper comparison to the measurements. We are getting closer to finding the
right piston input signals, and this will hopefully be reflected in the resulting comparisons to
the surface elevation measurements.

We have implemented a new static piston boundary condition for the explicit solver. This
method needs to be implemented for the implicit solver as well, which requires another imple-
mentation in the program, in order to account for the implicitness of the method.

The convergence of the outer corrector, which couples the pressure-velocity coupling to
the free surface evolution in time, needs a validation study, where we quantify and plot the
convergence of this loop. Previously in this study I have implemented a residual based control
for the PISO and PIMPLE loop, which we can use to perform this investigation.

Another aspect which has not been touched upon in this thesis is the number of pressure
iterations performed in every solution of the pressure equation. Since the pressure equation is
the most expensive equation to solve, it is very interesting to compare the number of pressure
iterations performed by the different methods in each time step.

This is not a complete list, there are many more aspects which may be explored. However,
it may give an insight in what it actually requires to develop such a code to level where it can
be trusted and used by the users of OpenFOAM.
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Appendix A

Dam break

This appendix presents the variation of the free surface in time for the explicit DSD solver is
plotted in Figure A.1 and Figure A.2, where each case is plotted separately. The red crosses
mark the experimental measurements and the black lines are free surface positions from the sim-
ulation. For each experimental measurement the two closest time instances from the simulation
are plotted. The simulation has been stored at every 0.01 s.
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(b) Case 1. Mesh: 80 x 60.
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(c) Case 2. Mesh: 60 x 90.
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Figure A.1: Plot of the free surface at normal time instances: t∗ = 0.9115, 1.5396, 1.9048, 2.2309,
2.6835, 2.8197. Solver: dsdrkFoam.
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(a) Case 4. Mesh: 80 x 120. max(CFL) = 0.01.
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(b) Case 5. Mesh: 80 x 120. max(∆t) = 0.001 s.
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(c) Case 6. Mesh: 80 x 120. Constant extrapola-
tion.
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Figure A.2: Plot of the free surface at normal time instances: t∗ = 0.9115, 1.5396, 1.9048, 2.2309,
2.6835, 2.8197. Solver: dsdrkFoam.
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Appendix B

Focused wave surface elevation from
experiments

Figure B.1 through B.9 show the recorded surface elevation at the seven wave gauges for each
of the nine test number files from the stored experimental data. The mean surface elevation
of the realisations is plotted according to the coloured legend and the 10 realisations of the
experiment are plotted as grey lines behind to show the variability.
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Figure B.1: Measured surface elevation from test2_<xx>.ascii files.
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Figure B.2: Measured surface elevation from test3_<xx>.ascii files.
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Figure B.3: Measured surface elevation from test4_<xx>.ascii files.
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Figure B.4: Measured surface elevation from test5_<xx>.ascii files.
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Figure B.5: Measured surface elevation from test6_<xx>.ascii files.
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Figure B.6: Measured surface elevation from test7_<xx>.ascii files.
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Figure B.7: Measured surface elevation from test8_<xx>.ascii files.
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Figure B.8: Measured surface elevation from test9_<xx>.ascii files.
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Figure B.9: Measured surface elevation from test10_<xx>.ascii files.

With the following zoomed view, it is possible to identify and match the mean signals from Fig
79 (Vested, 2019) where we know the case number with the computed mean signals from the
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B. Focused wave surface elevation from experiments

experimental data where we know the data file experiment number. In the following I explain
how I have matched each case to one of the data files.
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Figure B.10: Measured surface elevation from test2_<xx>.ascii files. This is case 1 in (Vested,
2019).

The peak of the wave in WG06 has a distinct kink to the left of the peak and a certain surface
elevation. Comparing this to the thesis figure, it is found that test2_<xx>.ascii corresponds
to case 1.
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Figure B.11: Measured surface elevation from test3_<xx>.ascii files. This data set is not used in
(Vested, 2019).

The signal does not match any of the signals from the thesis. Furthermore, there are large
deviations between the repetitions and one of them is completely off by a phase shift in time.
Therefore, it seems likely that this run has not been used.
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Figure B.12: Measured surface elevation from test4_<xx>.ascii files. This is case 2 in (Vested,
2019).

The shape of the peak and its surface elevation makes it possible to identify that test4_<xx>.ascii
corresponds to case 2.
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Figure B.13: Measured surface elevation from test5_<xx>.ascii files. This is case 3 in (Vested,
2019).

The shape of the peak and the surface elevation reveals that test5_<xx>.ascii corresponds to
case 3.
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Figure B.14: Measured surface elevation from test6_<xx>.ascii files. This is case 4 in (Vested,
2019).
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The shape of the peak and the surface elevation is very similar to case 3, but the surface
elevation slightly higher which shows that test6_<xx>.ascii corresponds to case 4.
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Figure B.15: Measured surface elevation from test7_<xx>.ascii files. This is case 5 in (Vested,
2019).

The shape of the peak is very similar to Figure B.13 and B.14, but the maximum surface eleva-
tion is a bit higher in Figure B.15 in comparison to the other two. Therefore, test7_<xx>.ascii
corresponds to case 5.
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Figure B.16: Measured surface elevation from test8_<xx>.ascii files. This is case 6 in (Vested,
2019).
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Figure B.17: Measured surface elevation from test9_<xx>.ascii files. This is case 7 in (Vested,
2019).
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Figure B.18: Measured surface elevation from test10_<xx>.ascii files. This is case 8 in (Vested,
2019).

Figure B.16 to B.18 was related to a case number by looking at the surface elevation of the
two troughs before the large wave crest. In Figure B.16 the first trough is only slightly higher
than the second trough. In Figure B.17 the two troughs are almost are the same level. Finally
in Figure B.18 the trough levels differ the most, where the first is significantly higher than the
second. Through this comparison I arrive at the conclusion that test8_<xx>.ascii corresponds
to case 6, test9_<xx>.ascii to case 7 and test10_<xx>.ascii to case 8.
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Appendix C

Unknown factors in focused wave
experiments

Summarised below is a list of uncertainties with respect to the experimental data from the
focused wave experiments:

• We have found the wave maker input file MLHV_spilling.dfs0, but it is not known if this
file was used to generate one of the experimental cases. This just a guess based on the fact
that we weren’t able to find other wave generation files in the stored data. Furthermore
the name is the initials of the former PhD student underscore "spilling", which would make
sense, because the focused wave was designed to generate a spilling breaking focused wave.
However, this does not guarantee that it was used for the experiments.

• The wave maker theory has been incorrectly applied to generate the piston position signal
in MLHV_spilling.dfs0. So if this file has been used it may explain why an iterative
procedure was required to get the right zero-crossing point in wave flume. However, it
could also indicate that MLHV_spilling.dfs0 is just an old file that was not used, because
signals with correctly applied wave maker theory were used for the experiments.

• The breaking locations are given in the PhD thesis, but the applied focusing point where
all the wave components are aligned to have zero-crossing has not been documented in
the thesis. This would have been a helpful piece of information, since the breaking point
is associated with more uncertainty from one run to the next. With the focusing points
we would also have been able to recreate the input signals for each of the cases.

• From our initial comparisons of the input signal to the wave maker against the feedback
from the wave maker, it looks like there could be a significant difference between the
specified input motion and the actual performed motion of the piston. To shed light on
this we would need to run an input signal like MLHV_spilling.dfs0 and then physically
measure the piston position in time.

• Are there any breaking events before the focused wave event? This could explain why
we need such a low factor on the velocity input signal just to get anywhere near the
experimental measurements. If there was breaking before the focused wave, then it is a
challenge for the simulation. It requires the simulation to correctly capture the physics
in the breaking wave events in order to get the right focused wave event. Breaking would
also add a degree of randomness to the experimental measurements, however from the
experimental measurements, the experiments seems repeatable.
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